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Abstract

The prevalence of multiple heterogeneous radio access technologies

promises better quality of service to users. Users, provided with mul-

tihomed devices, may now access their desired services via just one

or multiple interfaces simultaneously, and to change access network

or interface according to their current preferences and ongoing ser-

vice requirements so that they are always best connected. In this ideal

scenario, network mobility becomes a broader technological challenge,

as it incorporates user-centric satisfaction evaluation methods for the

cost and perceptual quality of the current applications, heterogeneous

access network monitoring techniques for network information discov-

ery, mobility management schemes for session continuity and applica-

tion adaptivity strategies for optimum application performance.

This thesis provides an overview of the challenges presented by in-

telligent seamless handoff requirements, and then provides a prag-

matic solution to intelligent seamless mobility. The thesis problem

space is divided into distinct domains. The first part of this thesis fo-

cuses on mobility management schemes since such schemes define the

architectural framework from which heterogeneous networking rises.

Secondly, this thesis explores TCP throughput during handoff within

heterogeneous environments. Finally, this thesis proposes a novel net-

work selection algorithm for multihomed users running a variety of

applications. These contributions have been thoroughly tested and

validated by simulation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last few years, the relative importance of network mobility technology

has, as a result of the twin drivers of technology advances and society’s demand

for communication, information and multimedia contents, increased significantly.

Some of the most important causes behind this phenomenon are the rapid spread

of 3G wireless networks and the rapid adoption of smartphone technologies. Also,

of major importance, is the adoption by the mobile user communities, of services

and applications that have been so successfully accepted by residential users.

Among such services there are instant messaging and music on-the-go applica-

tions, and other network sites as myspace, YouTube or facebook. Along with the

classically entertainment-oriented residential users, enterprise customers can also

benefit from new delivery technologies such as VoIP or applications for video-

conferencing at reduced costs. Unsurprisingly, the last decade has witnessed a

remarkable increase in the popularity of wireless networks.

However, firstly, mobile users are not yet provided with the network through-

put of the wired broadband systems; and secondly, residential users do not enjoy

either the simple mobility management features provided by radio access tech-

nologies different from cellular networks (3GPPx), like WiFi or WiMax. In this

context, the addition in the number of deployed wireless networks and Radio Ac-

cess Technologies (RATs) expands the possibilities for the fulfilment of the mobile

user’s Quality of Experience.
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1.1 Heterogeneous Networks and Multihoming

1.1 Heterogeneous Networks and Multihoming

The increase in the variety of RATs and the number of wireless networks has given

rise to the concept of heterogeneous networks or environments (Figure 1.1). In

heterogeneous environments, the coverage from different RATs potentially over-

laps, augmenting the network resources available to users. To put it another

way, heterogeneous networks are expected to fulfil the demand for higher bit

rates, which are anticipated to increase in the near future. Thus, for instance,

3G/WLAN interworking would become a extremely attractive synergy: provided

that the WLAN hot spot is within the 3G network coverage and that the user

is equipped with a dual mode terminal, integrating the two technologies (i.e.

multihoming) would provide users with high speed and low cost data services

within limited coverage areas, as well as any-time, any-where connection. Thus,

increasing the ‘pool’ of available resources, would considerably increase both user

satisfaction and network utilisation efficiency.

There are additional benefits to multihomed devices. For instance, by mul-

tihoming, a device should be able to insulate itself from certain failure modes

within one or more transit providers. Also, as mentioned previously, multihoming

enables load sharing, i.e. distributing traffic between multiple interfaces. Multi-

homing permits bandwidth aggregation, improved signal coverage and the ability

to choose the most desirable network considering the ongoing application require-

ments.

User’s applications present very different demands for network resources. These

demands can be adapted to the network resources to some degree, or by adopting

a completely different allocation of resources. For instance, some applications

(such as VoIP clients) dynamically adapt their generated traffic load to the link’s

capacity by varying the frame rate and size. Alternatively, applications can ex-

ploit trade-offs between different resources: e.g. a video stream application can

vary the extent of compression used in order to match the hardware processing

capabilities.

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can also benefit from multihoming and re-

source allocation. From a networking perspective, distributed applications can

be executed in environments that may include different network architectures as

2
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Figure 1.1: Example Scenario: the multihomed user’s device has a choice of
RATs [2]
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well as a range of computer platforms. Many distributed applications have crit-

ical response time requirements. However, the timeliness of a response however

depends on the availability of resources: network bandwidth to transfer informa-

tion, end-to-end latency and node’s local link congestion. Increasing the number

of networks and therefore the radio resources exponentially increases the poten-

tial for management of the users’ traffic load generation and, ultimately, of the

frequency spectrum.

Yet current trends in the deployment of access networks is resulting in the

development of ever-increasingly complex heterogeneous network environments.

The appearance of new access technologies promises better QoE, but also hin-

ders the efforts of the research community and also from industry to minimise

the implementation complexity of new services and applications. New and ex-

isting network deployments often overlap, requiring new solutions to exploit the

radio resources synergistically. Heterogeneous networks call for multi-platform

co-operative schemes to fulfil user promises of improved QoE.

Before heterogeneous networks can effectively provide a qualitative improve-

ment on the user’s QoE, there are a number of issues related to co-operation and

adaptability that, at the time of writing of this thesis, have as yet to be addressed.

Some examples are as follows. For instance, the performance of a fast processor

(in an application server) or network link with additional computation or traffic

load can deteriorate significantly, but if the application is moved to another sys-

tem, then the user may not experience a slowdown. When running a distributed

application, the impact of link congestion can be mitigated by migrating to a

different part of the network. A data warehouse may appear to stop operating

when additional users commence extensive queries, but if the data is replicated

on another server, the application may forward the requests to this server thereby

preserving the perception of a timely response. The quality perceived by a user

running a video stream or having a Voice Over IP (VoIP) conversation is directly

related to network parameters such as jitter, latency and bit error rate (BER).

In heterogeneous environments, applications seldom have exclusive access to re-

sources; instead, network links and processors are shared by many applications

and users. Finally, inter-RAT or vertical handoffs require to be optimised since

they incur macromobility: handoff produces significant changes not only at L2

but also at L3 (explained in detail in Section 1.2). These examples illustrate the
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Figure 1.2: Horizontal and Vertical Handoffs

diversity of issues ISPs must face before achieving the full potential of heteroge-

neous networks. This thesis focusses on a sub-domain of the problem space of

multihoming in heterogeneous environments; the intelligent seamless handoffs.

1.2 Handoff in Heterogeneous Environments

The process of detaching from one access point (AP) and connecting to the next

is referred to as handoff. There are two different types of handoffs, those in

which both APs are part of the same access network and those in which the

mobile node’s change of point of attachment interfaces to a different RAT. The

first group is known as horizontal handoff, whereas the second is referred to as

vertical handoff. For instance, an IEEE802.11b-enabled mobile node may, on the

basis of the received signal strength indicator (RSSI), trigger the detachment from

the current AP to connect to another one. Alternatively, more comprehensive

knowledge of the available networks resources may trigger inter-RAT handoffs.

As Figure 1.2 shows, in heterogeneous environments both horizontal and vertical

handoffs can take place.

Horizontal handoffs are carried out using RAT-specific schemes. The proce-
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Figure 1.3: An enumeration of Vertical Handoff Decision Attributes

dures executed at handoff are limited to RAT-specific mechanisms and their scope

is limited to L2 parameters such as, going back to the example above, the RSSI.

However, vertical handoffs require higher-level descriptors and actions at hand-

off. Firstly, higher-level descriptors are needed due to the fact that applications

not only rely on the RSSI to perform, but also on many other network parame-

ters, such as link capacity, RAT-inherent jitter, user profile, application types or

service accessibility, etc (Figure 1.3). Secondly, as a consequence of transferring

the user’s session from one network to another, the IP address must change in

order to be topologically correct, i.e. it must be formed from the new network’s

IP prefix. Thus, there is an implicit requirement for mobility management (L3

or above) and for solving the related authentication and authorisation issues.

The above-enumerated vertical handoff’s issues call for the implementation

of an architecture that presents, in a unified manner, both the range of avail-

able radio interfaces and the applications’ request for resources; a handoff deci-

sion system; and handoff schemes for seamless mobility. Several functionalities

are required for the feasibility of this architecture: the development of adaptive

applications, a unified mechanism for network information retrieval and a RAT-

agnostic handoff scheme to roam freely around the different available networks.

These are explained below.

Application adaptivity is the ability at handoff to perform predictably and

efficiently under a broad range of conditions. Adaptivity schemes can be

applied as middleware, coded directly on the application or by means of
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altering the communication protocols they rely on, e.g. TCP, in the case of

FTP applications.

Network Information Discovery provides mechanisms for users and opera-

tors to produce accurate information about the available access networks.

These mechanisms include RAT-specific monitoring techniques and acces-

sible information service points, such as the Common Radio Resource Man-

agement (CRRM); a network functionality that provides a unified inter-

face to enable the retrieval of link parameters (such as capacity) and other

network-context information [5, 6, 7].

Mobility management scheme at L3 or above enables both horizontal and

vertical handoffs, since this approach is L2-agnostic. This scheme, however,

can be used to trigger L2 procedures towards handoff (as explained later in

Section 1.3).

Supporting seamless mobility between heterogeneous networks presents fur-

ther challenges since each network is characterised by different mobility dynamics,

QoS and security and Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting (AAA) re-

quirements. Moreover, applications are characterised to some extent by time

dependency. For instance, TCP periodically computes the network performance

to dynamically adapt to available channel capacity. Also, interactive applications

such as VoIP and video streaming have stringent performance requirements with

regard to end-to-end delay and packet loss. Handoff may breach these perfor-

mance bounds by introducing delays caused by network discovery and L2 handoff

procedures, IP set-up and mobility management. Figure 1.4 illustrates the main

functional blocks of an intelligent seamless handoff architecture. As the diagram

depicts, the architecture requires an informed and coordinated decision system;

is vital for any improvement in the user’s QoE.

Thus, there is a number of issues that mobile nodes will face in order to achieve

intelligent seamless handoffs in heterogeneous environments. The next section

presents a potential user terminal architecture, and highlights those issues that

have been considered in this thesis.
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Figure 1.4: Main Functional Blocks of an Intelligent Seamless Handoff Architec-
ture

1.3 A Solution for the Terminal Architecture

In order to accommodate any extended functionalities of intelligent network se-

lection, network handoff signalling and transport-level enhancement a parallel

control layer should be superimposed to the standard TCP/IP stack. This archi-

tecture permits the information retrieval from the different constituent protocols

of any given network entity, as well as their management towards cooperative

and synchronised tasks. The nature of the system information includes, but is

not limited, to:

• L2 operational state (Link Going Down, Imminent Handoff, At Handoff,

Handoff Done).

• L2 Expected Handoff Delay and RAT-specific reports.

• L3 location management and handoff information, e.g. network context in-

formation such as the AP-ID duple.

• L4 average goodput or other arbitrary KPIs.

• L5 (application) requirements or KPI features.

• User’s requirements and preferences, and permissible costs.
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Due to the diverse nature of the information that this control layer handles,

there is a demand for flexible information exchange capable of handling arbitrary

data structures. The information should be retrieved in a cooperative manner,

either on demand or via an event-driven information service. These requirements

require a cross-layer media-independent notification system. For standardisation

and extensibility purposes, the IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover (MIH)

standard has been considered as the support framework of the system [8, 9].

1.3.1 IEEE 802.21

The IEEE 802.21 standard defines an extensible set of media access independent

mechanisms that enable the optimization of handoff between heterogeneous IEEE

802 networks and facilitates handoff between IEEE 802 networks and cellular

networks. Its main purpose is to improve mobile user experience by facilitating

handoff in heterogeneous environments, including different radio technologies—

both wired and wireless—where handoff is not otherwise defined; and to enable

mobile devices to perform seamless handoffs.

Other key functionalities of the IEEE 802.21 MIH information service are:

• Reducing battery usage by avoiding unnecessary scanning and making an

intelligent use of the network context information. For instance, turning on

an IEEE 802.16 radio module only if a 802.16 network is available.

• Reducing power consumption used by the backend (core) network.

• Reducing the handover time by passing security and QoS information to

the next point of service.

• Allowing service providers to enforce their policies and roaming agreements.

Handoff decision making involves cooperative use of both MN and network

infrastructure. Handoff control, handoff policies, and other algorithms involved in

handoff decision making are generally handled by communication system elements

that do not fall within the scope of this standard. However, it is beneficial to

describe certain aspects of the overall handover procedure so that the role and

purpose of the MIH services in the handover process are clear. The following

subclauses give an overview of how IEEE 802.21 enables network selection and

service continuity.
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• Network Selection

– Allows users to select between 802.3, .11, .16, 3GPP and 3GPP2 net-

works: current research efforts address co-operative networking in het-

erogeneous environments [10, 11].

– Various applications have different tolerance characteristics for delay

and data loss. By making a provision for such characteristics, users

can connect to the desired network taking informed application-aware

decisions further considering the user’s preferences and the user or

network’s policies [12]. This standard specifies the means by which

such information can be made available to the MIH users to enable

effective network selection.

– Base stations can notify users at changes on networks’ availability [9].

The users are informed about link type, link identifier, link availability,

link quality, etc.

• Service Continuity: Service or session continuity is defined as the continua-

tion of the service during and after the handover while minimizing aspects

such as data loss and duration of loss of connectivity during the handover

without requiring any user intervention. In this respect, IEEE 802.21 pro-

vides the necessary facilities for make-before-break handoffs [13].

Most importantly, IEEE 802.21 provides an open interface, an easily exten-

sible and operative framework for link state reporting, inter-system information

service and handoff control (command) system. It aims to provide an architec-

ture to enable low-latency handoff across heterogeneous environments, by helping

in the handoff decision-making, network information gathering and standarising

the protocol interfaces so that it can be implemented in distributed environ-

ments. Moreover, IEEE 802.21 helps to execute handoffs by providing status

information and event information at handoff. However, it does not define hand-

off policies, nor specifies network selection procedures, i.e. it does not define L2

handoff procedures nor network detection procedures since these mechanisms are

L2 technology-specific. It does not address either security mechanisms. This

loose-coupling approach permits its application to heterogeneous environments;
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Figure 1.5: MIH services and their initiation

leaving L2 to specify the handoff procedures allows for future changes with the

L2 protocols.

IEEE 802.21 comprises three types of services:

• Event Service: it delivers triggers on events, e.g. ‘Link Up’, ‘Link Down’ or

‘New Link Available’.

• Information Service: it is a request/reply-oriented information service for

faster handoffs, providing lists of available networks, network operator,

network-context information, etc.

• Command Service: while the former two services are mainly used for infor-

mational purposes, the command service provides a set of commands for the

MIH users to control link layer properties and actions relevant to handoff,

e.g. ‘Switch Link’, ‘Configure Link’

MIH users access these services through well-defined service access points

(SAPs). MIH users employ a set of primitives, also defined in the standard, to

access the services of the MIH Function. Figure 1.5 shows how these three types

of services cooperate within the IEEE 802.21 architecture.

As a final consideration, IEEE 802.21 embodies the afore-mentioned (seamless

handoff extensions to heterogeneous environments) system framework require-

ments, i.e. inter-operability, extensibility and the possibility of different types of

communication services: command (action request) and information retrieval on
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request and on event. Chapter 3 explains how an IEEE 802.21-based system

architecture has been implemented for the purposes of numerical evaluation.

1.4 About this Thesis: Solution Overview

In the pursuit of a feasible and effective design for a seamless heterogeneous

handoff strategy, the challenges surrounding heterogeneous handoff are investi-

gated and a focused literature review on existing schemes is presented. Ideally

seamless handoff is achieved by the coordinated action of a number of protocols

and network entities which make informed and accurate decisions on when, why

and to which network the handoff is to be performed. However, such a scenario is

not realistic. The intelligent seamless heterogeneous handoff problem is complex;

it is a multi-stage decision problem with uncertain, imperfect or incomplete infor-

mation, multiple static and dynamic inputs with a strong temporal dependency

and involves synchronisation with a number of network entities and protocols [2].

This thesis explores the benefits of an architectural framework that enables

seamless handoffs in heterogeneous environments in order to accommodate the

mobile users’ demands of session continuity and ubiquitous connectivity. This ar-

chitectural framework takes a cross-layer approach: facilitating the information

sharing, interaction and thus co-operation between different protocols via direct

inter-layer communication. Moreover, for the fulfilment of the mobile node’s de-

mands there is a requirement for, firstly, establishing network selection, secondly,

reducing the latency of the handoff signalling and finally, decreasing any repercus-

sion on upper level protocols and applications. The work carried out in this thesis

proposes a set of enhancements to the standard handoff procedures. Among these

enhancements there is a consideration for proactive schemes to handoff signalling,

specifically Fast Handoffs for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6); an intelligent network se-

lection algorithm (NSA); and modifications of the TCP protocol. These three

schemes taken together, along with other minor contributions, provide the facili-

ties required for the cross-layer architecture to operate at handoff while offering

lower latency and better QoS.
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1.4.1 Justification of Research

A first-rate user experience is the key to the success of the future communications

industry. The co-existence of different RATs promises better QoE. Users expect

to benefit from the diverse range of wireless technologies to support their appli-

cations’ demands of network resources. However, major challenges, derived from

the technological limitations of the different radio technologies, the novelty of

the appearance of this heterogeneous environments and the current lack of both

technological and economical incentives for the radio interfaces co-design, need

to be overcome. These three factors limit the extent of the current possibilities of

inter-connection and inter-operation across the different access network domains.

1.4.2 Objectives

This thesis enables mobile users with the capability to choose the network that

best matches their application needs and provides them the subsequent handoff

procedures. These aims, in turn, can be subdivided into the following secondary

goals:

1. Provide a complete review of existing schemes for intelligent seamless hand-

offs.

2. Provide of simulation platform for the algorithm design and numerical eval-

uation of novel communication protocols for mobile users.

3. Establish an architectural framework that permits a L2-agnostic approach

to seamless handoffs.

4. Optimise network selection on the basis of the traffic requirements generated

by user applications.

5. Alleviate the QoS degradation at handoff: reducing packet loss and com-

munication latency, decreasing the L3 and above signalling latency and

minimising the impact of handoff on the applications.

6. Support adaptability for the mobile users to confront dynamic network

conditions, radio technologies and hardware capabilities.
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1.4.3 Thesis Structure

The reminder of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview

of the State of the Art addressing the contributions to NSAs in heterogeneous

environments, the FMIPv6 protocol and other proactive handoff schemes and the

different solutions that can be found in the literature to the TCP’s counterpro-

ductive behaviour at handoff. Chapter 3 introduces the evaluation environment:

this section gathers the assumptions made during the implementation process;

also, this chapter presents the software simulation platform and enumerates the

different verification methodologies that underpin the validity of the numerical

results. The following chapters, 4, 5 and 6, enumerate the proposed solutions

for faster, seamless handoffs. Chapter 4 introduces the so-called Proactive Route

Optimisation for FMIPv6 (PRO-FMIPv6). This scheme provides lower handoff

latency compared to other current approaches. Chapter 5 describes a TCP en-

hancement that allows for minimising the handoff-induced disruption on TCP

flows. Chapter 6 explains a novel NSA based on neural networks that optimises

the network selection choice by virtue of matching the required QoS with that of-

fered by the different available networks. This approach permits fine adjustment

of the user demands to the networks facilities, optimising the networks resources.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and presents the future work.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art of Seamless

Handoff Techniques

Intelligent seamless handoffs are an integral part of any envisioned future het-

erogeneous networking. This chapter reports on the evolution of the wireless

environment and outlines the motivation for the work on the design of a user-

centric handoff management scheme. The motivation behind handoff manage-

ment and network selection derives from addressing network-centric to service-

and user-centric goals. This paradigm shift is happening as users’ choice of net-

works is expanding to include a diversity of RATs from different operators and

service providers and the range of complexity of applications is increasing with

new functionality and characteristics.

This chapter presents different stances of the future heterogeneous service-

oriented architecture. Firstly, handoff management is introduced as a problem

subspace of the heterogeneous networking. Secondly, this chapter presents the

evolving characteristics, challenges and the state of the art of network selection,

mobility management and, ultimately, applications’ adaptivity at handoff.

2.1 Evolution of the Wireless Environment

During the past decade, the telecommunications industry has grown as more

business players are getting involved, rapidly evolving both technically and eco-

nomically. It’s long past that the traditional two-player technology-driven mar-

ket, where traditional network providers dictated usage conditions, gave way to a
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multi-player service-oriented market, where offering a satisfactory QoE is the key

to maximising revenue potential. As the industry has unbundled, the coupling of

network access and service provision has been reduced, to the extent that service

providers are being established as a third party into the wireless arena. The

resulting three-player market structure—users, network operators and service

providers—has further increased the business dynamism and the technological

challenges as well as the users expectations of QoE. Each of these three players

or levels in the evolution of the wireless environment are described below.

Service providers seek to increase their revenue by offering attractive services

to the user community. The key relationships between service providers,

the users community and the network providers is shown in Figure 2.1.

This figure also illustrates a parallelism with the envisioned service-oriented

heterogeneous environments. In such environments, users are expected to

access an array of services to supply their communication, entertainment

and information needs, operating from a variety of terminals.

Research in the area of service provision in heterogeneous environments fo-

cusses on dynamic adaptation of contents to variations in individual prefer-

ences, mobile terminal conditions and the current radio access network and

access technology. While network operators explore network connectivity

policy definition, service providers consider best service delivery; therefore

user QoE depends on the inter-reliance between the two (this has been

subject of discussion between network- and user-centric views [14, 15]).

Network access providers have increased in the telecommunications market

over the past decade and, with them, the number of Mobile Virtual Network

Operators (MVNOs), hotspot providers, satellite and wireless broadband

providers and home and company networks. Furthermore, different opera-

tors use different mixes of RATs, with different coverage, management and

capacity capabilities to cater for diverse service requirements. Figure 2.2

shows some different types of wireless networks available and their typical

coverage areas. Each of these networks was developed to cater for a specific

need. For instance, WLANs are designed for high-rate data transmission,

whereas WWAN address mobile entities and satellite networks allow for

remote connectivity.
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Figure 2.1: Key Market Relationships and their Technological Counterparts [2]

Figure 2.2: Radio Communications Technologies [3]
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Networks have also evolved technologically, influencing factors include the

adoption of more complex modulation schemes, taking advantage of more

advanced radio chips with lower power consumption, more intelligent medium

access mechanisms or lower-latency networking enabled by the evolving

core-network technologies. Wireless networking has evolved from the early

stages of wireless communication where voice was the sole supported service

(the First Generation or 1G) underpinned by switched circuit technology,

to the latest developments in multimedia broadband, cellular IP networking

and ultra-high data rate transmission. Figure 2.3 illustrates the evolution

of the major wireless access technologies.

Users have over the past five years become more technologically proficient and

service-hungry, spoilt by the user’s en masse embrace of smartphones, lap-

tops, PDAs and such hand-held devices. As the user service demands in-

crease, so does the need of continuous ubiquitous access. Currently, users

expect connecting capability with geographical independence. Moreover,

mobile users accustomed to flat-rate and flat-bandwidth connectivity also

frequently pay for a second access if they are, e.g. at airports or cafés,

where users tend to run more intensively network applications such as web-

browsing or file-downloading and therefore can benefit from hotspot con-

nectivity.

It is therefore remarkable that users expect a high QoE, but they also have

different expectations depending on previous experiences, current context

(such as location, activity, mobility, remaining battery, and near future

plans) and the capabilities of their terminal. In order to fulfil such ex-

pectations, firstly, the terminal needs inbuilt intelligence to aid the deci-

sion as to which access network to choose for each session, and it must

be capable of taking informed decisions on the basis of users’ preferences

(such as preferred services or cost), network metrics (like coverage, security

and capacity) and mobile characteristics (whether the terminal is multi-

homed or is capable of multiple simultaneous connections, embedded RATs,

speed, battery). Secondly, RAT-agnostic user-centric mobility management

schemes must be adopted by both access providers and terminals, to allow
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Figure 2.3: Evolution of the most widely adopted Wireless Access Communication
Technologies [4]
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for seamless connectivity and ubiquitous IP reachability. Thirdly, applica-

tions should proactively adapt to current network conditions in keeping in

with the principles of seamless mobility.

2.1.1 Towards Always Best Connected

As the merging of Internet and telecommunication networks into an all-IP envi-

ronment takes place, different views emerge as to how they should integrate and

on how these next generation wireless networks should be shaped. In materialising

the network architecture there are a number of actors involved: users, network op-

erators, service providers, application service providers and third-party providers

and operators. Each one of these actors often has conflicting interests and thereby

its own perspective on the Always Best Connected (ABC) paradigm [16].

ABC encompasses a vision, which may be defined differently by the actors

involved. This is because the definition criteria for the best connectivity is subject

to different interests. Network operators would envision ABC as a model based

on maximising benefit while dedicating to users the minimum possible network

resources required to support the user’s services. Thus, it is beneficial or advisable

for the operator to either control or have direct business agreements with the

service providers, as well as with the individual users. Alternatively, the user’s

viewpoint on ABC would consider an inexpensive Internet access and a seamless

ubiquitous connectivity to all types of services. In this context, a regulated

consumer-friendly market where multiple overlapping access networks, service

providers and operators would be viewed positively. Finally, service providers

focus on the open nature of the access interfaces, both to users’ requests and

to network providers access and billing, and on the flexibility and dynamism on

offering its services on third-party networks.

Hence, although a number of business models may co-exist, there are two main

opposed stances of the resulting all-IP network: the network-centric and the user-

or service-centric views. The network-centric vision embodies a continuation of

current approaches to access billing, i.e. users being tied to a single network

operator subscription. At the other end, pure user-centric views support user

freedom of choice for the most suitable access network for the terminals and
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ongoing services, or the combined choice of multiple access networks in cases

where the terminal is multihomed. This thesis focusses on the user-centric vision.

Regardless the degree of market regulation and technological concentration,

and for both network- and user-centric approaches, independent researchers [14,

16] identify a number of required ABC enabling technologies; some need to be

implemented in the terminal, while others need to be implemented in the network

side. The ABC functionalities considered in this thesis were previously defined

in Chapter 1. A more comprehensive definition of the ABC functional blocks is

as follows:

Access Discovery permits an ABC terminal to find the available access net-

works/devices. Once connected, the terminal periodically performs access

discovery to find better connection alternatives. Access network routers/ac-

cess devices must present information in a uniform manner via a generic set

of parameters, describing QoS, cost and type of RAT. Access network de-

vices should accurately produce this information investigating how to collect

the network statistics, since networks are highly dynamic environments.

Access Selection provides better choices of access network for users or for net-

work operators. Access selection usually comes down to either allocating

resources for minimising cost, maximising the perceived QoS or minimising

cost provided that certain QoS constraints are satisfied. Access selection

can be carried out either by the network or by the user. Section 2.4 explores

the use of network selection strategies on heterogeneous environments.

AAA Support provides users of with information about what they can do–

Authentication–, credentials–Authorisation–and Accounting (AAA). In an

heterogeneous environment, where several operators co-exist and where

single-radio or multihomed users can make use of the different networks,

AAA presents both technical and business challenges.

Convergence Interface is a uniform interface for transmitting IP packets over

wireless links. This interface (defined in [2, 14]) is present only at access

routers or cellular network Base Stations, and provides a mechanism for the

IP layer to interface with a variety of wireless technologies.
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Mobility Management enables both vertical and horizontal handoffs, and pro-

vides mobile nodes of session continuity and continued reachability. Sec-

tion 2.2 presents an extensive overview of the state of the art of mobility

management schemes.

Profile Handling is a two-sided problem. First, as part of the QoS provision-

ing, operators should guarantee a differentiated treatment for each user or

aggregated flows on the basis of their tariff, the user’s personal preferences

for choice of access and application adaptation. Research work on this issues

points to the use of Integrated or Differentiated Services Architecture, Re-

source Reservation Protocol and Multiprotocol Label Switching. Secondly,

users’ profiles should be securely stored in the servers of the ABC service

providers and updated in accordance with the business agreements made

with network operators. Such profiles are also needed for AAA purposes.

Applications adaptation. It is essential for applications to dynamically adapt

to the current network conditions and to support the reconfiguration of

each communication session (e.g. a VoIP flow) in response to a variety of

external factors such as media formats, mobility, application QoS require-

ments and access network characteristics. With regard to the adaptation

response, it may well be performed by the application itself, or by the trans-

port protocol it may rely on (e.g TCP, in the case of FTP applications).

The adaptation scheme initiation may be triggered by the application it-

self (reacting to network changes and in response requesting the application

server to adapt), or by the access network and/or the terminal (proactively)

providing information about the network characteristics (for instance, no-

tifications on QoS changes). Section 2.3 offers an analysis of TCP-based

application adaptation.

The work presented in this thesis focuses on (i) the mobility management; (ii)

the proactive adaptation of the TCP transport protocol; and (iii) the access se-

lection algorithms on multihomed environments, from a user-centric perspective.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the terminal architecture and highlights the elements (i-iii)

explored or contributed to in this thesis. This terminal architecture is based on

the traditional TCP/IP stack layers, coupled with the extensions proposed by
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Figure 2.4: A Solution for the ABC Terminal Architecture

Ganchev et al. [14]: a convergence layer, which provides a uniform access to the

network interfaces; a network selection layer, which offers the best choice of net-

works or combination of multiple networks for any particular situation; a middle-

ware (API) layer, which enables applications to advertise their QoS requirements

and to be notified or the current network(s) characteristics; and finally, a verti-

cal resource repository, interfacing the API and convergence layers, and storing

the ABC user and/or network profiles, policies and preferences. These layers are

integrated according to the IEEE802.21 model, i.e. a co-designed cross-layer infor-

mation exchange terminal architecture which, in co-operation with other access

network entities, enables an intelligent seamless handoff management.

2.2 Mobile IPv6

Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [17] is the de facto standard for IPv6 mobility management.

This section introduces MIPv6 and alternative L3 mobility protocols (L3MPs),

viz. Fast Handoffs for MIPv6 (FMIPV6) [18], Proactive Bindings for MIPv6 [19]
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and Enhanced Route Optimisation [20]. The forthcoming discussion will enumer-

ate the requirements for these L3MPs to operate in heterogeneous environments.

2.2.1 On the Need for Layer 3 Mobility Management

Mobile users require their ongoing connections to be maintained and remain

reachable while in transit, e.g. from the office to the street. Geographical move-

ment between different locations may cause degradation in the received signal

power or quality derived from path loss and interference and could trigger a re-

quest to join another access network. Hence, in general geographical movement

may trigger a movement to a new location in the Internet topology. Alternatively,

the user applications may change their QoS requirements (higher bandwidth or

lower tariff) and join a more appropriate access network to cope with those de-

mands.

From the mobile device’s perspective, the networking environment changes;

some network prefixes vanish, some new ones may appear. In this sense, a physical

movement could be regarded as a process of network renumbering. However, the

standard IPv6 protocol offers no support for network renumbering. Currently,

if a user provided with a laptop wants to leave one network and join another,

he or she must restart the IPv6 network attachment procedures. Every ongoing

connection would be torn down. Therefore, any suitable solution for inter-access

network handoff must accommodate session continuity and reachability. This

prerequisite will be referred as ‘Requirement 1’ in the forthcoming discussion.

Also, although the number of mobile devices is predicted to increase, the

L3MP is required to connect mobile nodes to nodes such as servers, routers or

other hosts in the Internet that themselves may not be L3MP-enabled. Moreover,

at this moment of design and development of the L3MPs, the IPv6 is poised to

supercede IPv4. For these reasons, L3MPs have to support IPv6 non-L3MP

enabled networking—Requirement 2.

As IPv6, L3MPs are requested to provide networking capability to a wide

spectrum of devices enabled with different radio technologies. In the future this

situation may become more complex: devices may connect to several networks

simultaneously, making use of different interfaces at once. In this case, the device

is said to be multihomed. Work is being undertaken in multihoming-enabling
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technologies due to the multihoming intrinsic advantages, such as aggregated

bandwidth. The multiplicity of dissimilar access networks is such that multihom-

ing techniques must support different link layer protocols, and must offer support

for possible multihoming extensions—Requirement 3.

Additionally, the services and network applications mobile users are antici-

pated to use are the same as by fixed users. One reason for the emergence of the

3G technologies is bringing pre-existing ‘common’ applications like web-browsing,

video-streaming or VoIP within the mobile user reach, i.e. introducing typically

residential user applications into the cellular network. Also, WiFi users are an-

other group of mobile users which has long benefited from the same applications

and services of those fixed users. Hence, the general trend is towards homogeni-

sation and standardisation of services across the different types of networks.

The convergence of the communication and Internet worlds towards a service-

oriented architecture highlights the requirement for applications to be running

on different radio technologies. However, in order to make applications fully

operative in different devices and over different types of connection, they must be

lower-layer agnostic. Thus, the use of different networks should not motivate any

changes to change the behaviour of the transport protocols; as TCP and UDP

must be still operative in order to support the applications within acceptable

levels of performance. Therefore, MIPv6 mobility management tasks must offer

upper layer transparency—Requirement 4.

Hence, some of the main requirements for further development in IP mobility

management have been set forth. The following sections will introduce the MIPv6

and FMIPv6, Proactive Bindings for MIPv6 and Enhanced Route Optimisation

protocols, and how they deal with the requirements mentioned above.

A note on transport- and application-level approaches

Both transport and application-level solutions for seamless mobility can be found

in the literature. Transport-level advantages include: (i) authentication can be

implicitly established at session establishment, thus securing the end-to-end com-

munication and location management; (ii) also, there is no packet redirection at

handoff, thus the path between the communicating hosts is symmetric, and there-

fore RTT does not artificially increase because of handoff, avoiding retransmission

inefficiencies issues [21].
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However, tearing down a connection and bringing it back up at the new loca-

tion presents the following drawbacks: (i) in-flight packets at handoff are lost—

although after handoff is completed, they can be recovered via purpose-specific

schemes; (ii) transport-level approaches need to be enabled on both end-points,

thus if transport-level support nodes are required, then security is compromised;

(iii) finally, transport-level approaches handoff management, opening venues of

attack and precluding the MN’s continued reachability.

Application-level are mostly based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) due

to its IETF compliance and its widespread acceptance to support multimedia-

sessions [22, 23]. In general, application-level solutions eliminate the need for

mobility stack in mobile nodes and, due to their end-to-end nature, do not require

support from any other mobility elements in the network.

Application-level mobility—based on SIP—approaches have several drawbacks:

(i) SIP addresses multimedia session management, which usually runs on Real-

Time Transport Protocol (RTP) over UDP, and it does not support TCP connec-

tions thus is not transparent to the broad range of TCP applications; (ii) also,

likewise transport-level mobility, application-level enhancements need to be en-

abled on both communication end-points; (iii) finally, in-flight packets at handoff

are lost and, considering that enhacements are limited to the application level,

then no handoff-specific packet retransmission schemes would apply, thus other

L4 mobility schemes, such as TCP Migrate, could be a better solution for TCP

flows.

From the security standpoint, both transport- and application-level solutions

can effectively secure the end-to-end communication. However, these solutions

may preclude the use of IPsec Transport mode [24]. On the other hand, IPsec

Tunnel mode may still be feasible, considering the network-layer mobility aware-

ness since the IPsec security associations are established on a per-address basis.

Either case, given the need for secured communications, particularly true in wire-

less environments, and the subsequent need for network-layer re-implementation

at the MN, then either a L3 solution would be preferable, or a L4+ security

should be used, such as SSL/TLS [25].

Secondly, avoiding L3 management also precludes routing security mecha-

nisms. For instance, the MIPv6 standard relies on a mixed routing-cryptographic

scheme for securing location management. The CN, prior to forward packets to
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the NCoA, checks the reachability of the MN at the NAR link. Only after the CN

confirms the MN reachability at the NCoA, the binding is established. Contrari-

wise, transport and application-level solutions open venues for DoS by flooding

attacks.

For these reasons, the work in this thesis focusses on network-layer enhance-

ments. The following sections describe the most relevant current L3MPs.

2.2.2 MIPv6 Outline

There are a number of motivations why a node may decide to switch from one

wireless network to another: a higher received signal power (perhaps as a conse-

quence of mobility) or for bandwidth reasons (as a consequence of changing QoS

requirements). In such a eventuality, MIPv6 provides mechanisms through which

the mobile node maintains its ongoing connections. MIPv6 is largely based on

IPv6, but it comprises of a number of modifications. In effect, MIPv6 packets

are routed transparently over IPv6 networks.

MIPv6 operation is as follows. A mobile node, initially connected to its home

link, moves to a foreign link, managed by another router. Using the IPv6 protocol

without mobility support, every connection would be broken; therefore the mobile

user would have to re-start the ongoing sessions. Alternatively, MIPv6 would

operate in a rather different manner. Firstly, the mobile node should join the

foreign link. Once it has obtained an IPv6 address, the node sends back to its

mobility support manager or home agent a packet known as binding update. The

home agent is to track record of these bindings by means of the binding update

list.

The home agent is an entity defined in the MIPv6 protocol. It works as a

standard IPv6 router, but embraces the functionality of tunneling packets to the

address included in the binding update message: when it receives the binding

update, it forwards every packet addressed to the mobile host in the home link to

its new address. The only MIPv6-aware entities in this example are the mobile

node and the home agent. Hence, implementing such functionality for users on

an IPv6 network is limited to setting a home agent in the user’s home link,

and enabling MIPv6 support on the mobile device. Since MIPv6 control and

signalling messages are based on either Internet Control Message Protocol-v6
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(ICMPv6) or IPv6 protocols, they are natively routed through IPv6 networks. In

addition to the binding update sent to the home agent, if the correspondent node

is also MIPv6-enabled, the mobile node could send another binding update to it

directly. In this way, direct communication between correspondent and mobile

nodes is established: routes are optimised and there is no need of triangular

routing through home agent.

2.2.3 Data structures and mobility headers

The MIPv6 protocol defines several data structures; among them, there is a new

IPv6 protocol, the mobility header. Also, MIPv6 extends IPv6 to include a new

Destination Option and further types of messages in the ICMPv6 protocol; two

for use in the dynamic home agent address discovery mechanism, and two for

renumbering and mobile configuration mechanisms. All these are explained in

the following sections.

Mobility header

The mobility header is an IPv6 extension header used by each entity when per-

forming any task related to bindings. This header defines a number of mobility

functionalities or options for use within this message:

1. Binding creation or update: facilitated by means of the Binding Update

and Acknowledgement messages.

2. Binding out-of-date management: via the Binding Update Request mes-

sage. It is sent by the correspondent node. Mobile nodes may reply Binding

Update Reply Messages.

3. Return Routability Procedure: used for secure communication between cor-

respondent and mobile node while updating binding. For this purpose four

messages are exchanged: Care-of Test / Care-of Test Init Messages and

Home Test / Home Test Init Messages. Return Routability is explained

later in this section.

4. Signalling errors related to mobility management: Correspondent node uses

Binding Error Message to signal errors, such as any inappropriate attempt

to use the Home Address destination option without an existing binding.
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Home Address IPv6 Destination Option

Home Address Destination Option is carried by the Destination Option extension

header. It is used in a packet sent by a mobile node while away from the home

network, to inform the recipient (correspondent node or home agent) of the mobile

node’s home address. Scenarios of application of this option are:

1. While sending a binding update message, the mobile node must include its

home address in the packet. The source address will be fixed to its care-of

address to avoid ingress filtering of the visited link access router. Therefore,

the home agent will retrieve the home address of the mobile node from this

field.

2. While sending packets to the correspondent node once a binding has been

established. Using this option, the correspondent node is able to associate

the source (care-of) address of the packet to the correct home address, con-

sequently enabling transparent connectivity to upper layer protocols. The

mobile node will still be able to deal with its own authentication procedures,

like IPsec (Authentication or ESP), including in the checksum or at the in-

put of any algorithm the home address. Then, the home agent will swap

care-of address and home address fields. To receive the packet properly, the

correspondent node will swap again both fields.

Type 2 routing header

This header is used to route packets directly from the correspondent to the mobile

node’s care-of address. Unlike the “classical” routing header, for security reasons

the type 2 only allows for one address field [26]. For instance, an attacker could

place an IP address different from the home address in the address segment

while communicating with a mobile node as correspondent node. In that case,

the mobile node would forward the packet to a node different to itself. The

correspondent node may use this mechanism if it is trying to connect a network

to which is not authorised. When receiving the packet, the mobile node forwards

the packet to the address included in the address segment of the type 2 routing

header. Since this address is its home address, the mobile node is forwarding to

itself. Therefore, the mobile node receives the packet as if it was addressed to its

home address.
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New IPv6 ICMP Messages

As has been explained, four additional ICMPv6 message types are defined in

MIPv6. Two of them are the Dynamic Home Agent Address Discovery (DHAAD)

Request/Reply types. These messages are used for home agent discovery pur-

poses. The other two message types have been designed in order to enable the

mobile node to obtain information about the home link when resident in a for-

eign network. These message types are known as the Mobile Prefix Solicitation

and Advertisement. Both messages work in the same fashion as their analo-

gous Neighbor Discovery Routing Sol/Adv messages. However, in contrast to

the Neighbor Discovery messages, Mobile Prefix messages are globally routable.

Moreover, these new messages not only include information about new prefixes

in addition to the existing ones, but also they report those deprecated as a result

of network renumbering or failing.

Conceptual data structures

In order for MIPv6 to function correctly, a number of data structures are defined

to apply to various participating nodes of the MIPv6-enabled network.

• Binding cache: A cache maintained by each home agent and correspondent

node. It contains a number of bindings for one or more mobile nodes (“home

address” and“associated care-of address” bindings).

• Binding update list: A cache maintained by the mobile node. Contains all

the bindings sent to the home agents and correspondent nodes.

• Home agents list: Used to inform mobile nodes of the available home agents

in its home-link. This list is managed by the Home Agent Discovery proce-

dures, discussed later in this section.

Binding cache and binding update list are not exchanged by any node. For

that reason, they do not have to support any binary framework nor conform to

any specific format; their implementation can be proprietary.
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2.2.4 MIPv6 Operation

MIPv6 nodes use two different globally routable addresses: A stable IP address

(home address) and a volatile or temporary one (care-of address). The home

address is used for two purposes: first, mobile nodes are expected to be globally

addressable, i.e. reachable within any point on the Internet topology; second, as

long as the transport layer connections are linked with IP source addresses, the

MIPv6 protocol must offer upper layers a transparent service while changing IP

addresses (care-of addresses).

Home and care-of addresses must meet the topological requirements of the

Internet and, consequently, are composed of a subnet prefix and an host identifier.

When a mobile node changes its position inside the Internet topology, it forms

a care-of address from the visited subnet prefix. Afterwards, the node adds the

association between its care-of address and its home address to its binding update

list, and sends a Binding Update (BU) message to its home agent to inform it

about such a movement. The home agent will update its binding cache and, from

that moment on, it will forward every packet addressed to the mobile node’s home

address to the associated care-of address. However, the BU message may fail to

reach the home agent, or it may be rejected; therefore, the home agent must send

a Binding Acknowledgment (BA) to the mobile node to indicate that the BU has

been received and processed successfully.

On successful BU-BA exchange, a bidirectional tunnel (IPv6 encapsulation)

between the mobile node’s care-of address and its home agent is created, enabling

the home agent to perform two functions:

1. Prevent the home address of the mobile node from being allocated to an-

other node, i.e. sending Neighbour Advertisement messages when required.

2. Intercept and forward packets addressed to mobile node on the home link.

Any packets addressed to the mobile node using its home address will be inter-

cepted by the home agent in the home link and forwarded to the mobile node

via tunnelling. Figure 2.5 depicts the basic MIPv6 handoff operation. In Step

1, a bidirectional packet flow between mobile node and correspondent node is

assumed. In Step 2, the node moves from one position to another, joining the

foreign network. Steps 3 and 4 are concerned with signalling processes: first, a
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Figure 2.5: MIPv6 basic handoff operation

BU is sent from mobile node to home agent in order to make it aware of mobile

node’s care-of address, and to set up the associated binding with its home address.

In 4, the binding is acknowledged. Finally (Step 5), a bidirectional flow through

the home agent is able to transparently maintain the mobile node’s ongoing con-

nections to the correspondent node: in cases when the correspondent node is not

MIPv6-enabled, reachability of the mobile node though its home address is still

maintained.

The BU-BA exchange enables the creation of a bidirectional tunnel between

the home agent’s IP address and mobile node’s home address, a procedure referred

to as Reverse Tunnelling. As will be explained in the forthcoming discussion, this

tunnelling is performed using IPv6 encapsulation. Thus, after decapsulating the

mobile node will be able to present the original packet preserving its integrity

to its upper layers; original destination and source addresses are preserved and

there is no modification of possible cryptographic protection or authentication.

This process of tunnelling is necessary to carry out the communication since

1. if the home agent changes the home address by the care-of address in the
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Figure 2.6: Communication through home agent

IP destination field, Authentication or ESP (if applicable) will fail; and

2. if the correspondent node receives a packet from the care-of address instead

of from the home address, the tuple (IP address, socket) won’t be recognised

by the correspondent node and will drop the packet [27].

As explained above, setting up the tunnel is critical for future communication to

take place. The mobile node must receive a BA in response to a BU; otherwise it

cannot rely on any packets being addressed to its home address being forwarded

to its true location. Therefore, a correct exchange of BU-BA must be carried

out when not resident in the home link. Figure 2.6 depicts the communication

scenario through the home agent [28].

2.2.5 Binding Updates and Acknowledgements

MIPv6 defines a new IPv6 extension header, the mobility header. The mobility

header is used to carry every MIPv6 message. It has four permanent fields,

one of which is used as a switch to indicate the functionality of the message.

Binding Updates and Acknowledgements, among others, are derived from the

mobility header and this field provides the differentiation.BUs and BAs are used

for managing bindings. Bindings are valid for a specific space lifetime, set to 420

seconds in the MIPv6 standard [17]. This time period was defined in accordance

with the expected average connection time to a network while the user is mobile.

The bindings are stored in

1. the binding cache, in the home agent and optionally in correspondent node,

as explained later in the subsection on route optimisation, and in

2. the binding update list, in the mobile node.
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It is noted that, if bindings were not able to expire or be invalidated and removed,

the memory on the home agent or mobile node could become overloaded, ren-

dering such devices incapable to set any other bindings. Hence, a finite lifetime

for bindings is needed. In order to refresh their bindings, mobile nodes may send

binding update messages in two different manners. First is when the lifetime of

the binding is about to expire. The second reason for refreshment is when the

mobile node changes its care-of address.

The following section introduces the process by which a mobile node changes

the registered care-of address and binds it to the home agent.

2.2.6 Moving to a foreign network

When a mobile device moves to a new location in the Internet topology, it triggers

a chain of events designed to make communication possible. Specifically, the

mobile device needs to: firstly detect movement, i.e. a change in the topology;

secondly form a new care-of address; and finally send a binding update to its home

agent. The mobile node will require the home agent’s IP address while sending

the binding update. This necessitates a mechanism that allows the mobile node

to obtain the available home agent’s IP address(s) in its home link. MIPv6

integrates a solution to this problem. These processes are now discussed.

Home Agent Discovery

For the mobile node to be reachable by its home agent, it must update its position

by sending a binding update when changing from one subnet to another, i.e. one

IP prefix domain to another. This way, the home agent will be able to forward

the packets to the mobile node’s care-of address derived from the new prefix. A

prerequisite to sending a binding update to the home agent is knowing the IP

address of the home agent beforehand. Such a requirement may be facilitated

by manual configuration of the home agent’s IP address in the mobile node.

However, this method has some drawbacks. The home agent’s address could

change due to address re-assignment in the home network, or the home agent may

fail for any number of reasons, such as mechanical or electrical failure; therefore

the mobile node would have to select another home agent. An alternative to

manual configuration is proposed for MIPv6; the Dynamic Home Agent Address

Discovery (DHAAD) mechanism [17].
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Figure 2.7: Handoff in wireless networks

Movement detection

The mobile node may detect movement by a change in the on-link IP prefixes.

In each link, several different prefixes may be found. Some new prefixes may be

added, some of them may be deprecated or the routers initially announcing them

may now no longer be bi-directionally reachable. Hence, movement detection

should not be triggered by receiving Router Advertisements based on a new prefix.

In contrast, generic movement detection uses Neighbor Unreachability Detec-

tion [29] procedures to detect that the default router is now not available. Two

scenarios of interest are depicted below.

1. A mobile node could move between two links, where each is served by a dif-

ferent AP, but both are connected to the same AR. In this case, the network

prefix remains the same. In this situation, mobility detection mechanisms

can only be conducted in layer 2 since layer 3 cannot detect any change in

the position in the Internet topology as the network prefix does not change.

In Figure 2.7, moving from AP A.1 to AP A.2 does not result in a topolog-

ical movement. However, movement from AP A.2 to AP B.1 does invoke

layer 3 handover procedures, and subsequently the mobile node must not

carry out MIPv6 procedures.
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Figure 2.8: Multi-interfaced mobile node

2. A multi-interfaced or multihomed mobile node could switch its ongoing

connections between interfaces, each connected to different networks. Fig-

ure 2.8 demonstrates the case where a mobile node uses an Ethernet connec-

tion in preference to a wireless connection. The mobile node could decide

to register its care-of address on the Ethernet link, and update its home

agent and correspondent nodes. The mobile node will receive all incoming

traffic through the Ethernet interface rather than the wireless one. This is

effectively a change in position within the network topology.

From the foregoing discussion, it becomes evident that IP mobility may be trig-

gered by layer 2 link migrations, but this cannot be considered as a general case.

Hence, the IP layer must be able to identify when to invoke layer 3 handover pro-

cedures. Moreover, as a matter of interest, Figure 2.8 depicts a situation where

there is no real physical movement of the mobile user: derived from the above-

mentioned Requirement 3, the user is able to employ the facilities of MIPv6 to

roam and support their connections between interfaces transparently for upper

layer protocols and applications.

The IPv6 specifications allow more than one prefix to be announced on a

single link. In this eventuality, a mobile node will be certain about movement

when new prefixes are detected or when the prefix from which the currently used
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IP address is derived has vanished: the emergence of new prefixes could trigger

a mobile node to try to join a new (better in terms of costs or QoS) network.

Alternatively, if the current network becomes unavailable, the mobile node will

be forced to look for an alternative network.

In summary, MIPv6 uses the facilities of the Neighbour Discovery protocol,

including Router Discovery and Neighbor Unreachability, to perform its L3 move-

ment detection. Upon any movement detection, the node performs DAD on its

link-local address, selects a new default router as a consequence of Router Dis-

covery, and then performs Prefix Discovery with that new router to form new

care-of address. The mobile node then registers its new primary care-of address

with its home agent.

Forming a new Care-of Address

After detecting that it has moved, a mobile node should generate a new care-

of address in the foreign link. This can be performed via stateless [30] and

stateful [31] address autoconfiguration. The mobile node may use either one or

other. In any case, IPv6 addresses will be obtained from the subnet prefixes of

each link. The two main motivations are:

1. makes route aggregation achievable.

2. avoids ingress filtering and IP spoofing [32].

Once these processes—home agent discovery, movement detection, new care-

of address generation and BU-BA exchange—have been carried out, the mobile

node will be fully operative in the foreign domain as it was in the home link.

2.2.7 Route Optimisation

In addition to the exchange of BU-BA between mobile node and home agent,

MIPv6 provides for a second mode of communication between the mobile node

and a correspondent node. This second mode is based on the so-called ‘route

optimisation’, where the mobile node sends a BU message to the correspondent

node. This message is the mechanism by which the mobile node informs the

correspondent of its care-of address. On receipt, the correspondent node updates

an internal binding cache. Therefore, packets from the correspondent node will
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Figure 2.9: Worst case scenario for routing through the home agent

be routed directly to the mobile node’s care-of address. This direct path will

generally be the shortest path between the nodes and may result in an improve-

ment in QoS—such as reduced jitter, delay and packet loss [33]. This scheme

has the additional benefit in that it allows for more efficient use of the network

bandwidth (Figure 2.9).

The BU-BA message exchange between mobile and correspondent node is also

cryptographically secured, as in the case of the communication between mobile

nodes and home agent. The difference lies in, while the security association

between mobile nodes and home agent is out of the MIPv6’s scope, the security

association between mobile and correspondent node is embodied in the Return

Routability (RR) procedure. This procedure is an integral part of the MIPv6

protocol.

Mobile and correspondent nodes perform home and care-of address test simul-

taneously, so the correspondent node checks the reachability of the mobile node

at both addresses. This process is carried out by means of the Home/Care-of

Test Init messages, and the Home/Care-of Test messages.

On completion of the RR procedures, while sending packets directly to the

mobile node, the correspondent node must include the mobile node’s care-of ad-

dress in the IP destination field of the IPv6 header. To enable seamless mobility,

a mechanism is required for the mobile node to offer any received packet to its

transport layer like it is received at its home address. To allow this, the mobile
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Figure 2.10: Communication over optimised routes

node’s home address must be included in any received packets. The reason for

this approach to the problem, rather than, i.e. using the binding update list of

the mobile node to get the related IP home address to the incoming IP care-of

address, is that a mobile node can potentially have several care-of addresses asso-

ciated to one or more home addresses. Hence, a very same care-of address may be

related to different home addresses. If the mobile node is not able to effectively

obtain the related home address from the care-of address the packet is sent to,

incoming packets will be dropped and connections will be automatically closed.

The mobile node makes use of the Home Address Destination option while

sending packets to the correspondent node as explained in Section 2.2.4. In this

way, the correspondent node is able to associate the source (care-of) address of

the packet to the correct home address. Meanwhile, communications back to

the mobile node from the correspondent node include the routing header type

2. These mechanisms provide the mobile and correspondent nodes’ upper layer

protocols of a transparent, seamless connectivity (Figure 2.10).

Regarding the correspondent node’s binding cache, population follows the

same mechanism as in the home agent’s. Each node stores the bindings for a

time period equal to the lifetime field value on the BUs. However, a Binding

Refresh Request is used by a correspondent node to request that a mobile node

re-establish its binding with the correspondent node. This message is typically

used when the cached binding is in active use but the binding’s lifetime is close

to expiration. The correspondent node may use, for instance, recent traffic and

open transport layer connections as an indication of active use [17].

2.2.8 Mobile IPv6 Fast Handoffs

MIPv6 is the de facto standard for handover management of roaming users on

the IPv6 Internet. After handover, the ability of a MIPv6-enabled node to im-

mediately send packets from a new subnet link depends on the ‘IP connectivity’
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latency. This latency in turn depends on movement detection, new CoA config-

uration and home agent’s registration latencies.

The afore-mentioned MIPv6 processes are carried out sequentially, and hence

latencies are cumulative and represents a performance limitation that may lead

to a less satisfactory user experience, particularly for delay sensitive applications.

The Fast Handoffs for MIPv6 (FMIPv6) protocol attempts to perform MIPv6

handovers more intelligently. In order to avoid the handover sub-processes’ la-

tency addition, FMIPv6 defines new signalling control functionalities. By re-

arranging the scheduling of sub-processes, these functionalities adopt a slightly

different approach to the classical MIPv6 handover procedure.

The MIPv6 handover process is comprised of the following sequence:

1. Movement detection.

2. Form a CoA in the visited link.

3. Register the new CoA in the Home Agent’s Binding Cache.

This scheme corresponds to a reactive approach to handover: only after move-

ment has been detected, does the MN start signalling actions to obtain IP con-

nectivity. Alternatively, FMIPv6, illustrated in Figure 2.11, permits a proactive

approach to handoff: it enables a MN to detect promptly that it has moved or is

about to do so through the use of L2 triggers.

These triggers depend on the link layer technology in use and their use is at

the implementers discretion. The pre-defined IEEE 802.21 triggers include the

following examples: Link Up, Link Down, Link Detected, and Link Parameters,

Link Going Down. For instance, via the Link Going Down signal from the L2,

the MN could anticipate an imminent handoff with time in advance. In general,

acting accordingly with the information received from L2, MNs are expected to

improve network performance [8].

So far, the MN is able to discover available APs using link-layer specific mech-

anisms. Now, to facilitate obtaining other subnets’ information, FMIPv6 provides

the ‘Router Solicitation for Proxy (RtSolPr)’ and ‘Proxy Router Advertisement

(PrRtAdv)’ messages. Through the exchange of RtSolPr and PrRtAdv messages,

the MN obtains the information known as the ‘[AP-ID, AR-Info]’ tuple. From this

information, the MN formulates a prospective new CoA (NCoA) prior handover,
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Figure 2.11: FMIPv6 network example

while is still attached to the Previous Access Router (PAR)’s link. This process

is executed by means of the ‘Fast Binding Update (FBU)’ and ‘Fast Binding Ac-

knowledge (FBAck)’ messages. These messages are exchanged between the MN

and the PAR. Thus, immediately after handover the MN can use the NCoA.

Nonetheless, the PAR is not able to check the validity and availability of

the NCoA in the new link; as a result of the inability of the PAR to perform

‘Duplicate Address Detection (DAD)’ in the new link if Stateless Address Auto-

configuration is used. Alternatively, if addresses are being allocated by the NAR,

it becomes evident that the acknowledgement must come from the NAR. For

this purpose, the access routers exchange messages to confirm that the NCoA is

acceptable. FMIPv6 handles this functionality with the ‘Handover Initiate (HI)’

and ‘Handover Acknowledge (HAck)’ messages. These two messages offer other

important functionalities to FMIPv6-enabled MNs. Firstly, the FMIPv6 protocol

specifies an IPv6 encapsulation tunnel between the PAR and the NAR (through

HI and HAck, the tunnel is set). Thus, after FBU is sent from the MN to the

PAR, still in the PAR’s link, the messages addressed to the MN are forwarded to

the NAR address, that buffers them. When the MN attaches to the NAR’s link,

it sends a ‘Fast Neighbor Advertisement (FNA)’ message to retrieve all buffered

messages. Secondly, another important functionality of HI and HAck messages is
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Figure 2.12: Predictive FMIPv6

the network-resident context transference. The routers may exchange information

concerning access control, QoS and header compression.

On receipt of the FNA by the NAR, sent by the MN to the NAR once it is

attached to NAR’s link, the FMIPv6 procedures are complete. Next, the MN

behaves as stated previously [18], sending the BU to HA. On receipt of the BA

from HA, the MN starts RR procedures for route optimization [17].

Operation

The mechanism by which the MN sends a FBU and receives an FBack on the

PAR’s link is illustrated in Figure 2.12. This scenario is known as proactive mode.

In case the MN does not send the FBU from PAR’s link, or does not receive the

FBack prior to handover, the reactive mode of operation applies. Reactive mode

is illustrated in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Reactive FMIPv6
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The MN is provided with network detection and information collection ca-

pabilities while still connected to its current subnet. For instance, a MN may

discover available access points by means of link-layer specific mechanisms (e.g. a

‘scan’ in WLAN) and then request subnet information concerning those discov-

ered access points via router discovery.

In the FMIPv6 context, the MN sends RtSolPr to resolve access point iden-

tifiers to subnet router information. RtSolPr messages may be sent at any time.

However, they are expected to be sent by the MN according to link-layer notifica-

tions, referred as ‘L2 triggers’, e.g. the MN’s link-layer may detect another subnet

(identified by an AP-ID) with a better quality of signal, prompting the handover

mechanisms. RtSolPr contains one or more AP-IDs. Alternatively, RtSolPr may

contain a wildcard request, demanding all the available tuples on PAR’s memory.

According with the requested AP-ID, the PAR will then send a PrRtAdv, as

illustrated in Figure 2.14.

The figure shows the different available APs for the mobile node to connect

to. In case when the MN wants to join AP A.2, as it is connected to one of

the interfaces of AR A, FMIPv6 procedures are not applicable. The handover

process is limited to L2. If the next AP does not support FMIPv6, as AP C.1,

the PAR will indicate so in the RtSolAdv message. Alternatively, if the next AP

is unknown to the PAR, like AP D.1, the MN will have no information upon

which make forward progress on the FMIPv6 handover process, and it will have

to instigate standard IPv6 procedures for reconnection from AR D’s link. It may

happen that link layer mechanisms provide the parameters necessary for the MN

to send packets. In these cases, the use of RtSolPr and PrRtAdv is optional.

Once the MN is aware of the (AP-ID, AR-Info) tuple, it sends an FBU mes-

sage. If the MN sends it from the PAR’s link, it must use its PCoA. Otherwise,

if handover anticipation is not possible, once the MN attaches to the new subnet

it must send an FBU encapsulated in an FNA, using its NCoA, although still

tentative. The NAR processes then the FBA (FBU) message. If the NAR vali-

dates the NCoA, it will forward the encapsulated FBU to the PAR. In response

to the FBU from the NCoA, the PAR will send an HI to NAR with code 1 and

will start forwarding packets to MN’s NCoA.

When the PAR receives an FBU from the PCoA, it sends an HI message

to the NAR with code 0. The NAR’s address is determined by performing the
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Figure 2.14: PAR cache example
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longest prefix match of the NCoA (included in the FBU) with the prefix list of

neighbouring routers. The HI message includes the MN’s PCoA, NCoA and Link-

layer Address. In response to the HI message with code 0, the NAR performs

DAD of the NCoA in its link. The NAR answers the handover request with a

HAck message. If HI includes code 1, the NAR will skip this process as it was

carried out while processing the FNA.

On receipt of a HAck, the PAR must create a binding between the PCoA

and the NCoA and send an FBack message to both previous and new links. The

FBack will be either received by MN if it is still connected to the PAR’s link, or

buffered by the NAR. When the MN establishes connectivity with the NAR, it

should send a Fast Neighbour Advertisement (FNA). The NAR will forward the

buffered packets addressed to the MN. Exception handling is very limited in the

FMIPv6 protocol. In any case, if the NCoA is not accepted by either PAR or

NAR, MN will start reactive mode of operation.

2.2.9 Alternative Layer 3 Approaches

There are a number of alternatives to the MIPv6/FMIPv6 handoff scheme. This

section considers two other relevant solutions, viz. the Proactive Bindings for

FMIPv6 and Enhanced Route Optimisation protocols [19, 20].

Proactive Bindings for FMIPv6

In standard FMIPv6, after L2 handoff has taken place, the MN must update the

HA and, optionally, the CN(s) with its NCoA. In order to do so, the MN exchanges

a BU and a BA with its HA, and subsequently initiates the RR procedure with

its CN. These exchanges incur latencies. Proactive Bindings for FMIPv6 (PB-

FMIPv6) [19] aims to reduce the route optimisation signalling latency in FMIPv6

by delegating to the NAR the tasks related to NCoA registration with the HA

and CN(s), i.e. the RR procedures (Fig. 2). These tasks are conducted while the

MN is in the process of performing link layer handover.

The process is as follows. The Proxy NAR (PrNAR), on receipt on the HI

message, composes a prospective NCoA and sends create a binding with the

HA on behalf of the MN via the BU and BA message exchange. Likewise, the

PrNAR conducts RR towards route optimisation on behalf of the MN: home
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Figure 2.15: PB-FMIPv6 signalling

and care-of reachability tests are facilitated by the HoTI-HoT and CoTI-CoT

message exchanges and finally, the CN binding is done via a BU and BA exchange.

Consequently, this approach takes advantage of the simultaneous execution of

RR and MN’s link layer handover, and therefore, the overall latency of standard

FMIPv6 handover may be reduced.

Enhanced Route Optimization

Enhanced Route Optimization (ERO) specifies an enhanced version of the Mobile

IPv6 RR procedure. With ERO, the home address test, i.e. the HoTI-HoT ex-

change is preformed proactively prior to handover hence avoiding the associated

cumulative latency. The home address test provides strong authentication be-

cause the home address is a Cryptographically Generated Address (CGA). This

type of address has the property of being verifiably bound to a public/private key

pair. In this manner, the MN proves ownership of the home address by evidenc-

ing knowledge of the corresponding private key. These stronger security facilities
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preclude attacks from nodes on the home address test path (between MN and

HA), permitting longer binding lifetimes and consequently reducing the signalling

overhead.

Secondly, a RR-like care-of test is also performed after handoff, to check the

reachability of the MN at the NAR link. However, unlike the standard RR

procedures, an early BU-BA piggybacked within the CoTI and CoT messages

permits immediate re-establishment of direct communication via the MN’s NCoA.

While this early binding of PCoA and NCoA takes place, ERO evaluates the

reliability of the communication in order to avoid DoS attacks by flooding the

NAR’s link. This process makes use of ‘credits’ to temporarily limit the traffic

volume between the CN and NCoA until the NCoA has been fully authenticated.

The MN earns ‘credits while receiving traffic at the NCoA, and the amount of

traffic that the MN can send to the MN is related with its credit count: the trust

relationship between the CN and the MN is based on a balanced upload/download

traffic figure.

After the care-of test is concluded, the MN updates its binding at the CN

via a RR BU-BA exchange. This last step completes the signalling process after

handoff. At this point, credit-based DoS control does no longer apply as the MN

has securely updated the binding at the CN.

Figure 2.16 illustrates ERO in a FMIPv6-enabled environment. Interestingly

enough, the figure depicts the most favourable case concerning handover latency:

in this scenario, the MN has previously performed the home test, so the CN trusts

the MN’s reachability though its home address. The MN also benefits from the

enhancements provided by the early binding update process.

Strengths and Weaknesses of Existing Solutions

The PB-FMIPv6’s NAR acts as a proxy on behalf of the MN to conduct the

RR signalling tasks. In comparison with standard FMIPv6, this approach may

be advantageous in those cases where the NAR receives the HI message before

the MN joins the new link. Two factors determine whether this occurs: the end-

to-end delay between the PAR and the NAR, and link layer handover delay. In

the special case where the HI message arrives earlier than the MN at the new

link, this approach represents an advantage in terms of overall signalling latency:

while the mobile node is still carrying out link layer handover, the NAR performs
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Figure 2.16: ERO signalling
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route optimisation. Otherwise, in those cases where the link layer handover delay

is lower than the message trip time from the PAR to the NAR, the MN will join

the new link before the NAR has been triggered to start the signalling procedures,

thus incurring avoidable delays.

Also, Nikander et al. [34] suggest that the RR procedure may be vulnerable to

attacks from nodes on the path along the CN and the MN. Under this premise,

MIPv6 specifies that the packet payload should use end-to-end protection such

as IP security (IPsec). However, MIPv6 MNs may still suffer denial of service or

flooding.

One of the aims of ERO is to securely authenticate MNs without preconfigured

credentials or public-key infrastructure. In order to do so, ERO relies heavily on

a secured exchange of a home address keygen token. This token is used for

cryptographic authentication of the MN in successive CN registrations. However,

this does not stop attackers from redirecting traffic to another care-of address.

Reachability of the MN at NCoA must be checked. For this reason, ERO performs

the care-of test that, for performance reasons, can be concurrently carried out

with an early BU-BA exchange. On completion of the Care-of Test, the MN must

send a BU to the CN, which replies with a BA.

However, ERO’s credit-based system introduces a significant limitation on

the data transmission performance, as the CN has an upper bound for the packet

transmission rate which is equal to the data reception rate from the MN. In cases

where the communication is asymmetric, e.g. video- or audio-streaming, or file

transfer, the MN will only communicate with the CN to acknowledge the data

received. The CN will then have a restricted transfer capability as long as the

amount of data able to be sent to the MN is equal or lower than the addition of

the acknowledgment packet payload sizes received from it. Alternatively, in those

cases where MN and CN have established a bi-directional communication, e.g.

VoIP, the MN will have to wait a RTT from its care-of to the correspondent ad-

dress to start receiving packets and will impair perceived QoS. For these reasons,

the ERO credit-based system constrains the data throughput of the system.

On the positive side, both systems do offer relevant handoff performance im-

provements in some given circumstances. Nonetheless, truly seamless handoffs

call for schemes that further reduce the handoff signalling latency, offering high

interoperability in heterogeneous networks. In keeping with this principle, many
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research contributions address alternative schemes to the RR-based protocols.

For example, Hierarchical MIPv6 [35] relies on the deployment of local home

agents and, by providing the mobile users of a local and a regional IPv6 address,

managing in an optimised manner local and global (inter-site) mobility; Location

Independent Networking for IPv6 [36], Host Identity Protocol [37, 38] rely on

administrative agreements and tunnelling schemes.

Other approaches have not gained that much attention from industry and

research communities. Rossi et al. [39] further improves the MIPv6 route op-

timisation security. This work relaxes the security assumptions made at the

design of RR, thus considering potentially devastating the interception of HoT

messages. This work presents a combined solution based on first, a strong CGA

association between the PCoA and the NCoA—making it more resilient to replay

and time-memory tradeoff attacks while increasing the brute-force computational

complexity, as it would be as secure as the number of bytes of the PCoA and the

tokens length combined. Secondly, the security certification management is man-

aged via DNSSEC, under the assumption that mobile network operators put in

place trusted domain authority servers for scalability purposes.

In the literature, other works can be found based on less realistic assumptions.

For instance, Shi et al. [40] proposes a one-message exchange route optimisation

scheme, based on a global-scale PKI infrastructure. In turn, Susanto et al. [41]

explores the use of a pool of pre-generated pool of keys for securing the com-

munication with the CN. This pool of keys is generated when first end-to-end

session between MN and CN is established. At the following handoffs, route opti-

misation message exchange is secured using exclusively these keys. Since there is

no reachability check at the NCoA, this scheme opens venue to flooding attacks.

Moreover, since the keys are exchanged in plaintext, an eavesdropper could hijack

the session.

2.3 TCP Behaviour at Handoff

TCP is probably the most widely used transport protocol within networking’s

most popular applications, including the World Wide Web (WWW), E-mail, File

Transfer Protocol, Secure Shell, peer-to-peer file sharing, and some streaming

media applications. TCP provides these applications a reliable stream delivery
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system, guaranteeing in-order packet delivery and avoiding packet loss and du-

plication. In order to achieve this, TCP relies upon monitoring of the packet

reception characteristics, and on a set of transmission control mechanisms.

When the transfer flow fluctuates, e.g. due to packet reordering or loss, these

mechanisms react taking conservative measures to stabilise the flow. Since, mo-

bile environments in general, and handoff in particular, impact the TCP flows.

This section explains standard TCP operation, addressing precisely the problems

that affect the standard TCP protocol in this context and presents some of the

existing solutions. Chapter 5 will introduce this thesis’ proposal for improving

TCP performance at handoff.

2.3.1 The TCP Machinery

Reliable transport protocols such as TCP are primarily designed for traditional

(wired) networks where packet losses mostly occur because of congestion. How-

ever, networks with wireless and other lossy links also suffer from significant losses

due to channel bit errors and handoff disruption. TCP responds to all losses by

invoking congestion control and avoidance algorithms, resulting in degraded end-

to-end performance in wireless and lossy systems [42]. Each TCP packet is as-

sociated with a sequence number, and only successfully received in-order packets

are acknowledged to the sender by the receiver, by sending corresponding packets

(acknowledgements, ACKs) with sequence numbers of the next expected pack-

ets. On the other hand, packet loss or reception of out of-order packets indicates

failures. To eradicate such failures, TCP implements flow control and congestion

control algorithms based on the sliding window and additive increase multiplica-

tive decrease (AIMD) [43] algorithms, and the use of four different timers:

• Retransmission Time-Out (RTO) timer: this timer is used to detect when

a segment should be retransmitted because it has not been acknowledged

by the receiver.

• Persist timer: this timer keeps the end-to-end flow information.

• Keepalive timer: this timer detects when the other end is unreachable.

• 2 Maximum Segment Lifetime (2MSL) timer: this timer measures how long

a connection has been idle.
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In the TCP flow control both the TCP sender and the TCP receiver partic-

ipate. The receiver must advertise, at connection establishment, its maximum

capacity to process the segments received; this value is known as the receiver’s

window, or rwnd. However, this information does not permit either the sender or

the receiver to control the congestion derived from the TCP flow at intermediate

nodes or along the path along which the TCP flow is running. For that reason,

TCP implements further flow control functionalities. TCP flow control func-

tionalities are embodied in four intertwined mechanisms: slow start, congestion

avoidance, fast recovery and fast retransmit. These mechanisms are introduced

next.

1. Slow Start

The slow start algorithm is used by a TCP sender to control the amount of

outstanding data that injects into the network. This mechanism makes use

of two per-connection status variables, namely, the congestion window, or

cwnd, and the slow start threshold, or ssthresh. The cwnd is a sender-side

limit on the amount of data that can be transmitted before receiving an

ACK for the outstanding data. The connection’s maximum outstanding

data is determined by the minimum of cwnd and rwnd.

At the beginning of a transmission passing through a network with unknown

conditions, TCP makes increasing use of the available capacity to avoid

congesting the network with an inappropriately large transmission rate.

The slow start algorithm is used for this purpose at the beginning of the

transmission, or to reduce the congestion as indicated by the expiration

of an RTO timer. When slow start is triggered, the cwnd is initialised to

one segment. Each time an ACK is received, the cwnd is increased by at

most one segment1. After the first RTT seconds, the sender would expect

to double the cwnd as a consequence of receiving an ACK. In the next

round (i.e. 2·RTT seconds) two ACKs would be received by the sender,

what would double the cwnd size. Therefore, during slow start there is

an expectation that the cwnd size will increase exponentially according to

Equation (2.1), where n is the current round (or times RTT seconds) since

1For the purpose of this discussion, both cwnd and rwnd are maintained in bytes [44].
However, slow start manages the cwnd in Sender Maximum Segment Size(SMSS) units [45]
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slow start was triggered. This iterative process ends when cwnd exceeds

the ssthresh or when congestion is observed.

cwnd = SMSS · 2n (2.1)

When the cwnd exceeds the ssthresh, TCP enters into congestion avoidance.

2. Congestion Avoidance

Congestion avoidance is used when the cwnd value is higher than the

ssthresh. During congestion avoidance, the sender increases the cwnd by

one full-sized segment per RTT. In most implementations, TCP updates

the cwnd according to Equation (2.2) each time a non-duplicate ACK (non-

DUPACK) is successfully received. Equation (2.2) provides a fair approxi-

mation to increase one segment each RTT, thereby giving rise

cwnd = cwnd+
SMSS · SMSS

cwnd
(2.2)

When the TCP sender detects segment loss by means of the RTO timer, it

sets the value of ssthresh according to Equation (2.3)

ssthresh = max

{
Flightsize

2
, 2 · SMSS

}
(2.3)

where Flightsize is the amount of data outstanding in the network. Fur-

thermore, on expiration of an RTO timer the TCP sender resets the cwnd

to one segment, regardless of the value of the initial window, and retrans-

mits the lost segment. The TCP sender uses then the slow start algorithm

to increase the cwnd from one full-sized segment until it exceeds the value

of ssthresh; at this point the congestion avoidance algorithm takes over.

Duplicated Acknowledgements (DUPACKs) also provide information of packet

loss. However, receipt of DUPACKs indicates loss of segments due to spo-

radic effects of the network, rather than due to congestion. For this reason,

DUPACKs are treated differently than RTO expiration. The mechanisms

that handle DUPACKs, namely, fast retransmit and fast recovery, are ex-

plained next.
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3. Fast Retransmit

TCP uses the fast retransmit mechanism [45] to detect and repair packet

loss. Fast retransmit is based on the assumption that DUPACKs are suf-

ficient indication of packet loss. Fast retransmit is triggered on receipt of

three DUPACKs (four identical ACKs received sequentially without any

other intervening packets). After receiving three DUPACKs, the TCP

sender retransmits what is the allegedly lost packet, without waiting for

the RTO timer to expire.

4. Fast Recovery

After receipt of a DUPACK, fast retransmit governs the transmission of

segments until a non-DUPACK arrives. As highlighted before, a DUPACK

not only indicates that a segment has been lost, but also indicates that other

segments are being correctly transferred, and therefore are not making use

of the network resources. The TCP sender can inject new segments to the

network, but using a reduced cwnd [44, 45]. The process is as follows: on

receipt of the third DUPACK, the TCP sender sets ssthresh according to

Equation (2.3). Next, it retransmits the supposedly lost segment and sets

cwnd to ssthresh+3. This artificially inflates the cwnd to cope with the

number segments that have already left the network (three). For each addi-

tional DUPACK received, the sender is to increase the cwnd by SMSS. This

would increase the cwnd to reflect the segments already received by the their

addressee. Subsequently, if cwnd>0, the sender transmits as many segments

as allowed. On receipt of an ACK that acknowledges new data (points to a

segment number higher that the one included in the DUPACKs), the sender

sets the cwnd to ssthresh to ”deflate” the cwnd.

TCP Reno [45, 46] is one of the most widely adopted TCP schemes. It implements

the four intertwined congestion control mechanisms previously described: slow

start, congestion avoidance, fast recovery, and fast retransmit. TCP maintains

two variables, the cwnd, which is initially set to be one SMSS, and the ssthresh.

An example case follows. At the beginning of a TCP connection, the sender

enters the slow start phase, in which cwnd is increased by one MSS for every

ACK received; thus, the TCP senders cwnd grows exponentially in RTTs. When
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cwnd reaches ssthresh, the TCP sender enters the congestion avoidance phase.

Reno employs a sliding window-based flow control mechanism allowing the sender

to advance the transmission window linearly by one segment upon reception of

an ACK, which indicates the last in-order packet received successfully by the

receiver. When packet loss occurs at a congested link due to buffer overflow

at the intermediate router, either the sender receives DUPACKs, or the senders

RTO expires. These events activate TCPs fast retransmit and recovery, by which

the sender reduces the size of its cwnd by half and then linearly increases cwnd

as in congestion avoidance, resulting in a lower transmission rate to help relieve

the link congestion.

2.3.2 TCP Assumptions in Wireless Environments

TCP’s assumptions on wired links are not always applicable to wireless links.

Whereas packet reordering and duplication, as indicated by the receipt of DU-

PACKs, can be addressed by the fast retransmit and recovery mechanisms, net-

work congestion, as indicated by the expiration of the RTO timer, is addressed

by slow start and congestion avoidance. However, these mechanisms build on the

behaviour of wired links, which typically show lower BER and higher capacity

than the wireless links. Therefore, TCP deals with the wireless link-level capaci-

ties, avoiding congestion by means of maintaining lower values of the cwnd (than

in a purely wired network), although BER is the main reason for the decrease in

the performance of TCP.

To cope with the relatively poor BER associated with the wireless medium,

wireless links usually implement their own error correction and avoidance mech-

anisms similar to those of TCP. For instance, IEEE802.11b/g [47, 48] makes use

of the ‘Request To Send’ and ‘Clear To Send’ airframe exchange to avoid the hid-

den terminal problem, which could produce airframe collision. Likewise, cellular

systems, such as WCDMA, allow for retransmissions of the lost airframes. How-

ever, these processes incur higher end-to-end delays in the communication system,

which could lead to further congestion especially if the RTO timer expires be-

fore an ACK is received. This would cause the TCP sender to retransmit the

original (unacknowledged) data segment. Both the original and the retransmit-

ted segment would arrive at the receiver. The receiver would therefore generate
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two ACKs for the same segment. In the eventuality that the TCP sender receives

three DUPACKs, it will trigger the fast retransmission algorithm explained above,

bringing down the cwnd size and retransmitting the allegedly lost segments. Un-

necessarily triggering the fast retransmit algorithm reduces the throughput of the

TCP flow and results in a poor link utilisation.

It becomes evident that wireless links have a derogatory impact on TCP

flows. However, there is an expectation that current trends will lead to a full

use of the concept of wireless mobility, i.e. the capability of users to freely move

geographically and ’move’ flows between APs and potentially multiple interfaces.

Additionally, not only user behaviour but also communication networks have

evolved greatly in the past decade. Packet switching technologies have merged

the traditional voice and data networks together into converged and integrated

multimedia networks. The horizon of the converged and integrated network is

extending further to incorporate wired, wireless, and satellite technologies. The

all-IP wired and wireless heterogeneous network is becoming a reality. TCP/IP

has become the dominant communication protocol suite in today’s multimedia

applications. Hence, TCP/IP needs to depart from its original wired network

oriented design and evolve to meet the challenges introduced by heterogeneous

networking.

2.3.3 TCP Challenges in Mobile Environments

With the advances of wireless technologies and ever-increasing user demands, the

IP protocol suite has to extend its capability to encompass the wireless aspect.

Every likelihood, future all-IP networks will most be heterogeneous, implying

that the communication path from one end to another will consist of both wired

and wireless links. However, the TCP mechanisms used and relied upon in wired

networks exhibit weaknesses in hybrid environments. The problems stem from

the unique characteristics of wireless links as compared to wired links; the cur-

rent TCP’s design assumption of the packet loss model (inherently higher bit

error rates of wireless links compared to wired links), and the effect of tempo-

rary disconnections due to handoff or signal fading. The problems manifest in

applications in the form of degradation of throughput, inefficiencies in network

resource utilisation, and excessive interruption of data transmission.
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More specifically, during a MIPv6 or FMIPv6 handoff, the MN is not able to

receive or acknowledge any TCP segments. Depending on the handoff delay, the

packet loss and reordering patterns, and the congestion control mechanisms used

by the CN, retransmission time-outs (RTOs) may expire or fast retransmission

procedures may be triggered. For instance, at handoff, even if a single packet is

lost, the current standard implementation of TCP assumes that the loss was due

to congestion and throttles the transmission by bringing the congestion window

down to the minimum size. Coupled with the TCP slow-start mechanism, such

an action means that the sender unnecessarily holds back, increasing the trans-

mission rate, even though the receiver often recovers quickly from the temporary,

short disconnection. This is mathematically explained in Appendix B where it

can be seen that the network capacity can remain partially underutilised for a

while even after a reconnection. Related issues are explored in detail in Chapter 5.

2.3.4 Existing Solutions

There are a number of research contributions to the shortcomings of standard

TCP. The forthcoming discussion presents some of the most relevant approaches.

SNOOP

The SNOOP protocol [49] is a TCP-aware link layer protocol designed to improve

the performance of TCP over networks consisting of wired and single-hop wireless

links. The main problem with TCP performance in networks that have both wired

and wireless links is that packet losses that occur because bit-errors are mistaken

by the TCP sender as being due to network congestion, causing the sender to

drop its transmission window and often time out, resulting in degraded through-

put. The Snoop protocol works by deploying a SNOOP agent at the base station

capable of performing retransmissions of lost segments based on duplicate TCP

acknowledgments (which are a strong indicator of lost packets) and locally esti-

mated last-hop round-trip times. The agent also suppresses duplicate acknowl-

edgments pertaining to wireless losses from the TCP sender, thereby preventing

unnecessary congestion control invocations at the sender. This combination of

local retransmissions based primarily on TCP acknowledgments, and suppression

of duplicate TCP acknowledgments, is the reason for classifying SNOOP as a
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transport-aware reliable link protocol. The state maintained at the base station

is soft, and thus does not complicate handoffs or overly increase their latency.

The scheme has been shown to yield significant throughput improvements for

TCP environments limited by single-hop wireless in-building links.

For data transfers from the mobile host, SNOOP supports a mechanism called

Explicit Loss Notification (ELN), which is use to implement a link-aware trans-

port protocol. With ELN, TCP uses hints from base stations in the network

and/or the receiver (an inter-node cross-layer signalling scheme) to decouple re-

transmissions from congestion control. This helps TCP perform congestion con-

trol only for congestion-related losses and not for losses that result from data

corruption.

The SNOOP protocol could be regarded as the key contribution to wireless

link error-related throughput degradation. Other approaches also address this

problem, such as ITCP [50], MTCP [51] and M-TCP [52]. Among other striking

differences, these protocols split the connection between the receiver and the

sender at an intermediary mobility support node (equivalent to the MIPv6 home

agent). Splitting a connection, however, presents some adverse consequences as

explained later in this section.

Freeze-TCP

The Freeze-TCP scheme [53] is based on a proactive (prior to handoff) signalling

exchange between the MN and the CN. A MN can possibly predict and detect an

impending handoff if, for instance, the signal strength is fading. Alternatively, a

MN may be asked by its network operator to carry out handoff. In both scenarios,

the MN is aware beforehand of the imminent handoff. Freeze TCP makes use

of this lead time by notifying the CN of the handoff event. On receipt of the

notification, the CN pauses the congestion control mechanisms and therefore the

lack of acknowledgements does not result in a reduction of the congestion window.

Freeze-TCP takes on an end-to-end approach to flow control at handoff for

MNs. Experience of deployments of ITCP, MTCP, M-TCP and ESBN highlights

the importance of a self-consistent end-to-end approach that does not require

the involvement of any intermediary nodes, such as base stations, to cooperate

in the L4 signalling. Freeze-TCP approach does not require any changes on the

sender side or intermediate routes either; modifications to TCP are restricted to
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the receiver side, making possible to interoperate with the existing infrastructure.

Therefore, relying in an end-to-end unilateral TCP re-design is beneficial for the

sake of scalability and interoperability.

Freeze-TCP works as follows. When the MN detects an impending handoff,

it should try to send at least one ACK, advertising a zero window (ZWA) size.

On receipt of a ZWA, the CN enters zero window probe (ZWP) mode, therefore

avoiding any reduction of its congestion window. During the ZWP mode, the

CN repeatedly sends zero window probes. Even if these messages are lost, the

CN does not reduce the congestion window size. However, those data segments

injected to the network before the ZWA is received remain timed by the RTO. In

order to avoid triggering the RTO for the outstanding data sent before the ZWA

is received, Freeze TCP proposes sending the ZWA in advance, before handoff.

This time period, referred to as the ‘warning period’, ideally should be long

enough to ensure at least one ZWA and all outstanding data reach the CN. If the

warning period too long, the CN will be forced into ZWP prematurely, thereby

leading to idle time prior to handoff taking place. Otherwise, if the warning

period is too short, the MN may not be able to send the ACKs for the incoming

data. Also, if this warning period is not sufficiently large, the MN may not be

able to send out the ZWA, so the CN would not enter the ZWP mode which

will the triggering of the congestion control mechanisms; as a consequence of

the ensuing the packet loss during disconnection. Therefore, the warning period

must be chosen according to the connection-specific variables. Freeze-TCP sets

this value to the RTT. During periods of bulk data transfer, such a value allows

a receiver to send out a ZWA and to acknowledge all the in-flight data segments.

Numerical evaluation highlights the adequacy of setting the warning period to

the RTT value. Warning periods distant from the RTT value result in poorer

average performance.

The TCP sender exponentially backs off sending ZWPs. Therefore, a MN can

undertake fairly long handoff delays. However, if the MN loses a ZWP from the

CN, there is the possibility of a substantial idle time after re-connection, since the

CN backoffs some time after the ZWP is sent. This is an inconvenient because,

after handoff, the flow would be resumed after this idle time. To avoid this idle

time, Freeze TCP makes use of the fast retransmit algorithm as follows. After

handoff is completed, the MN sends three DUPACKs for the last data segment
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Table 2.1: Priorisation of the Access Classes

Priority Access Class Application Type

1,2 AC BK Background
0,3 AC BE Best Effort
4,5 AC VI Video
6,7 AC VO Voice

received prior to sending the ZWA. In response, the CN will trigger the fast

retransmit algorithm. The CN will not bring down the congestion window size

in those cases where packet loss did not occur.

Yoshimoto(’07)

As mentioned previously, when a MN which has an ongoing communication car-

ries out handoff, the QoS may deteriorate as a consequence of the sender reducing

the congestion window size when RTO timeouts. The solution provided by Yoshi-

moto et al. [54] permits immediate recovery of the congestion window without

modification to TCP, but rather building upon the facilities provided by the

IEEE 802.11e Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) protocol. EDCA

is defined as a MAC method for IEEE 802.21e based on Carrier Sense Multiple

Access with Congestion Avoidance (CSMA/CA). Among other functionalities, it

facilitates setting different priority levels to data packets. EDCA supports eight

priority levels classified into four main priority classes called Access Categories;

shown in Table 2.1. By varying the priority of the packets sent to the MN, this

approach rapidly recovers the congestion window.

Before handoff, the sender (CN) transmits packets to the receiver (MN) with

low priority: the flow is classified as AC BE and the APs forward packets accord-

ingly with this Access Category. On receipt of an trigger indicating impending

handoff, the MN sends a ‘Handoff Execution’ notification to the CN and starts

handoff. When the CN receives the notification, it stops sending data until further

notification. As a consequence of the disruption interval derived from handoff, the

MN does not inject any further ACKs into the network causing the RTO timer

to expire and thereby reducing the congestion window. After handoff, the MN

sends a ‘Handoff Completion’ notification to the CN. On receipt of this notifica-

tion, the CN raises the packet flow priority to AC VO. The flow, once prioritised
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Figure 2.17: Flow in Yoshimoto(’07)

over other intervening transmissions on a contended medium, will prompt a more

rapid increase on the congestion window. As a result, the congestion window

will quickly converge to the value required by the application requirements or

bound by the network capacity. However, raising packet priority may compro-

mise the throughput of other existing transmissions. To mitigate any unfairness,

the CN subsequently lowers the packet priority to AC BE. Figure 2.17 illustrates

the aforementioned process.

This scheme presents several inconveniences. First and most importantly,

notifications are sent to and from the CN and MN’s application layers. That

implies that modifications should be made to every user’s application’s code to

ensure interoperability. Secondly, it is assumed that the TCP flow is initially

classified as AC BE, so that at handoff the CN raises its priority level to AC VO

to cope with the reduced congestion window size [54] . The consequences of this

approach for other flows competing on the link are not clear. Presumably, if these
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other flows are AC BE, the scheme will effectively drive the congestion window

into the congestion avoidance stage quicker than under non-prioritised conditions.

However, there is a need to explore the effects of this scheme when other flows

have different prioritisation. Thirdly, this scheme’s scope is limited to IEEE

802.11e-enabled networks. All these points constrict the large-scale applicability

of the scheme.

Le(’06)

Le et al. [55] also propose a mobility-aware approach for enhancing TCP per-

formance at handoff based on MIPv6. In common with Freeze TCP and Yoshi-

moto(’07), and in keeping with the end-to-end semantics of TCP, this work imple-

ments explicit ‘Handoff Initiation’ and ‘Handoff Termination’ notifications, sent

by the MN prior to and after handoff respectively. On receipt of a Handoff Initia-

tion notification, the CN pauses the TCP congestion control mechanisms. During

handoff, the CN does not bring down the congestion window size. After the MN

has completed handoff, it sends the Handoff Termination notification to the CN.

On receipt of this notification, the CN ignores the outstanding segments in the

send window, which are in flight by the time the MN starts handoff. MIPv6 does

not permit these packets to be diverted to the MN’s NCoA, and therefore are

lost. The CN reacts by retransmitting these segments. Secondly, the CN quickly

estimates the available capacity along the new path [56] and sets the congestion

window size and ssthresh accordingly. Finally, the CN resets the bogus timing

parameters. The reason for this is that, in addition to the handoff latency, and

since the RTT may vary significantly in heterogeneous environments, traditional

TCP artificially inflates the RTT and RTO values. This work reinstates the

RTT/RTO from the RTT value acquired from the new network.

Strengths and Weaknesses of Existing Solutions

These existing solutions have been preliminarily evaluated in the foregoing

discussion. However, if these schemes are to cooperate in highly dynamic hetero-

geneous networks they should assessed more deeply with regard to the following:

1. Capability of inter-operation with the existing infrastructure. Ideally, there

should be no requirement for modification of the intermediate routers or the
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participating nodes because, particularly in the case of heterogeneous net-

working, these may belong to different communication companies, network

carriers or MVNOs. This consideration affects ITCP, MTCP and M-TCP,

which split the connection in two or more segments. Moreover, it would be

desirable to obtain the maximum benefit out of new network and protocol

deployments. For instance, the FMIPv6 provides of packet buffering capac-

ity the router in the visited link (of the considered schemes only ITCP and

MTCP provide buffers).

2. Capability of handling encrypted traffic. As network security is becom-

ing increasingly critical due to the deployment of networks, wireless access

technologies and operators, encryption is likely to be widely adopted. Any

scheme that requires intervening intermediate nodes will fail to handle en-

crypted traffic. Some solutions which, in turn, yield lower performance, are

presented in Goff et al. [53].

3. Capability of pervasive management of the communication. Data segments

and their corresponding ACKs may take different paths. “Man-in-the mid-
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dle” approaches (SNOOP, I-TCP, MTCP) may have difficulties in inter-

cepting the packets. Such a case becomes specially challenging when the

nodes are multihomed.

4. Capability of roaming freely in an arbitrary network topology and across

different RATs. Some of the existing solutions rely on link level notifications

(like SNOOP) or they present some extent of link coupling—I-TCP, MTCP,

Yoshimoto(’07). Vertical handoffs, however, may involve different RATs

and access networks where signalling protocols and link dynamics may be

different. Thus, the need for link-decoupled approaches.

5. Capability of rapid adaptation to the new link’s characteristics. None of

the considered solutions other than Le(’06) provide mechanisms for fast

adaptation to the new link after handoff.

In keeping with the IETF end-to-end arguments in system design [57], end-to-

end is achieved when only the knowledge and help of the application or protocol

standing at the end points of the communication system is required—although the

communication system support may be helpful as performance enhancement. It

would be therefore advantageous or desirable to implement end-to-end solutions

for the migration of TCP connections.

On the positive side, most solutions considered achieve significant improve-

ments on the network throughput in particular circumstances. SNOOP and

the other mentioned highly link-coupled approaches handle efficiently high BER.

Freeze-TCP and Le(’06) maintain the end-to-end semantics and can handle en-

crypted traffic. Yoshimoto(’07) offers a highly dynamic environments by means

of link adaptation. Table 2.2 summarises the characteristics of the these TCP

mobility solutions and the proposed scheme presented in Chapter 5.

A note on UDP

UDP is an unreliable transport protocol: it does not support end-to-end conges-

tion control and ordered data delivery mechanisms. Hence, applications using

UDP either need to exercise their own flow control mechanisms or settle for a

support protocol such as Datagram Congestion Control Protocol [58], or have

no congestion control at all. Some applications, though, do not need a reliable
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Table 2.2: Characteristics of various TCP mobility enhancements

Mobility Enhancement

Characteristic SNOOP Freeze-TCP Le(’06) Yoshimoto(’07) Enh-TCP

Requires intermediate
node TCP mods

yes no no no no

Handles encrypted traffic no yes yes yes yes

Keeps end-to-end TCP se-
mantics

no yes yes noa yes

Handles long disconnec-
tions

no yes yes yes yes

Frequent disconnectionsb no no yes no yes

Handles high BER yes no no no no

Proactive sizing of handoff
delay

no no no no yes

Addresses variable new
links’ characteristics

no no yes yes yesc

Permits use of FMIPv6
buffer

no no no no yes

Avoids DUPACKs no no no no yes

aCongestion control at handoff is delegated to application.
bNew network characteristics may not match those of the previous network. The cumulative

effect after frequent handoffs may eventually disrupt the communication.
cAlthough there is an expectation Enh-TCP can be combined with adaptation mechanisms

such as TCP Prairie [56], at this point, adaptation is only partially resolved

end-to-end data flow. For instance, real-time video or voice over IP applications

do not benefit from retransmissions or transport-level buffering. Real-time ap-

plication users are more tolerant to sporadic interruptions than to delays. Such

applications usually number their payload sequentially. When a packet is re-

ceived, the application codecs [59, 60] or other in-built algorithms assess whether

the received data is above a delay threshold. If the data is excessively delayed,

the application drops the data.

During a MIPv6/FMIPv6 handoff, the MN is unable to send or receive any

packets. FMIPv6 facilities include a buffer at the NAR so that the packets sent to

the PCoA during the handoff are stored until solicited by the MN. Hence, these

packets are delayed at the NAR and, therefore, UDP applications will experience

packet loss since these packets are dropped (arrived out of the applications-specific
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time window). To minimise the UDP packet loss, special attention has to be

drawn to radio technology-dependent handoff delay, but previous work [61, 62]

also highlights the importance of reducing the L3 signalling delays and the L3

synchronisation with the L2 at handoff.

2.4 Network Selection for Multihomed Hosts

Mutihomed devices are those provided with more than one interface. There are

a number of reasons why it is beneficial to multihome devices:

• Permanent and ubiquitous access: extending coverage area via distinct ac-

cess technologies, thus enabling permanent connectivity;

• Redundancy and fault recovery: permanent connectivity is ensured as long

as at least one interface is connected;

• Load balancing: distributing traffic load through multiple points of attach-

ment, avoiding network congestion;

• n-casting: duplicating a particular flow through n interfaces simultaneously

helps reducing packet loss (typically applied to real-time traffic and to mo-

bile environments);

• Bandwidth aggregation: multiple interfaces simultaneously connected to

different links increase the total available bandwidth;

• Preference Settings: providing either the user or the ISP with the capability

of choosing the preferred RAT or access network regarding cost, efficiency,

link parameters’—bandwidth, delay, jitter or packet loss—adequacy to the

running applications, battery consumption, security or any other aspect

that may have an effect on the QoE, and finally

• Transparency: truly seamless management of multihoming facilities avoids

the disruption of the ongoing sessions and the QoS.

As it seems, achieving these goals is a challenging venture. Multihoming

success derives primely from a synergetic operation of a number of intervening

protocols, access technologies and policy bases. This requires the enhancement
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of different components of the network with different degrees of awareness of

the constituent elements of the communication process and their interactions.

For instance, a load balancing entity must be provided with a set of routing or

policy tables in order to effectively divert traffic flows accordingly. Additionally,

it should be aware of the different available interfaces and should be capable

of using these (carrying L2 and L3 procedures) in parallel. Depending on the

granularity of the flow diversion, the multihomed entity should consider multiple

IPv6 address registration [63].

2.4.1 Challenges and Open Research Issues

There is a number of functionalities addressed by the research community which

yet pose challenges. The most significant issues that need to be solved in accom-

modating an user-centric network selection system include:

Network Selection Decision System Architecture Design is the key to low-

latency information and signalling exchange between the intervening entities—

e.g. mobile terminal and access points, AAA, policy repositories or access

network information servers (such as the CRRM)—and from it depends the

future openness of heterogeneous networks for users to roam free of network

tides—network-centric or user-centric intelligence.

Network Monitoring and Access Discovery as identified in Section 2.1.1,

is needed for assessment of the different available access networks and dis-

covery of new ones. The information discovered in this phase depends on

the RAT, the type or amount of information advertised by the network op-

erators, the RAT-specific mechanisms that the terminal may use as well as

the monitoring methodology. Multihomed devices add further complexity

since they either may be provided with several interfaces or with a Soft-

ware Defined Radio [64], thereby requiring additional attention. The goal

is for the decision information and repository entity to quickly gain infor-

mation on available network’s characteristics, without disrupting ongoing

communications and minimising the terminal’s battery consumption.

Decision Inputs for handoff and network selection systems have evolved as

new services—and thereby the variety of application demands—have been
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accepted by the mobile user’s community. Since the 1G, when cellular

networks only provided voice communication, to the most recent develop-

ments on multi-service, multihomed heterogeneous ambient networks, the

scope of decision inputs has broaden from RSS and hysteresis values to

a number descriptors [65]. These new metrics include both networking-

sided parameters—such as BER, latency, jitter, capacity and power output

limitations—and user- or service-sided parameters—such as user preferences

on billing, applications requirements for end-to-end delay and PER, termi-

nal’s remaining battery and terminal speed.

QoS Definition and Representation must enable an uniform characterisa-

tion of the available access networks: if these are to be compared by a

decision system, then they must be expressed in the same terms. This is

sometimes puzzling due to the intrinsic differences between RATs. For in-

stance, different RSS levels may yield different BERs, channel capacity may

be either a fixed or elastic value (TDMA or CSMA), pricing may be given

either per bit or in a monthly basis, and some parameters are difficult to

characterise numerically (such as security).

Secondly, application requirements must be represented by means of the

same metrics that characterise access networks. Applications requiring

connectivity should provide the decision algorithm with the relevant de-

cision metrics and, if one application comprises multiple traffic flows, the

requirements for each individual flow should be stated separately to allow

for finer-granularity on the network selection.

User Preferences and Application Requirement Discovery is often a com-

plex issue. Both users and applications do not react binarily with regard to

network quality; their satisfaction or performance level depends on complex

multi-variant functions. For instance, distinct VoIP codecs’ expected Mean

Opinion Scores (MOSs) have been modelled on the basis of several QoS met-

rics, such as channel BER, end-to-end delay and jitter [66, 67]. Furthermore,

users also introduce sometimes conflicting metrics in the decision-resolution

process; users seek for the highest possible performance level, minimising

both the monetary cost and the preference-configuration burden (and the

subsequent annoyance factor). Current research on such issues focusses
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on attractive GUIs [68, 69], heuristics and utility functions, and machine-

learning approaches [70].

Network Selection Algorithms compare the available networks characteris-

tics with the user and application requirements and then decide which net-

work or combination of networks is the most suited for the ongoing appli-

cations or application flows. Network selection algorithms should provide

quick, efficient and stable responses. Section 2.4.2 below explains in further

detail the issues addressed by network selection algorithms. Section 2.4.3

provides an overview of network selection algorithms and their integration

with network and applications QoS modelling.

The aim of this thesis is to develop an access network selection algorithm able

to cope with the goals expected for multihomed devices. The following section

will provide a formal statement of the problem that network selection algorithms

are to tackle.

2.4.2 Problem Definition

Network selection algorithms must dynamically manage the allocation and de-

allocation of traffic to the available networks. Their aim is to optimise the allo-

cation of the available networks resources according to the running applications

demands so that every ongoing communication’s QoS is maximised.

The algorithm should be triggered whenever: (a) a new session set-up request

is made; (b) the user changes his/her preferences or requirements1; (c) the user’s

terminal detects a new network; (d) an ongoing service can no longer be supported

by a particular radio link, e.g. due to signal degradation; (e) the current network

initiates handoff to perform load balancing or due to operator-specific reasons.

Additionally, the network selection algorithm should be provided with com-

munication interfaces with inputs discovery, mobility management and further

network and application policy and information entities. Most user-centric ap-

proaches, as explained in next section, incorporate cross-layer information schemes.

In turn, network-centric schemes often rely on signalling schemes.

1In the forthcoming discussion, the authors will differentiate between user preferences and
user requirements. Preferential attributes are those to be maximised. Requirements are manda-
tory values for attributes.
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2.4.3 Network Selection Algorithms

Network selection procedures rely on a set of enabling technologies, as outlined

before. These include network discovery, architectural design and the capability

of interpreting user expectations and mapping them in terms of network metrics.

The final decision—on which a possible impending handoff depends—is taken by

an informed independent decision-making entity. This decision should optimise

the user’s satisfaction, being stable (avoiding the ping-pong effect) and energy-

and computationally light-weight. However, firstly, the decision inputs are often

untrustworthy due to the network’s dynamism and its intrinsic unreliability; and

secondly, it is difficult to evaluate the degree of fitness of a network to the user’s

requirements.

Network selection algorithms aim to solve these questions. As the number

of unknowns increases, the strategies will vary. Among the network selection

algorithms than can be found in the literature, there are differences with regard

to the considered input parameters, the parameter acquisition methodology, the

decision architecture and the decision algorithm. All these factors influence the

quality of the final decision accordingly:

• Used Metrics. Radio access networks are characterised by sets of metrics.

Obviously, the more metrics considered the more informed the decision will

be and therefore better the network quality expectation. On the downside,

the more metrics considered, the more heavily loaded (time- or energy-

consuming) the decision processor will be.

• Decision Input Discovery can be performed either in a purely user-centric

manner or assisted by the network operators. In general, the user-centric

approach presents disadvantages in comparison to the network-centric so-

lutions. These include higher battery usage, the need of novel RAT-specific

monitoring schemes and new evaluation techniques of the wireless medium.

Moreover, any time radios dedicate to the input discovery may disrupt the

ongoing communication flows. In contrast, network operators have better

suited tools for the inputs discovery and have access to restricted informa-

tion, such as antenna transmission power or details on frequency allocation

and interference.
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• Network Selection Architectures vary from (a) virtually non-existing ar-

chitectures, where users produce the input values as discovered via access

medium observation and they are provided with cross-layer information

schemes or evolved mobility protocols, to (b) the inclusion of a number

of network entities for policy storage, policy enforcement, access network

monitoring and information schemes.

• Decision Algorithms. Network selection can be viewed from different per-

spectives, aiming at different goals—such as reducing unnecessary hand-

offs, avoid ping-pong effect, minimise network operator costs or maximising

user experience—and thus require different approaches. Policy-based net-

work selection is the simplest approach; empirically-tested scenarios can

be generalised so that general policies define model the terminal’s hand-

off demeanour. Other more complex approaches view network selection as

a multivariate constrained optimisation problem. Constrained optimisa-

tion problems are solved by means of Multiple Attribute Decision Making

(MADM) schemes such as Cost Functions (either arbitrary or constructed

from empirical data), Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal

Solution (TOPSIS) or Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Also, machine

learning approaches—like Bayesian Networks, Genetic Programming, Fuzzy

Logic and Artificial Neural Networks—have been used for network selection.

Table 2.3 presents several network selection schemes and describes them in

terms of used metrics, architecture design, input discovery and decision methodol-

ogy. Surprisingly, giving the plethora of multihomed devices available on the mar-

ket, little attention has been drowned to multihomed network selection. Xue et al.

[82] proposes a network-centric solution for efficient RRM in multihomed (WLAN-

LTE) environments. It encompasses a proportional-bandwidth algorithm, aimed

at maximising the user’s allocated bandwidth with respect to the user require-

ments. Users are attached to WLAN or LTE links (not allowing for bandwidth

aggregation) depending on their reachability, and the available bandwidth on the

links. Algorithmically, it reduces the network allocation problem to a LP sub-

optimal optimisation problem, reducing the O(2K·(N+L)) complexity of NP-hard

problems to the O(K3 · (N +L)3) complexity of constrained LP—where K is the
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2.4 Network Selection for Multihomed Hosts

number of users, and N and L the number of WLAN links and LTE channels

(subcarriers time OFDM symbol intervals) respectively.

In turn, WISE [83, 84] introduces a reactive solution for network selection for

multihomed nodes, permitting only one simultaneous interface usage. It involves a

sender-side modification on the standard SCTP protocol. It encompasses, firstly,

bandwidth estimation techniques to discriminate losses due to congestion from

those due to wireless losses ; secondly, a revision on SCTP congestion control pro-

cedures that enables more efficient response in the event of wireless loss-induced

cwnd reduction; finally, a reactive path management mechanism that switches

the ’primary-secondary’ SCTP path definition when any of the alternate paths

offers more available bandwidth.

Horde [85] also proposes a user-centric packet scheduler (striping) solutions for

multihomed environments. Horde comprises two different mechanisms. Firstly,

exports a set of flexible QoS abstractions to the application, thus involving explic-

itly the application in the dynamic determination of the striping policy. These

application-reported QoS objectives include latency, packet loss rates, expected

loss correlation and bandwidth, and are translated into an application utility

function. Secondly, Horde defines a scheduling mechanism that decides how to

transmit the packets from the data streams on the multiple network channels, in

an attempt to satisfy the QoS utility function. This multi-channel data stream

striping is supported via per-channel independent congestion control.

Horde’s packet scheduler can cope with highly dynamic environments (usually

due to vehicular motion and channel use competition), heterogeneous networks

and data streams. Firstly, it evaluates the streamed packets RTT. Secondly, it

estimates the channel’s capacity. With these two indicators, Horde is capable

of predicting the link quality in the short term, and therefore take decisions

proactively.

Horde presents, however, an inadequate QoS-requirements abstraction model.

Previous work has discussed the non-binary relationship between the link quality

and the goodness of the link, both in VoIP and other media-streaming scenarios

and TCP scenarios. Thus, reducing the application QoS response to different

link attributes to a ‘one-value-per-attribute’ or target link attributes does not

represent a fair account of the application’s perceived QoS. For instance, G711

VoIP codec sets stringent requirements on bandwidth, while latency would also
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significantly affect performance. In turn, TCP-flows required bandwidth could

vary while affecting linearly the service latency; however, packet error bursts

would severely affect the goodput. The result is, while applications may report

ideal network channel attribute requirements, the packet scheduler should take

leveraged decisions and commit to tradeoffs to optimise the performance of all the

ongoing applications. Horde’s application-level policy definition does not permit

the packet scheduler to take such as informed decision.

Calabuig et al. [86], in turn, proposes a network-centric algorithm that min-

imises the packet transmission latency. It encompasses a highly computationally

efficient Hopfield neural network [87] decision engine, which enables real-time

routing and scheduling decisions.

2.5 Summary

This chapter has explored the most relevant challenges surrounding user-centric

intelligent seamless mobility. Network selection plays a pivotal role on when and

why perform handoff; next, it is of major importance solving the heterogeneous

mobility issues and enabling applications adaptivity. These processes are not

triggered sequentially, but they act co-operatively, and therefore the individual

problems co-design is key for truly seamless handoffs.

Additionally, this Chapter has presented and analysed state-of-the-art solu-

tions. Building from the experience gained, this thesis will present (in Chap-

ters 4-6) a combined solution for intelligent seamless handoffs in heterogeneous

environments. The next chapter now describes the Evaluation Methodology.
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Chapter 3

The Evaluation Environment

This thesis proposes, first, handling the network selection and triggering the hand-

off procedures from a specialised NSA module; as opposed to a RAT-dependent

approach. Secondly, a novel signalling protocol for L3 handoff that supports het-

erogeneous environments is proposed. Finally, since handoff causes temporary

QoS degradation and delays which affect upper layer time-sensitive protocols, an

extension to TCP has been added to the handoff enhancement compound. These

techniques are presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. For these techniques to be

operational in standard network entities there is a requirement for a cross-layer

information support mechanism.

This chapter presents the architecture of the cross-layer information system

model and its software implementation. This chapter also discusses an underlying

modelling platform that allows the verification and numerical evaluation of the

techniques presented in this thesis.

3.1 OMNeT++

OMNeT++ is a C++ discrete event simulation framework, originally developed

by A. Varga in 1999 at the Centre for Telecommunications and Information Engi-

neering (CTIE) in Monash University [88, 89]. It has an extensible architecture,

that has paved the way for the open source and research communities to add addi-

tional functionalities and simulation models. Figure 3.1 gathers some of the most

important contributions to the OMNeT++ framework. Specifically, OMNeT++

has been used to model different problem domains:
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3.1 OMNeT++

1. modeling of wired and wireless communication networks;

2. protocol modeling;

3. modeling of queueing networks;

4. modeling of multiprocessors and other distributed hardware systems;

5. validating of hardware architectures;

6. evaluating performance aspects of complex software systems;

7. in general, modeling and simulation of any system where the discrete event

approach is suitable, and can be conveniently mapped into entities commu-

nicating by exchanging messages.

The extensibility and versatility of OMNeT++ derives from its component

architecture. The smallest non-divisible unit is called module. Modules are com-

bined in a variety of ways to build up simulation models. For instance, the ICMP

protocol can be implemented as a detached module, and at compile time it can be

connected to other modules, such as an IPv4 implementation, to form a network

layer compound module, which in turn could be interconnected to other modules

to form a network entity such as a router. In doing so, the depth of module

nesting is not limited. The network topologies are described using a high-level

network description language (NED). Different modules communicate via gates

or predefined links between them, passing messages that contain arbitrary data

structures.

OMNeT++ is composed of:

• a simulation kernel library,

• a compiler for the NED topology description language,

• the OMNeT++ IDE based on the Eclipse platform [90],

• a GUI for simulation execution and links into simulation executable (Tkenv),

• a command-line user interface for simulation execution (Cmdenv),

• system utilities (makefile creation tool, etc.), and

• documentation, sample simulations, tutorials, etc.
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3.1 OMNeT++

Figure 3.1: OMNeT++ Main Contributed Environment Models
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3.1 OMNeT++

Figure 3.2: Simple modules add up to form compound modules

3.1.1 Modeling Concepts

An OMNeT++ model consists of separate modules that communicate by ex-

changing messages. The simplest functional modules are termed simple modules;

they are written as sets of C++ classes, using the simulation class library, and de-

scribe the simulated algorithms. Simple modules can be grouped into compound

modules and so forth; the number of hierarchy levels is unlimited. The whole

model, usually referred as network in OMNeT++, is itself a compound mod-

ule. Messages can be sent either via connections that span modules or directly

to other modules. The concept of simple and compound modules is similar to

Discrete Event System Specification atomic and coupled models [88]. Figure 3.2

represents a network entity composed by several modules. The figure shows how

simple modules are interconnected through gates to form the compound module.

Modules communicate with messages that may contain arbitrary data types,

in addition to usual attributes such as a timestamp. Simple modules typically

send messages via gates, but it is also possible to send them directly to their desti-

nation modules. Gates are the input and output interfaces of modules: messages

are sent through output gates and arrive through input gates. An input gate

and output gate can be linked by a connection. Connections are created within

a single level of module hierarchy; within a compound module, corresponding

gates of two submodules, or a gate of one submodule and a gate of the compound

module can be connected. Connections spanning hierarchy levels are not permit-

ted, as they would hinder model reuse. Because of the hierarchical structure of

the model, messages typically travel through a chain of connections, starting and
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3.1 OMNeT++

arriving in simple modules. Compound modules act like “black boxes” in the

model, transparently relaying messages between their inner realm and the out-

side world. Parameters such as propagation delay, data rate and bit error rate,

can be assigned to connections. OMNeT++ also defines connection types with

specific properties (termed channels) and reuses them in several places. Modules

can have parameters; parameters are used mainly to pass configuration data to

simple modules, and to help define model topology. Compound modules may

pass parameters or expressions of parameters to their submodules.

OMNeT++ provides efficient tools for the user to describe the structure of

the actual system. Some of the main features are the following:

• hierarchically nested modules,

• modules are instances of module types,

• modules communicate with messages through gates and along channels,

• flexible module parameters instantiation, and

• topology description language.

These features are explained as follows.

Hierarchical Modules: An OMNeT++ model consists of hierarchically nested

modules that communicate by passing messages to each other. The top level

module is referred to as the system module. The system module contains

submodules that can also contain submodules themselves. The depth of

module nesting is unlimited, allowing the user to reflect the logical structure

of the actual system in the model structure. The lowest level of the mod-

ule hierarchy is formed by simple modules, which contain the algorithmic

behaviour or simplest data structure: for instance, the IPv6 Neighbour Dis-

covery Destination Cache or the TCP Reno congestion control mechanisms.

Simple modules are coded as C++ functions using the OMNeT++ simula-

tion class library and optionally any other C++ library-compliant library,

so that programmers are free to use object-oriented concepts (inheritance,

polymorphism etc) and design patterns to extend the functionality of the

simulator.
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Module Types: Both simple and compound modules are instances of module

types. Simple modules serve as building blocks for the constitution of more

complex compound modules. In doing so, the every module in the hierarchy

preserves its integrity. Compound modules can be grouped indiscriminately

to form new types of compound module. For instance, consider the com-

pound module BasicTCP, composed by the modules Fast Retransmission

and Recovery and Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance, two compound

modules themselves. A (compound) module RenoTCP could be created

by super-seeding the BasicTCP module and re-defining the inherited C++

TCP congestion control functions. However, this would not compromise the

behaviour of those algorithms coded in the Fast Retransmission and Recov-

ery and the Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance modules in the original

BasicTCP model.

Messages, Gates, Links: Modules communicate by exchanging messages. At

simulation, messages can represent frames or packets in a computer network,

jobs or customers in a queuing network or other types of mobile entities.

Self-messages can also be used as timers to trigger events. Messages can

contain arbitrarily complex or large data structures. Simple modules are

both the origin and destination of messages. Simple modules produce mes-

sages and they address them either directly to other modules directly along

a predefined path, through gates and along links. Gates are the input and

output interfaces of modules; messages are sent out through output gates

and arrive through input gates. OMNeT++ supports only unidirectional

gates. Therefore, messages are sent through output gates and are received

through the input gates.

Modeling of Packet Transmissions: OMNeT++ permits the characterisation

of physical connections. Connections support the following parameters:

data rate, propagation delay, jitter, bit error rate and packet error or bit

error rate, or may be disabled. These parameters can be either fixed (NED

and omnetpp.ini files) or variable (following different probability distribu-

tions). These parameters and the underlying algorithms are encapsulated

into channel modules. The user can parameterise the channel types pro-

vided by OMNeT++ and also create new ones.
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Parameters: Modules can have input parameters. Parameters are used to cus-

tomise simple modules’ algorithmic behavior and simulation tractability.

Parameters can take string, numeric or boolean values, or can contain

XML data trees. Numeric values include expressions using other param-

eters and calling C++ functions, random variables from different distribu-

tions also included within OMNeT++, and values input interactively by

the user either at the omnetpp.ini file or in separate parameter files. Alter-

natively, numeric-valued parameters can also be used to parameterise the

model topology in order to construct topologies in a flexible way. Within a

compound module, parameters define the number of submodules, number

of gates, and the way the internal connections are made, leaving the burden

of topology description to the pre-programmed algorithms (contained in the

simple modules). For instance, due to radio range and sensitivity, a priori

a wireless link can’t be assured to be up; the corresponding module (e.g.

the IEEE 802.11b radio) is to either connect or disconnect two entities.

Topology Description Method: The user defines the structure of the model

in NED language descriptions. The NED language is a very high-level

description language that permits the topology characterisation, compound

module composition and enumeration of simple module input and output

parameters and gates interconnections. NED files have *.ned extension.

3.1.2 Using OMNeT++

Previous section introduced the concepts and the architecture of simulated envi-

ronments modeled with OMNeT++. This section provides insights into working

with OMNeT++ in practice. Issues such as model files and compiling and run-

ning simulations are discussed. Additionally, Figure 3.3 provides an overview of

the OMNeTT++ work-flow.

Building Simulations

An OMNeT++ model consists of the following parts:

• NED language topology description(s) (.ned files) that describe the module

structure with parameters, gates, etc. NED files can be written using any
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Figure 3.3: Flowchart of the OMNeT++ working process
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text editor, however the OMNeT++ IDE provides support for two-way

graphical and text editing.

• Message definitions (.msg files) define various message types and instantiate

data fields on them. OMNeT++ will translate message definitions into full-

fledged C++ classes.

• Simple module sources. These are files that contain the algorithms and

module behaviour represented as C++ functions.

Simulation programs are built from the above components. Firstly, .msg files

are translated into C++ code. Secondly, all C++ sources are compiled and

linked with the simulation kernel and a user interface library to form a simulation

executable or shared library. Finally, the NED files are loaded dynamically when

the simulation program starts.

Running the Simulation

The simulation system provides the following components:

• Simulation kernel. This contains the code that manages the simulation and

the simulation class library. It is written in C++ and compiled into a shared

or static library.

• User interfaces. OMNeT++ user interfaces are used in simulation execu-

tion, to facilitate debugging, demonstration, or batch execution of simula-

tions. They are written in C++ and compiled into libraries.

The simulation may be compiled as a standalone executable program; thus it

can be run on other machines without OMNeT++ being present, or it can be

created as a shared library. In the latter case the OMNeT++ shared libraries

must be present on that system. When the program is started, all NED files

containing the model topology are read, then the configuration file (omnetpp.ini)

is read. This file contains settings that control how the simulation is executed,

values for model parameters, etc. The configuration file can also prescribe several

simulation runs; in the simplest case, each will be executed by the simulation

program one after another.
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To support user interaction, OMNeT++ includes a GUI that provides the

user with functionalities such as real-time monitoring of environment values, al-

lowing the user to intervene by changing variables inside the model, modifying the

simulation speed and the configuration of the output trace files. This is very im-

portant in the development/debugging phase of the simulation project. Equally

important, hands-on experience allows the user to get a feel of the model’s be-

haviour. The graphical user interface can also be used to demonstrate a model’s

operation.

The same simulation model can be executed with various user interfaces, with

no change in the model files themselves. The user would typically test and debug

the simulation with a graphical user interface. Once the model behaviour has

been checked for flaws, the user would finally run the simulation with a simpler,

faster user interface that supports batch execution (no graphical support). Batch

execution is extremely useful at running the same simulation model while modi-

fying environment values, e.g. mobile node speed (m/s) or the mobility pattern

(e.g. linear, random or Bonn mobility) in a WLAN simulation.

Component Libraries

Module types can be stored in files separate from the place of their actual use,

enabling the user to group existing module types and create component libraries.

This has enabled the emergence of a community of contributors to the original

OMNeT++ source code to accommodate a number of different problem domains,

systems, protocols and services.

Obtaining the Results

The output of the simulation is written into result trace files: output vector files,

output scalar files, and possibly the user’s own output files. OMNeT++ contains

an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that provides rich environment

for analysing these files. Moreover, output files are line-oriented (human read-

able) text files which makes possible to export them to a variety of applications,

including Matlab, GNU R, Perl, Python, and spreadsheet programs.
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3.1.3 INET Framework

The INET Framework is an open-source communication networks simulation

package for the OMNeT++ simulation environment. INET Framework contains

IPv4, IPv6, TCP, Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [91], UDP

protocol implementations among others, and several application models. The

framework also includes an Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [92] architec-

ture model with Resource Reservation Protocol for Traffic Engineering (RSVP-

TE) [93] and Label Distribution Protocol (LPD) [94] signalling. Link-layer models

are PPP [95], Ethernet and 802.11. Static routing can be set up using network

autoconfigurators, or one can use routing protocol implementations. The INET

Framework supports wireless and mobile simulations as well. Support for mobil-

ity and wireless communication has been derived from the Mobility Framework

(Figure 3.1). Section 3.2 describes the constituting parts of the INET Framework

in detail.

3.1.4 Testbed Verification and Validation

Each individual module considered in the implementation of the simulation testbed

must be verified prior to simulation. OMNeT++ considers different methods to

assess the health of the simulation environment, as the status of the running pro-

grams is referred as in the OMNeT++ documentation. These methods are as

follows:

• Related performance metrics are measured at multiple layers for verifi-

cation. For example, the total number of packets transmitted, received,

dropped, retransmitted, etc are computed for each session. Throughput in

the application, transport, network, MAC and physical layers are compared.

• OMNeT++ provides a GUI environment for debugging a simulation. It

can run the simulation step-by-step, in batch mode, or advance to a specific

simulation time. It also supports real-time visualisiation of the simulation

variables and internals traces as sequence charts at execution, and gener-

ating documentation. Therefore the GUI environment is very helpful in
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verifying the simulation models. After individual verification of each mod-

ule, the system module is tested with different network topology and traffic

patterns using the above techniques.

• OMNeT++ (version 4.0 above) includes an Eclipse-based comprehensive

simulation IDE. The IDE supports all stages of a simulation project: devel-

oping, building, configuring and running simulation models, and analysing

results. By manually comparing the trace with the correct expected pro-

cedures (based on analytical characterisations), the correct implementation

of each module can be verified.

• Messages atomicity and uniqueness. This property on the message module

definition precludes messages to be shared (avoiding duplications) among

different network entities.

Due to the modular and hierarchical implementation of the OMNeT++ sim-

ulation framework, once the simple modules’ algorithms (e.g. the ICMPv6 proto-

col) and their interfaces have been established and verified, alteration of function-

ality of one of the elements needs only to be checked in that specific element. For

example, once it has been checked with above-numbered methods that the TCP

module has been correctly implemented, changes on the simulated radio interface

do not affect TCP code, and therefore TCP does not have to be re-checked. Fur-

thermore, the TCP module could be exported and applied as an external library

to other simulation environments, such as a wireless sensor network testbed.

3.2 TCP/IP Model

In order to construct a realistic network, the INET framework along with the

INETMANET propagation models have been imported to the simulation envi-

ronment. Next, the basic features of the MIPv6 and FMIPv6 protocols, along

with a set of modifications on the TCP scheme, have been coded and integrated

within the initial INET model. Finally, as a variation of the off-the-self standard

approach, the IEEE 802.21 protocol and a comprehensive NSA module have been

added to the simulated network entities in order to fulfil the required functional-

ities of intelligent seamless handoffs. This section describes the assumptions and

considerations taken at the simulation testbed set-up.
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3.2.1 Radio Propagation Model [1]

Radio propagation associated phenomena are well known, despite the complex

and non-deterministic behaviour of factors such as the signal fading, multipath

effects and random hardware-induced errors on the transmission and reception

of signals. Empirical models are frequently used with this uncertainty. Alter-

natively, analytical models are most often addressed to outdoor modeling, due

to the difficulty of modeling indoor propagation accurately. The work carried

out in this thesis, although it focusses on urban outdoor environments, is also

potentially susceptible to modelling inaccuracies. Assumptions are made and,

in some cases, do not reflect real-world conditions. However, these axioms or

assumptions are made so that they simplify the implementation and evaluation

procedures, without loss of the generality. For instance, assuming the world is flat

could be interpreted as a mistake since world’s curvature restricts the transmis-

sion range and it has been shown that, for instance, there is a noteworthy change

on the link quality between ground level and waist level nodes. However, the

flat world assumption would hold true when considering short-range (less than

100 m.) transmissions on idealistic outdoor environments, such as perfectly flat

vegetation-free fields. Whether an specific assumption is appropriate depends,

therefore, on the problem domain.

There are also axioms whose accuracy to model real-world conditions is so

limited that their application is often misleading. Kotz et al. [1] describes some

of these untrue axioms of common use:

1. A radio’s transmission area is circular.

This axiom obviously contradicts the antenna gain patterns presented by,

e.g. manufacturers. Not only is it neither circular nor convex, it often is

non-contiguous.

2. All radios have equal range.

Although successful communication becomes less likely with increasing dis-

tance, it is also affected by many other factors, e.g. the angle between sender

and receiver antennas.

3. If A’s transmissions reach B, B’s transmissions reach A (symmetry).
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This axiom is not true since, for instance, a node may be affected by inter-

ference from another source (hidden terminal problem).

4. If A can reach B, communication’s BER is 0%.

For instance, additive noise can produce incorrect symbol detection at the

receiver.

5. Signal strength is a simple function of distance.

Although the RSSI decreases according to a power law model (explained

below), other variations of real environments cause an impact as well; e.g.

obstruction, reflection, refraction and scattering.

For problem tractability and simplicity and because it sufficiently matches

empirical results, Axioms 1 and 2 have been accepted; i.e. in simulation, the

radio tranmission area is circular and presents equal range. In turn, Axioms 3,

4 and 5 have been ruled out so that the radio model copes with interference and

the aforementioned quality factors. The radio channel has been thereby modeled

as follows:

Path Loss Reception Model according to the received power, Pr, is computed

as:

Pr =
PtGtGr

dα

(
λ

4π

)2

, (3.1)

being λ the signal wavelength, Gt and Gr the transmitting and receiving

gains respectively and Pt the transmitted power (watts). The path loss

exponent α varies from 2 to 5 depending on the environment. Here it is as-

sumed to be 3, consistent with empirical measurements in urban areas [96].

Fast Fading is produced by the node’s movement and multipath propagation.

The implemented radio model does not take this effect into consideration.

Slow Fading is a consequence of events such as shadowing, the obstruction of

the line of sight by large obstacles. To account for the effect of slow fading

on the received power, the term χσ is added to Equation (3.1). χ is a log-

normal random variable modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian function with

standard deviation σ. A value of σ equal to 1dB is assumed here for the

outdoor environment although fine-tuning using empirical measurements
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will be required in order to reflect the actual scenario being modeled. For

instance, pedestrian-walking mobility models often assume the range 5 to

12dB [97, 98].

Noise and Interference may come in the form of interfering EM radiation from

other sources, e.g. other network entities, microwave ovens, cordless tele-

phones and Bluetooth devices, or thermal noise. An accurate interference

model is particularly important in densely populated or very active net-

works where several simultaneous transmissions are likely to happen. This

thesis adopts an additive interference model as designed by INET [88].

In essence, during a packet reception time, every neighbouring transmis-

sion is considered as interference and its signal strength Equation (3.1) is

additively evaluated, along with thermal noise, for the SINR (Signal to

Interference-plus-Noise Ratio) calculation. If the SINR does not exceed the

4dB threshold, a collision is assumed and the packet is discarded. The

threshold value is adopted from the model provided in the INETMANET

Framework for OMNeT++ [99].

Finally, even if the packet passes the threshold test and can be considered

interference free, it may present a non-zero bit error rate (BER) caused

by the demodulation/decoding effects. The BER is calculated depending

on the modulation scheme and the SINR obtained. This value provides,

in turn, a figure for the packet error rate (PER) and ultimately the total

number of corrupted bits on the whole packet. This value is then compared

to a channel coding system-dependent threshold that indicates whether the

packet was correctly received.

Radio Channel and Radio Chip Simulation Parameters are presented in

Table 3.1.

This model is currently found in the INET framework. Similar radio models

can be found in the literature. They offer both simplicity at the modelling stage,

computational speed at simulation and fitness to experimental results [1].

1Section 3.2.2 explains this choice of frequency
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Table 3.1: Radio Channel and Radio Chip Parameters

Radio Channel

Carrier Frequency 2.4 E+9 Hz1

Path Loss α 3
Shadowing Distr. Log-normal
Shadowing σ 1 dB
Fast Fading -

Radio Chip

Bitrate 11 E+6 bps
Pt 20.0 mW
Thermal Noise -110 dBm
Sensitivity -85 dBm
SNIR Threshold 4 dB
Gt 1
Gr 1

3.2.2 IEEE 802.11

IEEE 802.11 standard is composed of a family of protocols for wireless local area

network (WLAN) communication. The IEEE 802.11 standard comprises several

over-the-air modulation techniques, data link schemes and frame formats. The

most widely used are those defined by the 802.11b [47] and 802.11g [48] protocols,

which are amendments to the original standard. IEEE 802.11b was released on

1999. It has a maximum physical layer bit rate of 11 Mbps and uses the same

media access method (CSMA/CA) defined in the original standard. In turn,

IEEE 802.11g was ratified on 2003. It offers up to 54 Mbps and uses a different

modulation scheme than IEEE 802.11b, but is fully backwards compatible. Both

operate in the 2.4 GHz band.

The IEEE 802.11b INET implementation has been used for the testbed set-

up and its subsequent numerical evaluation. The following protocol features are

not supported: fragmentation, power management and polling (PCF). Physical

layer algorithms such as frequency hopping and direct sequence spread spec-

trum are not modeled directly. Fields related to these unsupported features are

omitted from management frame formats as well. For instance, the FH/DS/CF

parameter sets, the beacon/probe timestamp which is related to physical layer
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synchronization, the listen interval which is related to power management, capa-

bility information which is related to PCF. Likewise, the IEEE 802.11g protocol

implementation has been provided by the INETMANET framework. Due to

OMNeT++ and INET’s modularity and ease of configuration, the software mod-

ifications have mainly consisted on the inclusion on the original testbed of the

designated modules. Again, this 802.11g implementation does not consider any

of the features related to fragmentation, power management or PCF.

The IEEE 802.11b/g INET models accuracy has been previously experimen-

tally verified [100].

3.2.3 Ethernet

INET contains a set of modules for simulating Ethernet networks and supports

classic Ethernet (10Mbps), Fast Ethernet (100Mbps), Gigabit Ethernet (1000Mbps).

There are two MAC implementations available within the INET suite: a fully

functional version with the complete CSMA/CD protocol, and a simplified one

without CSMA/CD that can be used for full-duplex links. They both support raw

Ethernet, Ethernet-II and Ethernet SNAP frames. There is a hub and a switch

model; the switch relay unit has several flavours which differ in their networking

performance.

3.2.4 IPv6, Neighbour Discovery and ICMPv6

The INET framework offers basic implementations of the IPv6, Neighbour Discov-

ery and ICMPv6 protocols, respectively [29, 101, 102]. The IPv6 code permits

IPv6 datagram handling (sending, forwarding, receiving and dropping). The

IPv6 NeighbourDiscovery module implements all tasks associated with neigh-

bour discovery and stateless address autoconfiguration [30]. It manages the data

structures associated to the IPv6 Neighbour Discovery protocol, namely, desti-

nation cache, neighbour cache and prefix list - the latter merged into the routing

table/destination cache. The ICMPv6 model handles ICMPv6 errors and echo

request and replay. Finally, there is a consideration of the processing delays of

these protocols. These are set to 1 µs.
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3.2.5 MIPv6 and FMIPv6 Handoffs

As integral part of the work carried out in this thesis, there is a consideration for

a functional implementation of the MIPv6 and FMIPv6 protocols. The developed

code includes the signalling messages defined in these standards [17, 18], allowing

for FMIPv6 predictive and reactive handoffs, packet forwarding, binding update

and acknowledgment, home address and correspondent node’s registration and

return routability. Binding refreshing is not supported. These implementations

have been verified both analytically and by means of the OMNeT++ GUI.

3.2.6 UDP

The INET implementation of UDP is consistent with RFC 758 [103].

3.2.7 TCP

The INET implementation of TCP is consistent with that on:

• RFC 793 - Transmission Control Protocol [104],

• RFC 896 - Congestion Control in IP/TCP Internetworks [105],

• RFC 1122 - Requirements for Internet Hosts – Communication Layers [106],

• RFC 1323 - TCP Extensions for High Performance [107],

• RFC 2018 - TCP Selective Acknowledgment Options [108] and

• RFC 2581 - TCP Congestion Control [45].

3.2.8 VoIP G.726

The VoIP Tool software [109] provides an extensive implementation of the VoIP

G.726 codec [110]. These libraries are an add-on to the INET framework. They

consist of two separate modules: VoIPSourceApp and VoIPSinkApp. Both are

application layer modules that operate over UDP, and therefore they can be

integrated on standard INET nodes such as hosts, servers or mobile nodes in a

manner similar to other standard UDP traffic generators and sinks.
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VoIPSourceApp accepts an audio file and a destination IPvX address and

port as input, and transmits the audio file’s contents as voice traffic over UDP.

For transmission, the VoIPSourceApp application re-samples the audio at the

indicated frequency (by default 8KHz) and depth (by default 16 bits), and en-

codes it with the given codec (by default G.726) at the given bit rate (by default

40Kbps). While transmitting, VoIPSourceApp chops the coded audio file into

segments, each carrying dt milliseconds of voice (by default 20ms). Segments

that are solely silence (all samples are below a given threshold in absolute value)

are transmitted as special ’silence’ segments. The module does not simulate any

particular VoIP protocol (e.g. RTP), but instead accepts a ’header size’ parameter

that can be set accordingly.

VoIPSinkApp listens on an UDP port, where it expects to receive VoIP seg-

ments. Incoming audio segments are saved into a result audio file that can be

compared with the original for further evaluation. VoIP segments are numbered,

and out-of-order segments are discarded (the corresponding voice interval will be

recorded as silence into the file). VoIP segments that miss their deadlines will

similarly be discarded. It is assumed that the audio is played back with delay

(equivalent to the buffer time depth G.726 parameter, by default 20ms), which

allows some jitter for the incoming segments. The resulting audio file is closed

when the input audio file has been fully transmitted.

3.2.9 FTP

An FTP-based [111] TCP bulk data transfer application, based on the INET

model, has been implemented in order to model basic TCP data transmission.

This model is consistent with the FTP request/reply solicitation scheme for file

transmission. The model supports data representation only in binary mode and

data transfer only in stream mode. None of the security features is supported.

None of the directory commands are supported, except those related to file re-

questing (RETRIEVE, TERMINATE).
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3.3 Summary

This chapter has introduced the evaluation environment. This consist of software

implementations of a number of RATs, networking protocols and applications in

the OMNeT++ simulation environment. Code debugging has been performed.

Additionally, when possible, visual inspection through the OMNeT’s GUI and

analytical models have helped validating the results. However, performance met-

rics and more technical aspects of the implementation details are address in the

following chapters.

The following chapters (4-6) describe the specific enhancements than this

thesis explores for intelligent seamless handoffs. Each chapter will briefly remind

the reader the state of the art, following with a sound explanation of the proposed

enhancement(s) and, finally, performance measurements.
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Chapter 4

Proactive Route Optimisation for

FMIPv6

Section 2.2 presented the State of the Art in signalling mobility solutions for

heterogeneous networks. These solutions achieve session continuity for the MN’s

applications and continued reachability. It has been noted, however, that the

involved signalling schemes leave room for reducing the signalling load and packet

loss, and for optimising the establishment of the optimum path between the MN

and the CN(s).

This Chapter introduces a new solution for L3 mobility in heterogeneous net-

works, which reduces signalling delays (up to 50% in comparison with other ap-

proaches), thus in turn minimising the QoS impact at handoff—reducing end-to-

end latency and tunneled traffic load.

4.1 Introduction

The MIPv6-enabled MN performs handoff for a wide variety of possible reasons,

such as signal degradation on the current link, or the promise of a better QoS.

Such a decision is based solely on L2-level indicators as, for instance, RSSI or

packet loss, excluding L3 from the decision making or even awareness of an im-

pending handoff. Therefore, MIPv6 takes a reactive approach to handoff. By

contrast, FMIPv6 enables a proactive approach. A FMIPv6-enabled MN would

trigger L3 handoff procedures prior to handoff biased by L2 triggers, balancing
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the signalling burden between before and after handoff, alleviating signalling-

originated QoS disruption; thereby smothering handoff.

A FMIPv6-enabled MN, on receipt of a L2 trigger indicating an imminent

handoff (and the potentially available APs as identified by their L2-IDs), sends

a RtSolPr message to its present access router to resolve one or more AP-IDs to

subnet-specific information. In response, the PAR replies with a PrRtAdv mes-

sage containing one or more [AP-ID, AR-Info] tuples. On receipt of the PrRtAdv

message, the MN is effectively capable of formulating a prospective NCoA and

sends an FBU message to the PAR. By use of the FBU message, the MN binds the

PCoA to the NCoA at the PAR and solicits the PAR to start forwarding packets

(IP-IP tunneling) to the NCoA at the NAR’s link. As a consequence, the com-

munication disruption is limited to the L2 handoff procedures, e.g. synchronizing

to the new AP.

During the L2 handoff, the packets addressed to the MN’s NCoA are buffered

by the NAR. Once the MN has completed the L2 handoff, it notifies its attachment

to the NAR’s link by sending an UNA to the NAR. The MN sends this message

on receipt of a ‘Router Advertisement’, although recent work suggests that this

message is to be triggered by a L2 event notifying the L2 handoff completion [18,

112, 113]. Next, the MN receives the packets addressed to its PCoA through the

PAR-NAR tunnel at its NCoA. This tunnel allows bidirectional communication,

so that the MN is capable of sending data packets using its NCoA. Likewise, these

packets would be tunneled back to the PAR. When the PAR receives a reverse-

tunneled packet, it must verify if a secure binding exists for the MN identified by

the PCoA in the tunneled packet, before forwarding that packet.

Subsequently, the FMIPv6-enabled MN updates the binding cache of its HA

with its NCoA and next, optionally, the CN’s binding cache for optimal routing

via the RR procedure [17], as explained in Section 2.2.7. The additive nature of

the RR protocol signalling delay should be noted: only after L2 and L3 handoffs

are completed, route optimisation takes place. Since the MN completes FMIPv6

and MIPv6 procedures until it completes the RR signalling, the MN’s segments

are routed through the HA. Only when the RR is successfully finished, the MN

communicates with the CN along the optimised route. This approach appears

inefficient. FMIPv6 improved the initial MIPv6 approach by proactively carrying

out part of the L3 handoff signalling. In this thesis, a further enhancement
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to MIPv6 is proposed: the Proactive Route Optimisation for FMIPv6 (PRO-

FMIPv6). This proposed protocol would reduce further the route optimisation

signalling delays by proactively carrying out the route optimisation signalling.

The foregoing discussion highlighted the fact that FMIPv6 relies on L2 trig-

gers to send RtSolPr, FBU and UNA messages and, therefore, such triggers do

impact upon the FMIPv6 performance. These triggers are not defined in the

FMIPv6 standard. FMIPv6, though, paves the way for the establishment of an

information exchange framework from which mutual interactions between L2 and

L3 could enhance the MN’s perceived QoS, i.e. reducing packet loss and incurring

in avoidable delays that may result from any lack of synchronisation between L2

and L3. Much effort has been carried out from across the research community to

find an integrated approach to define a set of standard L2 triggers [113].

One of the most promising approaches is the one taken by the IEEE802.21

Working Group [8]. The IEEE802.21 standard defines an extensible set of media-

independent access mechanisms, that enhance the inter-operability of hetero-

geneous network environments to facilitate handoffs. There is an expectation

that future work will address MIH-FMIPv6 interoperation. Primarily, because

FMIPv6 clearly depends on L2 triggers to improve its performance: FMIPv6 sig-

nalling should be synchronised with L2 procedures so that, e.g. the PAR-NAR

tunnel is not set too far in advance with respect to the L2 handoff. Also, as

explained in Section 4.5, FMIPv6 could benefit from the L2 triggers since they

would enable L3 management of the L2 buffering and retransmission procedures,

reducing packet loss. Secondly, MIH-FMIPv6 interoperation is expected since

the IEEE802.21 standard specifically considers L2 trigger definition and their

interoperation within a multiple layer-interoperated framework.

Chapter 4 is structured as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the PRO-FMIPv6

protocol. Next, Section 4.3 illustrates the IETF-compliant signalling formal for-

mat. Section 4.4 offers a more detailed explanation of the operation of each on

of the involved network entities. Section 4.5 explains the interaction of PRO-

FMIPv6 with the link interfaces, which is based on the IEEE802.21 cross-layer

notification protocol. Using simulation models, Section 4.6 compares the perfor-

mance of the proposed protocol with other relevant approaches. To assert the

effectiveness of the protocol, parameters such as latency, tunneled load, through-

put and security are evaluated. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
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4.2 Protocol Overview

The proposed protocol integrates a novel signalling scheme for route optimisation

within the FMIPv6-provided facilities. In common with FMIPv6, the MN also

formulates a prospective NCoA when it is still present on the PAR’s link through

the RtSolPr and PrRtAdv messages. This address can be used immediately in the

new subnet link when the MN has received a FBack message prior to its movement

[18, Section 6.2.3]. In the event of moving without receiving an FBack, the MN

can still use the NCoA after announcing its attachment through an UNA message

(with the ‘O’ bit set to zero) [29]. The NAR may respond to this UNA message

if it wishes to provide a different IP address. In this way, NCoA configuration

latency is reduced.

The information provided in the PrRtAdv message can be used even when

DHCP [31] is used to configure a NCoA on the NAR’s link. Here, the protocol

supports forwarding using PCoA, and the MN performs DHCP once attached to

the NAR’s link. The MN still formulates a NCoA for FBU processing; however,

it must not send data packets using the NCoA in the FBU.

Like FMIPv6, the MN generates the NCoA from the NAR’s prefix, retrieved

from the PrRtAdv message. However, additionally, the MN generates two ran-

dom numbers, referred to as tokens. The length of these tokens is implementation-

dependent. The NCoA is composed according to Equation (4.1), where new net pref

is the NAR’s prefix, t1 refers to the token1 and t2 to token2. The hash algorithm

could be negotiated by the MN with the CN. In this work, it is proposed to make

use of the SHA1 algorithm [114] universally, therefore facilitating agreement be-

tween the MN and the CN.

NCoA = new net pref‖hash (HoA‖t1‖t2) (4.1)

Each token (token1 and token2) is included in a Mobility Header-based mes-

sage: the ‘Proactive Home Address Test Initiation’ (PHoTI) message and the

‘Proactive Care-of Address Test Initiation’ (PCoTI) message, respectively. These

messages traverse different paths through the Internet to the CN. The PHoTI

message is sent to the CN via the HA just like the HoTI message in standard

MIPv6, and the PCoTI message is sent via the NAR. The CN receives both pack-

ets (PHoTI and PCoTI) from the HoA and NCoA respectively; requiring both
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HA and NAR to proxy those packets. The HA must set the IPv6 source address

field in the PHoTI packet to the HoA, and the NAR must set the PCoTI source

address to the NCoA. Moreover, the PAR and the HA update their MN’s NCoA

entries with the NCoA included in the PHoTI message.

On receipt of the two tokens, the CN is able to check whether the HoA and

NCoA fit with that in Equation (4.1). If the NCoA is valid, the CN updates

its binding cache and replies with a BA. However, if the check is not valid, the

packets are silently discarded.

Immediately after sending FBU(PHoTI) and PCoTI, the MN starts L2 hand-

off. After joining the new link, the MN announces its attachment with an UNA

message that instructs NAR to forward packets to the MN. The MN should re-

ceive a FBack message from the PAR indicating that the tunnel is correctly set.

The MN should receive at least one FBack since this message is bicasted by the

PAR to both the PCoA and NCoA. Likewise, the MN should also receive a BA

from the HA acknowledging the MN’s NCoA. Finally, the MN should also receive

a BA from the CN if the address check is valid.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the PRO-FMIPv6 signalling scheme.

Figure 4.1: PRO-FMIPv6 signalling
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4.3 Message Formats

The PRO-FMIPv6 protocol has been implemented in an IETF-compliant manner.

In order to do so, modifications to both MIPv6 and FMIPv6 Mobility Header-

based messages (Sections 2.2 and 2.2.8) are proposed. Furthermore, a new type

of Mobility option has been defined, aka, the BU Info Mobility option. In the

following sections, the formal format of the proposed messages is discussed in

detail.

4.3.1 Modifications to MIPv6 and FMIPv6 Mobility Header-

based Messages

Three messages have been proposed for modification, namely, the FBU, the HoTI

and the CoTI messages.

Modified FBU Mobility Message Format

The ‘O’ flag has been added as follows.

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Sequence # |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|A|H|L|K|O| Reserved | Lifetime |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| |

. .

. Mobility options .

. .

| |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 4.2: Modified FBU Mobility Message

IP Fields:

Source Address: The PCoA

Destination Address: The IP address of the Previous Access Router.
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‘A’ flag: See [18].

‘H’ flag: Must be set to unity. See [17, 18].

‘L’ flag: See [17].

‘K’ flag: See [17].

‘O’ flag: The Proactive Route Optimisation (’O’) is set by the MN to request

the PAR to forward the enclosed mobility options to the HA.

Reserved: This field is unused. It must be set to zero.

For descriptions of other fields present in this option header, refer to [18, Sec-

tion 6.2.2].

The FBU message is sent by the MN using its PCoA to the PAR’s IP address.

PHoTI Message

In RFC3775 [17], the HoTI message is designed to initiate the Return Routability

procedure and request a home keygen token from a CN. The HoTI message has

been modified including the ‘O’ flag to indicate proactive optimisation. As with

the HoTI message, the PHoTI message is forwarded by the HA to the CN using

the Mobility Header Type value 1. When this value is indicated in the Mobility

Header Type field, the format of the Message Data field in the Mobility Header

is as follows:
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0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|O| Reserved |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| |

+ Home Init Cookie +

| |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| |

. HoTI([RFC3775])-related .

. Mobility Options .

. .

| |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 4.3: Proactive HoTI

Proactive CoTI Message

In RFC [17], the CoTI message is used to initiate the Return Routability pro-

cedure and request a care-of keygen token from the CN. The CoTI message has

been modified to include the ‘O’ flag to indicate proactive optimisation. As with

the CoTI message, the PCoTI message is forwarded by the NAR to the CN using

the Mobility Header Type value 1. When this value is indicated in the header

Type field, the format of the Message Data field in the header is as follows:
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0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|O| Reserved |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| |

+ Care-of Init Cookie +

| |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| |

. CoTI([RFC3775])-related .

. Mobility Options .

. .

| |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 4.4: Proactive CoTI

4.3.2 New Mobility Options

A new mobility option has been proposed, namely, the BU Info option. This

option has been conveniently inspired by the MIPv6 BU message, as it exhibits

similar functionality.

BU Info Option

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Type | Length | Sequence # |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|A|H|L|K|M|R|P| Reserved | Lifetime |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 4.5: BU Info

The BU Info option header is equivalent to the BU message. The flags remain

the same as in the MIPv6 standard, including those defined in [115, 116, 117]

(‘R’, ‘M’ and ‘P’ respectively). The prospective allocated Mobility Header Type

is 28.
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For descriptions of other fields present in this option header, refer to [17,

Section 6.1.7].

4.4 Protocol Details

4.4.1 Correspondent Node Operation

Data Structures

In addition to a Binding Cache, the CN must maintain a Token Table, where the

CN keeps track of the tokens received and mobility related information from the

MN. Each MN currently in contact with the CN for route optimisation has one

entry. Each entry has five fields:

• HoA: obtained at session set up

• NCoA: retrieved from PHoTI (IP in IP encapsulation) and PCoTI messages

• Token1: token included in PHoTI message

• Token2: token included in PCoTI message

• NAR’s prefix: retrieved from PCoTI message

Route Optimisation Signalling

The CN, on receipt of either the PHoTI or the PCoTI message, must create

an (incomplete) entry in the Token Table. This entry will be kept until the

second message is received or MAX TOKEN LIFETIME seconds are elapsed.

The MAX TOKEN LIFETIME timeout period is devised to prevent any memory

exhaustion that may result from the size of the CN Token Table.

If both messages are correctly received within a MAX TOKEN LIFETIME

seconds time frame, the CN must then validate the following:

1. NCoA must be a unicast routable address.

2. PHoTI and PCoTI must have same nonce index.
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3. Fields in the Token Table MN’s entry (NAR’s prefix, tokens 1 and 2, Home

Address) must meet Equation (4.1).

If the tests are met, then the CN processes the BUInfo option (included in

the PHoTI message) [17, Section 9.5.1]. Next, the CN sends a BA to the MN’s

NCoA [17, Section 9.5.4]. If the tests are not met, the MN’s entry is removed

from the Token Table.

The PRO-FMIPv6 protocol does not address refreshing the bindings. Pre-

liminary but exploratory work suggests adopting the facilities of MIPv6, i.e. the

Binding Refresh Request message and its associated procedures.

4.4.2 Home Agent Operation

The Home Agent operation is largely based on RFC 3775 [17]. On receipt of

a PHoTI message, the Home Agent checks the validity of the enclosed BUInfo

option. If the validity check is successful, the Home Agent must send a BA to the

MN’s NCoA. Next, the Home Agent forwards the PHoTI message to the CN’s

address. Otherwise, if the validity check fails, the Home Agent silently ignores

the PHoTI message.

The Binding Cache entry must last MAX RR BINDING LIFETIME seconds.

On expiration of the Binding Cache entry, the Home Agent operates as in [17].

4.4.3 New Access Router Operation

The NAR must behave accordingly with RFC 5568 [18]. Prior to handoff, the MN

sends the PHoTI and the PCoTI messages, that traverse different paths towards

the CN. The PCoTI message is routed along the PCoA-NCoA-CN path. The

NAR, on receipt of the PCoTI message, must forward it to the CN, including the

PCoA as a home address option (defined in RFC 3375 [17]).

4.4.4 Previous Access Router Operation

The PAR operation is largely based on RFC 5568 [18]. Additionally, of receipt

of the PHoTI message, it must forward it to the HA, including the PCoA as a

home address option [17].
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4.4.5 Mobile Node Operation

The protocol is instigated when the MN sends the RtSolPr to its PAR to resolve

one or more Access Points Identifiers to subnet-specific information. In response,

the PAR sends the PrRtAdv containing one or more [AP-ID, AR-Info] tuples

[18]. From the information received in the PrRtAdv message, the MN generates

a prospective NCoA using Equation (4.1). In order to do so, the MN generates

two random tokens which concatenates to the HoA and applies a SHA1 hash

function to the result.

The MN will then send two messages, the FBU and the PCoTI. The FBU

message comprises a PHoTI message and a BUInfo option enclosed in a MIPv6

FBU message. The MN sends this message to the PAR. In the BUInfo option,

bit ‘A’ must be set. The PCoTI message is sent to the NAR, who will forward it

to the CN (IPv6 encapsulation).

Next, the MN performs handoff to the NAR. After the attachment, the MN

should receive two acknowledgements, specifically, from the PAR and the HA.

The MN may receive a third acknowledgement from the CN, in the special case

where the CN is PRO-FMIPv6 enabled.

4.4.6 Configurable Parameters

MNs rely on the configuration parameters defined in RFC3775 [17, Section 12]

and RFC 5568 [18, Section 9]. MNs must have configuration mechanisms to

adjust these parameters.

In addition, the value of MAX TOKEN LIFETIME ([17]) is reduced to 5

seconds. The rationale behind this is that the MN sends both the PHoTI and the

PCoTI messages simultaneously and therefore the CN expects to receive them at

approximately the same time.

4.5 IEEE 802.21-Enabled L3 Buffer Management

In communication networks, if a certain level of congestion occurs, routers typi-

cally process the incoming packets and store them in their link interfaces buffers

until the packets can be sent. Link interfaces may also have to buffer packets in

those cases where, even if the wireless link does not represent a bottleneck for the
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communication, packets are temporary queued before transmitted. For instance,

the MN may performing L2 operations such as the IEEE802.11 ‘CARD’, or it

may be making an episodic but intense use of the channel capacity, like the de-

rived from the FMIPv6 signalling. Consequently, FMIPv6-enabled handoff may

produce packets to be queued at the PAR.

FMIPv6 signalling sets up a tunnel between the PAR and the NAR so that

each incoming packet addressed to the MN’s PCoA is forwarded from the PAR

to the NAR. This tunnel is effective on receipt of a HAck message by the PAR.

The NAR buffers the tunneled packets until the MN, once attached to the NAR’s

link, requests them [18]. Therefore, those packets stored in the PAR’s link-layer

buffer by the time it receives the HAck are not forwarded to the MN’s NCoA, and

hence are lost as the link-layer protocol will eventually drop them. Consequently,

link layer buffering can be regarded as a potential source of packet loss.

This thesis presents an IEEE802.21-based signalling scheme that allows the

PAR to re-process the packets queuing in the PAR’s link layer buffers so that the

buffered packets are forwarded to the MN’s NCoA.

I2,2I2,1

I1,1 I1,2

FTP clientFTP server

TCP TCP

FMIPv6 FMIPv6 FMIPv6

FMIPv6

NIC NIC
Path A

Path B

CN PAR

NAR

MN

Figure 4.6: Layered FMIPv6 network example

Figure 4.6 shows a layered model example of FMIPv6 handoff. Prior to hand-

off, the communication between the MN and the CN is follows path ‘A’. As the

figure depicts, PAR’s incoming packets addressed to the MN from the CN enter
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though the interface I1,1, and after they are processed at L3, they are queued at

the interface I1,2 buffer until they are sent to the MN’s PCoA. After the PAR-

NAR tunnel is set up, following FMIPv6 procedures, the communication between

the MN and the CN is along the path ‘B’.

The proposed mechanism is essentially the use of a notification from PAR’s

L3 to L2 asking for the buffered packets. These packets are then re-processed at

L3 which, in case these are addressed to the MN’s PCoA, are tunneled to the

NAR. The notification processes are based on IEEE802.21, as explained next.

4.5.1 Protocol Details

The IEEE802.21 standard defines an extensible set of media access independent

mechanisms. It aims to enhance the inter-operability of IEEE802 (.15, .11, .16)

and cellular networks (3GPP, 3GPP2) to facilitate handoffs. To optimise hand-

offs, the standard provides communication between different network entities,

and between different layers. This communication is carried out through the

MIH ‘Service Access Point’ (SAP). MIH users employ a set of primitives to ac-

cess the services of the MIH Function. The MIH Function comprises three types

of services: Event, Information and Command. While the first two are mainly

used for informational purposes, the latter service provides a set of commands

for the MIH users to control link layer properties and actions relevant to handoff

(Figure 1.5).

The proposed Buffer Management protocol defines a new IEEE802.21 manda-

tory command. This command is invoked from the PAR’s FMIPv6 module and

is addressed to the PAR interface that the MN is connected to. The command

is called upon establishment of the tunnel between the PAR and the NAR when

instigated by FMIPv6-enabled handoff. The command solicits retrieval of all the

data packets addressed to the MN contained in the L2 buffer.

To facilitate the implementation of the command, appropriate new media

dependent SAP primitives and media independent SAP primitives have been de-

fined. These are shown in Figure 4.7. The MN’s L3 issues MIH commands,

which are translated by the MIH Function into link-specific commands. The

Link Buffer Retrieve command supports the media dependent SAP. It is used to
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request L3 protocol data units (PDUs) from the L2 buffer. Two primitives sup-

port this command: Link Buffer Retrieve.request and Link Buffer Retrieve.confirm.

PAR

FMIPv6 MIHF I1,2 I1,1

PAR -NAR 
tunnel 

established

MIH_Link_Buffer_
Retrieve.request Link_Buffer_

Retrieve.request

Link_Buffer_
Retrieve.confirm 

+MN’s packets

MIH_Link_Buffer_
Retrieve.confirm 

+MN’s packets

MN’s packets

Figure 4.7: Proposed intra-PAR MIH signalling

The primitives are defined as follows:

Link_Buffer_Retrieve.request {

MobileNodeLinkAddress,

ReasonCode

}

MobileNodeIPvXAddress: Type LINK_ADDR. MN’s link address.

ReasonCode: Type LINK_BR_REASON. Reason why the buffer is retrieved.

Link_Buffer_Retrieve.confirm{

Status,

ListBufferedPackets

}

Status: Type STATUS. Status of operation.

ListBufferedPackets: Type LIST(L3_PDU). List of (decapsulated) packets.

The MIH Link Buffer Retrieve command supports the media independent

SAP. It is issued by upper layer entities to request packets from the L2 buffer

therefore avoiding packet loss that the FMIPv6 handoff may cause. Two primi-

tives support this command: MIH Link Buffer Retrieve.request and MIH Link Buffer Retrieve.confirm.

The primitives are defined as follows:
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MIH_Link_Buffer_Retrieve.request {

DestinationIdentifier,

MobileNodeIPvXAddress,

LinkIdentifierList,

ReasonCode

}

DestinationIdentifier: Type MIHF_ID. This identifies the local MIHF that

will be the destination of this request.

MobileNodeIPvXAddress: Type IP_ADDR. MN’s IPv6 address.

LinkIdentifierList: LIST(LINK_TUPLE_ID). List of link identifies for

which status is requested. If the list is empty, request the

buffered packets from all the interfaces.

ReasonCode: Type LINK_BR_REASON. Reason why the buffer is retrieved.

MIH_Link_Buffer_Retrieve.confirm{

SourceIdentifier,

Status,

ListBufferedPackets

}

SourceIdentifier: Type MIHF_ID. Identifies the invoker of this

primitive.

Status: Type STATUS. Status of operation.

ListBufferedPackets: Type LIST(L3_PDU). List of (decapsulated) packets.

Additionally, a new type of reason code [9] (LINK BR REASON) has been

defined. It is included in the Link Buffer Retrieve and MIH Link Buffer Retrieve

primitives. Reason code numbers are as follows.

0 Reason is FMIPv6 handoff. The packets are requested from L3 to reprocess

the IPv6 destination address they have to be sent to. MAC protocol should

not be affected in any manner. Packets are dequeued silently from the

L2 buffer. L2 management-related packets must not be retrieved from the

buffer.

1-127 Reserved for IEEE 802.21 future use.

128-255 Vendors specify their own specific reason codes in this range.
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As a result of carrying out this notification scheme, packets are sent from L2

to L3: those packets addressed to the MN’s PCoA will be, next, tunneled to the

NAR according to RFC 5568 [18].

The proposed IEEE 802.21 mechanism retrieves, from the L2 buffer, only

those packets unrelated to L2 management because their scope is limited to the

PAR link. Likewise, some types of L3 messages must not be forwarded to the

MN’s NCoA, e.g. Routing Advertisement Neighbour Discovery messages. Hence,

PAR must not forward those packets from the buffer generated by its L3 (other

than FMIPv6 messages).

4.6 Performance Evaluation

Simulation experiments have been conducted to estimate a range of parameters

related to the overall handoff signalling performance. Since the aim of the proto-

cols discussed is to quickly update the CN’s binding cache, the time delay before

communication through the optimised route can be re-established is the metric

of interest. Secondly, the impact of the L3 Buffer Management at handoff and

other network-related performance metrics are discussed.

The simulations have been carried out using the INET Framework for OM-

NeT++ [88]. Figure 4.8 shows the system model from which network perfor-

mance is evaluated. The network is composed of 6 participating nodes, with

their interconnecting links described in terms of packet delivery latency [118] and

throughput. Each of the links can be configured with a packet latency value to

emulate the anticipated latencies in a real system between the CN, HA, MN,

PAR, and NAR. The wired links are Gigabit Ethernet, while the wireless link is

54 Mbps IEEE802.11g.

PAR and NAR’s access links are in different subnets, and thus a number of

processes are triggered at the handoff. First, IEEE 802.11 networks do not facili-

tate efficient handoffs: therefore, the MN would disconnect from PAR’s AP, then

reconnect to NAR’s AP, then obtain a valid IP address at NAR’s link (NCoA),

finally re-establishing communication with the CN(s) using the NCoA. This pro-

cess is equivalent to handoff in heterogeneous environments and, although two

IEEE 802.11 APs have been considered at simulation for (i) the RAT software

implementation reliability (imported from OMNeT++); (ii) ease of code analysis
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Figure 4.8: System Model

and troubleshooting; and (iii) predictability of the results while comparing to pre-

vious studies, this network configuration does not hinder the general applicability

of the results.

Four scenarios (A-D) are considered for each of the four schemes (FMIPv6,

PB-FMIPv6, ERO, PRO-FMIPv6); the scenarios are differentiated in terms of

total L2 handoff delay: 0s, 0.25s, 0.5s, and 1s respectively. Scenario A, corre-

sponding to a handoff delay of 0s, is of particular interest for two reasons: (1)

from a theoretical perspective it provides an upper bound on the performance

of each protocol, (2) from a practical perspective it provides a realistic assess-

ment of the performance that may be expected when MNs are multihomed ([119],

[120])—this is particularly pertinent given the plethora of terminals with multi-

ple interfaces on the market at present. The other scenarios permit comparative

analysis for a range of handoff delays since previous studies have demonstrated

that relative performance is dependent on L2 handoff latency. All scenarios as-

sume an identical service: a stream of UDP packets sent from the CN to the MN

at an interval of 20ms (consistent with standard VoIP codecs). At a predefined

time, a L2 hint [8] is simulated which initiates the handoff process. In all cases

proactive handoff is assumed. In the ERO protocol simulation, the MN is con-

sidered to have performed the home test prior to handoff, so the CN trusts the

MN’s reachability through its home address. In PRO-FMIPv6 protocol exper-

iments, Optimistic Duplicate Address Detection-DAD-is used; FBAck message

functionalities are reduced to acknowledging the packet forwarding from PAR to

NAR. This has no effect on the performance evaluation because the signalling

delay is computed from the trigger of the L2 handoff, and as for the other ap-

proaches, if DAD is enabled, it is carried out prior to the L2 handoff and the
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route optimisation signalling through the HI and HAck messages. An extension

of the PRO-FMIPv6 scheme to include DAD is explored in Appendix A.

As a consequence of path changes during handoff, some packets sent along the

new route may arrive earlier to the MN than the other packet(s) sent along the

previous, non-optimised route, causing reordering. Moreover, as a consequence

of different delays assumed for each segment of the network, and the design of

the signalling schemes, the binding updates will reach either the HA or the CN

at different times, depending of the paths they traverse.

4.6.1 Latency

Figure 4.9 illustrates the aforementioned effects on the system model depicted

in Figure 4.8, and shows the performance of the four considered protocols in

the scenarios A-D. Performance, in terms of latency, is measured as the delay

from the start of the L2 handoff until the establishment of direct communication

between MN and CN (optimised route). Immediately after handoff, and prior

to establishing the optimised route, the mobile node receives packets along the

path CN-PAR-NAR. This path is associated with higher packet latency than the

optimised (CN-NAR) one.

In scenario A, the link layer handoff delay is set to 0s. The results derived from

this scenario set an upper bound to the performance of the ERO and FMIPv6

protocols. Given that they perform signalling tasks on the new link, having a

0s L2 handoff delay, they don’t suffer from additional delays from the link layer

procedures. Meanwhile, PB-FMIPv6 and PRO-FMIPv6 take no advantage of

the concurrent scheduling of tasks (route optimisation signalling and link layer

handoff). There are notable differences on the performance, however, as result of

the trip times of the signalling messages involved: ERO, FMIPv6, PB-FMIPv6

and PRO-FMIPv6 take 0.22s, 0.26s, 0.26s and 0.15s, respectively, to set the

optimised route.

In scenarios B, C and D the link layer handoff delay is set to 0.25s, 0.5s and

1s respectively. As ERO and FMIPv6 carry out signalling procedures in the

new link after joining it, these delays are added towards the establishment of the

optimised route. Alternatively, in both PB-FMIPv6 and PRO-FMIPv6, as the
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Figure 4.9: Route Optimisation Delays

signalling mechanisms are performed in parallel while the MN is in the process

of joining the new link, these latencies are therefore not cumulative.

In general, link layer procedures’ delay is cumulative to the overall signalling

latency of ERO and FMIPv6. However, making use of PB and PRO, this delay

just sets an upper bound on the performance: Table 4.1, obtained from the results

on Figure 4.9, corroborates this statement. Thus, the key for faster updates of

the CN’s binding cache yields on performing the home and care-of address checks

concurrently. For these reasons, the solution proposed in this paper performs

better than the other protocols under consideration in the scenarios A and B. In

the scenarios C and D, it performs as fast as the PB-FMIPV6 protocol. Conse-

quently, a PRO-FMIPv6 enabled MN is expected to switch communications with

a CN to the optimised route after handoff faster than using the other approaches

considered in this work.
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Table 4.1: Delay to set optimised route after L2 handoff

HO delay(s) 0 0.25 0.5 1

ERO 0.215 0.221 0.228 0.202

FMIPv6 0.262 0.261 0.269 0.253

PB 0.262 0.025 0 0

PRO 0.15 0 0 0
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Figure 4.10: Effect of L2 Handoff Delay on the Tunneled Load

4.6.2 Tunneled Load

The The PRO-FMIPv6 signalling scheme performance has also been evaluated

in terms of tunneled traffic load. Figure 4.10 shows the tunneled load of PRO-

FMIPv6 in comparison with FMIPv6, ERO and PB-FMIPv6 while varying the

L2 handoff delay. It can be observed that, for FMIPv6 and ERO, the tunneled

load raises as the handoff delay increases. In contrast, PB-FMIPv6 and PRO-

FMIPv6 depict constant values: the average tunneled loads in which they incur

is independent from the effects L2 handoff delay.

This different behaviour is a consequence of the scheduling of the signalling

tasks. An either FMIPv6 or ERO-enabled MN solicits packet forwarding from

PAR to NAR before L2 handoff, and only after the MN’s L3 connectivity is

established and the HA’s Binding Cache has been updated, the MN updates
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the CN’s Binding Cache. During this time window, the packets addressed to

the MN are tunneled from PAR to NAR. This implies that the tunneled load is

directly related to how quick the MN establishes IP connectivity with the NAR

and then completes the binding process. Quite the opposite, a PB-FMIPv6 (or

a PRO-FMIPv6)-enabled MN would generate a lower tunneled load.

PB-FMIPv6 brings forth this reduction on the tunneled load by enabling the

NAR to act as a proxy for the MN thus proactively performing the binding process

on behalf of the MN as soon as it receives the HI message (and verifies NCoA

as being valid) while the MN is still attached to PAR (see Figure 2.15). During

this period, the MN could perform the L2 handoff. This early initiation and

hence completion of the binding process will enable the CN(s) to have an early

notification of the MN’s NCoA resulting in the packets bypassing the PAR and

arriving directly at the NAR over optimised paths as determined by the generic

Internet routing protocols. Thus the duration of the PAR-NAR tunnel, and hence

the tunneling load, is not dependent on the L2 handoff latency.

Likewise, PRO-FMIPv6 permits the route optimisation signalling tasks to be

undertaken concurrently while the MN’s L2 handoff takes place, leading to a

similar behaviour to that of PB-FMIPv6, i.e. constant values of tunneled load.

However, the PRO-FMIPv6’s route optimisation signalling to update the CN’s

Binding Cache is radically different from the PB-FMIPv6’s: there are fewer mes-

sages involved in the process, which yields a quicker binding updating an therefore

a lesser significant tunneled load.

PRO-FMIPv6 entails a considerable reduction in the tunneled load, as illus-

trated in Figure 4.11. Figure 4.11 shows the percentage of this reduction with

reference to the other three main approaches considered in this thesis: FMIPv6,

ERO and PB-FMIPv6. It is observed that, for the considered scenario and while

varying the L2 handoff delay, the reduction percentage ranges between 46% and

90%. This reduction in the tunneled load involves a reduction of the processing

load at the PAR and an increase of the bandwidth demand of the PAR-NAR link.

These values for the tunneled load are expected to vary with the binding la-

tency as a consequence of the signalling messages involved in each protocol and

their round-trip times. However, as a result of the reduced signalling message

exchange, the tunneled load associated to PB-FMIPv6 is expected to remain con-

siderably higher than the tunneled load derived from the PRO-FMIPv6 scheme.
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Figure 4.11: Tunneled Load reduction comparison

4.6.3 Throughput

On the forthcoming discussion, the effects on the throughput derived from the

reduction on the signalling and the proposed IEEE802.21-enabled L2 buffer man-

agement scheme will be explored.

The effectiveness of the proposed solution is assessed while varying both the

different PAR’s links congestion levels and the handoff disruption time. The con-

gestion level has been progressively increased by augmenting the size of receiver’s

advertised window (rwnd). The handoff disruption time ranges from 0 to 500ms.

A delay of 0s is of interest because it provides an assessment of the performance

of a multihomed MN, which is of interest given the availability of multihomed

devices currently available on the market. Higher handoff delays give insight into

comparative analysis as previous studies have demonstrated that TCP perfor-

mance at handoff is dependent on layer 2 handoff latency.

The experiment design is as follows. The TCP model implemented is con-

sistent with TCP base [104, 106, 107] and Reno congestion control [45]. The

minimum value of the RTO is bound to 200ms, as in most Linux-based TCP im-

plementations1. The proposed scheme performance is evaluated from the received

1Linux 2.4 and previous versions set the minimum RTO to 20ms (default) and Linux 2.6
set the minimum RTO to 200ms (default). Current versions of FreeBSD set it to 30ms. Sun
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packet sequence number of the ongoing TCP Reno flow between the CN and the

MN at FMIPv6-enabled handoff.

Figure 4.12 shows the received packet sequence number at FMIPv6 handoff.

The L2 handoff disruption time has been arbitrarily set to 100ms. Three different

scenarios have been considered based on an increasingly congested link, for which

the MN’s rwnd has been set to 64kB, 128kB and 256kB, specifically.

For a 64kB rwnd (Figure 4.12a), no packets are stored in PAR’s L2 buffer

by the time the MN starts handoff. Therefore, the proposed buffer manage-

ment scheme cannot lead to any performance improvement. Contrariwise, Fig-

ures 4.12b and 4.12c show scenarios where there are some packets queued in

the PAR’s L2 buffer as a result of wireless link congestion. In these scenar-

ios, buffer-retrieving and packet-forwarding lead to an enhancement on the TCP

performance as packet loss is avoided. Additional sources of packet loss—such

as signal degradation and channel congestion—cause the TCP congestion con-

trol mechanisms to be triggered (entering into the slow start stage), but buffer

management allows for faster recovery of the TCP congestion avoidance stage.
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Figure 4.12: Received Packet Sequence Number Evolution for different rwnd sizes

Figure 4.13 illustrates the received packet sequence number considering wire-

less link congestion at FMIPv6 handoff. The rwnd size has been set to 256kB.

Three different scenarios have been considered according to the L2 handoff delay:

0, 250ms and 500ms.

Figures 4.13a and 4.13b demonstrate two important facts about the TCP per-

formance on congested links. Firstly, slow start is triggered as a consequence of

Solaris 9 and above set it to 400ms
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additional packet loss sources. This packet loss is consequence of lack of synchro-

nization between L2 and L3 handoffs [121], and the implemented radio module

temporarily dequeuing packets from the L2 buffer. This is a MAC-radio interface

implementation issue that future work should address. Secondly, Figures 4.13a

and 4.13b also show that, in spite of the sources of packet loss pointed out below

that make the TCP trigger slow start, the proposed buffer management scheme

(on Section 4.5) reduces the delay until the re-establishment of the TCP conges-

tion avoidance stage.

Figure 4.13c depicts the 500ms L2 handoff delay scenario. In this scenario,

RTO timers time out at the CN as a consequence of the L2 handoff delay, which

is larger than the CN’s computed RTO value. Using the proposed buffer man-

agement scheme, the MN can effectively avoid packet loss; but at CN, TCP

congestion control mechanisms are triggered so that the non-acknowledged pack-

ets are re-sent. Therefore, in cases where TCP congestion control mechanisms

are triggered due to large L2 handoff delays, the proposed buffer management

scheme does not incur in any TCP performance enhancement.
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Figure 4.13: Received Packet Sequence Number Evolution for different L2 handoff
delays

From direct observation of the Figures 4.12 and 4.13, the proposed scheme can

make TCP flows advance to the congestion avoidance stage up to 200% faster.

4.6.4 Security

Route optimisation involves binding the PCoA to the NCoA at both the HA and

the CN. The update of the HA’s Binding Cache is assumed to be secure since there

is a pre-existing administrative agreement between MN and HA. This agreement
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would enable an encrypted BU and BA exchange between both entities by means

of, for instance, IPsec [122]. Conversely, there is no administrative agreement

between the CN and the MN. Therefore, the MN must secure the PCoA-NCoA

binding at CN by other means.

Return Routability Security Considerations

The de facto standard, namely, Return Routability, relies on a combined routing-

cryptographic approach: the CN is able to check MN’s reachability at both PCoA

and NCoA, and these checks enable the creation of a shared key to encrypt

the BU and BA exchange (Section 2.2.7). This approach makes the following

assumptions:

1. The routing prefixes available to a node are determined by its current loca-

tion within the Internet topology, and therefore the node must change its IP

address as it moves. That is, nodes must rely on the routing prefixes served

by, e.g. the local routers via Router Advertisements or DHCP servers.

2. The routing infrastructure is secure and able to deliver packets to their

intended destinations as identified by the destination address included in the

IP Destination Address field. To implement such a routing infrastructure,

routers must collectively maintain a distributed database of the network

topology and forward each packet accordingly.

3. Ingress filtering is applied with a reasonable level of granularity between

an ISP and its customers, between upstream and downstream ISPs and

between neighbouring ISPs, thereby limiting the addresses within a network

prefix a malicious entity can spoof.

Grosso modo, Return Routability hinges on a non-compromised Internet in-

frastructure. If the Internet infrastructure is compromised, then the packets may

not be forwarded to their destination addresses, making, e.g. the CoTI and CoT

exchange have no validity. Likewise, if the Internet infrastructure is compromised,

the HA address may be spoofed by a malicious node, forging the HoTI message,

which would permit a DDoS attack. Therefore, the security achieved by Return

Routability depends on the integrity of the Internet.
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However, even in those cases where the integrity of the Internet remains, there

can be further venues of attack. For instance, a malicious node situated where

the HA-CN and the NCoA-CN paths converge may drop the Return Routability

packets or forge them. This scenario leaves room for an attacker to carry DoS

or flooding attacks. Nikander et al [34] identifies additional scenarios where the

security of the route optimisation can be violated.

ERO Security Considerations

ERO aims to securely authenticate MNs through a secure exchange of a HoA

keygen token. The home address test also provides strong authentication since

the HoA is a Cryptographically Generated Address (CGA) [123]. This type of

address has the property of being cryptographically and verifiably bound to a

public-private key pair, without the need of preconfigured credentials or public-

key infrastructure. In this manner, the MN proves ownership of the HoA by

evidencing knowledge of the corresponding private key not incurring in significant

changes within the Internet infrastructure, e.g. setting up a PKI, certification

authorities or trusted servers [124]. Section 2.2.9 introduces in detail the ERO

security design principles.

The following issues have been identified:

1. The use of cryptographically generated HoA to secure the route optimisa-

tion: the MN shows ownership of the HoA by knowledge of the correspond-

ing private key. The NCoA is a non-CGA. At connection start-up for the

CN, the MN must register its HoA with the CN in order to perform route

optimisation in the future if needed, i.e. when a handoff takes place. After

that, since the MN may not be in a link managed by its HA, the MN would

have to perform ERO route optimisation. This process of HoA registration

and then route optimisation at connection start-up severely increases the

initial delays on the communication, and its effects are specially disruptive

for short term communications such as DNS requests [17, Section 8.2].

2. Processing of CGAs: CGAs involve computationally expensive algorithms.

This could represent an issue for mobile devices with limited processing

capabilities, and for CNs that simultaneously communicate with a large

number of MNs, such as publicly accessible servers. To avoid excessive
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usage of their memory and processor resources, ERO-enabled devices must

implement mechanisms to protect themselves from DoS attacks. Some of

these mechanisms, suggested in [125], include CNs rejecting very large keys,

specifically, above 1575 bits, without processing.

3. Credit Based Authentication: During the concurrent Early Binding Update-

CoA Test, the CN makes use of ‘credits’ to temporarily limit the traffic vol-

ume sent to the NCoA until the NCoA has been fully authenticated. How-

ever, this approach introduces a significant limitation on the data transmis-

sion performance, as the CN has an upper bound for the packet transmission

rate equal to the data reception rate from the MN. In cases where the com-

munication is asymmetric, e.g. video- or audio-streaming, or file transfer,

the MN will only communicate with the CN to acknowledge the data re-

ceived. The CN will then have a restricted transfer capability as long as the

amount of data able to be sent to the MN is equal or lower than the addition

of the acknowledgment packet payload sizes received from it. Alternatively,

in those cases where MN and CN have established a bi-directional commu-

nication, e.g. VoIP, the MN will have to wait a RTT from its care-of to the

correspondent address to start receiving packets and will impair perceived

QoS.

4. Permanent Home Keygen Token before handoff: To obtain any performance

improvement with respect to RR, the HoTI/HoT exchange must take place

before handoff. Two possibilities arise at this point. Firstly, the MN may

decide to wait for a L2 notification or similar trigger to send a HoTI mes-

sage to each CN that it has a session established with. This would slow

down the handoff process and reduce the reaction time for successful com-

pletion of a FMIPv6 handoff, especially in those cases where the MN is

connected with a number of CNs. Secondly, the MN may decide to carry

out the HoTI/HoT exchange whenever a communication with a CN is es-

tablished. This second approach would effectively reduce the latency of

the future handoffs. However, ERO is benefited on the following handoffs,

where HoTI/HoT exchange with the CN is no longer necessary. If the com-

munication does not last long enough, there will be no perceived benefit

from advancing the HoTI/HoT exchange. Furthermore, the MNs have no
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way to discern whether their communications are to be running for lengthy

periods. Therefore, the permanent Home Keygen Token exchange before

handoff implies several performance limitations.

The PRO-FMIPv6 approach

PRO-FMIPv6 does not address the security pitfalls derived from the Internet in-

frastructure, as neither do RR or ERO. FMIPv6 secures the PCoA-NCoA binding

at the CN while reducing the signalling load in which Return Routability and

ERO incur. To do so, it cryptographycally generates the NCoA to bind it with

the PCoA, and two tokens. Each of these two tokens are sent from the PCoA, but

the HA and the NAR forward them to the CN, so that the CN perceives them as

sent from the PCoA and NCoA respectively. Each of the tokens traverses a differ-

ent path through the Internet towards the CN, which increases the difficulty for

a malicious node to eavesdrop them. The message that includes the first token,

travels along the PCoA-HA-CN route. This message content is encrypted since it

also includes the BUInfo option. The HA decrypts it and forwards the token (in

the PHoTI message) to the CN. The message that includes the second token goes

unencrypted along the PCoA-NAR-CN route. On receipt of these two messages,

the CN is effectively able to check the origin of each token and assert whether the

tokens, the PCoA and the NCoA meet the Equation 4.1. Thus, PRO-FMIPv6

also relies on a non-compromised Internet infrastructure.

PRO-FMIPv6 further improves some minor security aspects in comparison

with the standard Return Routability protocol, as outlined in the foregoing dis-

cussion. Firstly, a malicious MN may try to redirect traffic from his HoA or PCoA

to a NCoA. For example, if a MN is connected with a server through a high-speed

connection, the MN could redirect the stream towards a low-speed NAR (in terms

of processing or link capacity). PRO-FMIPv6 prohibits the MN carrying out this

kind of attack: the NAR can voluntarily discard the PCoTI message if the QoS

required for the MN is too high, if the proposed NCoA is not acceptable, if the

source PCoA or HoA is from a domain not accepted, if the NAR does not have

any established trust relationship with the PAR, if the required buffer size is too

large or if the access control parameters do not meet the security requirements.

The NAR retrieves information on all the previously mentioned aspects from the

HI message.
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Even if this kind of DoS attack could be effectively carried out, the malevolent

MN would not be capable of specifying any concrete IPv6 address. The rationale

behind this is that it would be virtually impossible for a MN to find two random

numbers such that the result of Equation (4.1) is equivalent to the target IPv6

address. However, it must be noted that this approach may solve flooding attacks

only marginally . The attacker could still generate a different NCoA with the

same subnet prefix as of the victim’s IP address. Flooding packets redirected

to towards this CoA would then not have to be processed by any specific node,

but they would impact an entire link or subnet and therefore cause comparable

damage.

Secondly, a malicious third party may try to steal a node’s (either mobile or

fixed) IPv6 address by creating a binding cache entry at the CN. PRO-FMIPv6

prevents attackers from doing this. When a HA receives a PHoTI message for

whose HoA has no administrative agreement, it silently ignores it. Therefore,

the CN won’t receive the PHoTI message. On receipt of the PCoTI, the CN

will create an (incomplete) entry in the Token Table keeping it for a maxi-

mum of MAX TOKEN LIFETIME seconds. Once MAX TOKEN LIFETIME

are elapsed, the entry will be removed from the Token Table.

Thirdly, one or more attackers may want to consume all the memory available

in the CN’s tokens table by sending a number of PHoTI or PCoTI messages. In

any case, every time a CN receives a PHoTI(t1) or PCoTI(t2) message, the

CN overrides the correspondent HoA or NCoA respectively, so therefore there is

only one entry at the tokens table for each MN, independently of how frequently

performs the signalling towards route optimisation. Moreover, registers in the

token table are only kept for MAX TOKEN LIFETIME seconds.

Finally, the protocol inherits the vulnerabilities firstly identified in [126, Sec-

tion 8] for the RtSolPr, PrRtAdv and FBU messages. [18] suggests solutions on

those issues, which can be trivially applied to PRO-FMIPv6.

4.7 Limitations and Future Work

The RR scheme leaves room for improving the handoff user experience in terms

of security. RR ensures that the MN is reachable at both the HoA and CoA, and

provides a mixed routing-cryptographic method for securing the binding between
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HoA and CoA at the CN. RR, however, relies heavily on the assumption of a

non-compromised network infrastructure which precludes IP-spoofing and ingress

filtering. Having established this assumptions, then the RR is a secure protocol,

under the IETF scrutiny.

However, if MN and CN exchange messages through a non-trusted network,

RR plain-text messages may be intercepted. Two of the outmost attacks on

RR are session hijacking and man-in-the-middle attacks, and DoS and flooding

attacks [39]. A rogue node, able to intercept a HoT message, can forge a CoTI

message with his own IP address as CoA. Therefore, the CN responds with a CoT

message that the attacker uses in combination with the intercepted HoT message

to form a valid binding update management key. The attacker would then send

a legitimate BU to the CN, thus successfully stealing the MN session or acting

as an intermediary between CN and MN.

Other attacks would rather focus on implementation-specific caveats, such as

the binding cache memory. An attacker could intercept a number of home and

care-of tokens from different MN sessions. Next, it could send legitimate BUs

to the CN in a short time (before bindings expire at CN), making the CN store

many sessions in memory. Also, an attacker may bind a number of HoAs to the

same CoA, thus aggregating the bandwidth and flooding the CoA.

Certificate-based route optimisation protocols also present security deficien-

cies or inadequacies, as certificates must be kept by trusted authorities. However,

the presence of fragmented authentication infrastructures is necessary for the CN

to validate the CA that issued the HoA subnet prefix certificate, thus strengthen-

ing the cryptographic protection of the binding. Yet, this requirement posses scal-

ability and flexibility issues when expanding to a global mobility services demand.

Furthermore, the different administrative domains would be forced to co-operate

as they currently do for roaming purposes, and therefore business agreements

should be predefined, limiting the use of different radio access technologies and

network access.

Also, CGAs present security issues. Firstly, they require computationally

expensive algorithms. This may be an issue both for MNs—due to their low

memory and processing power—and CNs—which they communicate with a large

number of MNs [39]. Secondly, the CGHoA (asymmetric) association at session

setup enables securing future BUs. However, an attacker may intercept the initial
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signalling messages from the MN, exchanging with the attackers own generated

CGHoA, then responding back to the MN. Because the security association is

unilateral (only the MN address is a CGA), the MN will validate the attackers

responses.

In turn, credit-based systems introduce a significant limitation on the data

transmission performance, as they set an upper bound for the CN packet trans-

mission rate which is equal to the data reception rate from the MN. In cases

where the communication is asymmetric, e.g. video- or audio-streaming, or file

transfer, or due to congestion, packet loss or handoff delay, the MN will only

communicate with the CN to acknowledge the data received. The CN will then

have a restricted transfer capability as long as the amount of data able to be sent

to the MN is equal or lower than the addition of the acknowledgment packet pay-

load sizes received from it. This may, however, alleviate flooding attacks in those

scenarios where a number of rogue bindings have been placed in the CN by an

attacker, but the attacker is not able to perform an out-of-band acknowledgement

of the segments.

PRO-MIPv6 assumes a non-compromised network infrastructure, that pre-

cludes ingress-filtering and IP spoofing. It includes both CGA mechanisms and

a mixed routing-cryptographic scheme. However, as from the previous discus-

sion, these approaches also present security vulnerabilities. Thus the need to

investigate on further security enhancements to binding management security.

Additionally, apart from the aforementioned security issues, the protocols

introduced in this chapter also present inadequate signalling latencies. These

latencies should be further reduced to improve the users QoE.

Future research should address these security and performance concerns. Ef-

forts could focus on stronger cryptographic schemes, network architecture designs,

the addition of support protocols for location management security purposes, such

as Secure Neighbour Discovery and DNSSEC or other trusted authorities; and

for handoff performance management purposes, such as IEEE802.21.

4.8 Summary

In this chapter, the PRO-FMIPv6 protocol has been described. This signalling

protocol allows for faster and more efficient FMIPv6 handoffs because the MN
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updates the Binding Cache of the CN while the link layer handoff procedures

are being carried out. It also makes use of a different approach than Return

Routability for securing the home and care-of address checks.

The performance of this protocol has been measured in terms of route op-

timised handoff latency. Simulation results confirm the PRO-FMIPv6 protocol

achieves a reduction of up to 50% in comparison with other relevant protocols:

base Return Routability, PB-FMIPv6 and ERO, in cases where the link layer

handoff is either negligible or significant. In those cases where link layer handoff

delay is significant, PRO-FMIPv6 is as efficient as PB-FMIPv6, while the other

protocols under consideration negatively affect the packet reception at the MN.

A security analysis has been also carried out in this paper. Results highlight

that PRO-FMIPv6 is as safe as Return Routability or PB-FMIPv6. In turn, ERO

is safer than these other protocols, but it is more computationally expensive and

presents a higher impact on the network throughput.

A novel IEEE802.21-based FMIPv6-operated mechanism has also been de-

scribed. This scheme avoids the packet loss at FMIPv6-enabled handoff derived

from PAR’s L2 buffering at the moment of PAR-NAR tunnel set-up.

To assess the performance enhancement, the received packet sequence number

evolution during handoff has been explored. Two factors have been taken into

account, the advertised rwnd size, which is directly related to the extent of the

wireless link congestion, and therefore with the PAR’s buffer queue size, and the

L2 handoff delay.

Simulation results show relevant benefits on implementing the proposed buffer

management scheme: since fewer packets are lost at handoff, TCP flow advances

earlier (up to 200% faster) into congestion avoidance.
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Chapter 5

TCP Performance Enhancement

at Handoff

In keeping with the ABC paradigm, a MN must be able to handle the L2 and

the subsequent L3 handoffs seamlessly. The previous chapter presented a L3

signalling scheme that would enhance the mobile user’s QoS. L2 and L3 hand-

offs, though, impact on higher levels of the TCP/IP stack since their inherently-

involved disruption time interrupts upper level protocols’ connectivity.

This Chapter presents a TCP enhancement that aims at reducing the hand-

off’s QoE impact on users. Based on a novel congestion control algorithm and

the FMIPv6 co-design, the proposed solution improves the goodput figures at

handoff, reducing the service latency and thus increasing the effective channel

capacity by up to 35% in the considered scenarios.

5.1 Introduction

The handoff process, in a macro-mobility scenario, involves both L2 and L3 hand-

offs. L2 handoff disruption time is derived, e.g. in IEEE802.11 networks, from

scanning channels, synchronizing to new APs and performing link level signalling.

L3 handoff disruption time is derived from the new IPv6 address configuration

(NCoA) and transmission of a BU to the HA and the CN. Therefore, handoff

entails a disruption time during which transport and application level protocols

cannot access the network.
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There is a growing concern from across the research community about the

repercussions of L3MP on higher level protocols and applications. The mobil-

ity procedures’ disruption time especially affects delay-sensitive communications,

such as those RTP or TCP-based, which operate considering timings. For in-

stance, Portoles et al. [127] evaluates the performance of VoIP traffic (by means of

the R factor, [66]) of the MIPv6 and SIP mobility protocols in IEEE 802.21 proto-

cols. Kim and Moh [128] introduce a similar study focussing on FMIPv6-enabled

WiMAX networks. Also, the impact of cellular networks on VoIP networking is

especially relevant due to their in-built mobility management schemes [129]. In

turn, Fathi and Chakraborty [130] present an extension of this work on VoIP to-

wards heterogenous network environments. Other studies on VoIP performance

of a number of mobility-enabling protocols can be found in the literature.

Likewise, TCP and TCP-based applications have also been subject of thor-

ough scrutiny. The research community’s work ranges from mere measurements

of throughput at handoff [131, 132] to complex analytical modeling of the TCP

behaviour [21, 133, 134]. A number of alternative schemes and modifications to

TCP have been proposed to overcome the problems that it presents at handoff.

In Section 2.3.4, three approaches that effectively increase throughput at handoff

[53, 54, 55] were introduced. Many other approaches have also been proposed.

For a more general reflection on the issues of TCP in nomadic networks see Tian

et al. [135].

The purpose of the present chapter is to introduce a set of modifications to

TCP that enhance the its performance at handoff. For the sake of simplicity,

only the FMIPv6 proactive handoff type has been considered.

Consider a FMIPv6-enabled MN that establishes a TCP-based communica-

tion, for instance to start an FTP file download with a CN, and at some point

carries out handoff to another link. As explained in Section 2.3, the CN, un-

aware of the MN’s handoff, would continue to send TCP segments expecting data

ACKs from the MN. However, TCP was engineered for wired, fixed topologies

and therefore it assumes that any losses or RTT deviations are due to conges-

tion. Therefore, during FMIPv6 handoff, even if no packet loss occurs, TCP

assumes network congestion due to the disconnection time, and reacts triggering

congestion control mechanisms, thereby decreasing the network throughput.
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In those cases where the timeout for the outstanding data occurs before the

handoff termination, TCP will perform Slow Start. Otherwise, in those cases

where the handoff process is finished before the RTO expires, the CN will perceive

a larger RTT and it will re-compute TCP connection status variables. This could

entail higher RTO values thereby delaying lost packet retransmissions. Moreover,

due to handoff, packet loss or to flow deviation may occur, which cause some

extent of packet reordering [136]. This packet reordering would make the MN

send duplicate ACKs (DUPACKs) thereby triggering Fast Retransmissions and

Fast Recovery at the CN.

If the CN continues to send TCP data packets downstream while not receiv-

ing any corresponding ACKs, it will gradually reduce the TCP usable window

size. This mechanism, known as sliding window, is a constituent part of TCP

congestion control. When the TCP usable window size decreases to zero, the

CN cannot send packets. In this manner, as the CN does not receive any ACKs,

it (incorrectly) assumes network congestion and stops sending segments. At the

other end-point of the communication, the MN is performing the L2 and the

subsequent L3 handoffs. FMIPv6 [18] and related approaches enable a proactive

approach to handoff: before handoff, the MN forms a NCoA and solicits the PAR

to start forwarding packets to that address at the NAR link. As a consequence,

the communication disruption is limited to the link layer procedures, e.g. synchro-

nizing to the new IEEE 802.11 access point. Theoretically, the packets addressed

to the MN’s PCoA are not lost, as they are forwarded to the NCoA and buffered

by the NAR until the MN has joined the NAR’s link and requests them.

Previous work extensively explores the RTO expiration of unacknowledged

data at the CN [53, 54, 55]. While these approaches are effectively able to avoid

RTO expiration during handoff, they leave room for enhancing the performance

of TCP at handoff, and for making full use of the FMIPv6 buffering facilities.

Moreover, they offer partial solutions since they address a limited number of

scenarios. The complexities of the web of interactions within larger operative

frameworks, such as the Internet, should be thoroughly discussed and their effects

should be bound by well-engineered contingency plans (see Section 5.6.7).

The TCP enhancement proposed in this research aims to make efficient use

of the NAR’s buffering capability for TCP flows while dealing with the issues

targeted by previous work, i.e. RTO expiration and cwnd shrinking. The use of
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the proposed enhancement helps to ensure fairness and reduces some security risks

for both the MN’s and the other users of the subnets that the MN is performing

handoff across. Numerical evaluation illustrates the improvements in which the

proposed enhancement incurs into. Among others, it reduces the burstiness and

increases the throughput of TCP Reno.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the Enhanced

TCP scheme. Next, Section 5.3 illustrates the IETF-compliant signalling formal

format. Section 5.4 offers a more detailed explanation of the operation of each on

of the involved network entities. Section 5.5 explains the interaction of Enhanced

TCP with L3MPs, which is based on the IEEE802.21 cross-layer notification

protocol. Section 5.6 compares the performance of of suggested algorithm with

standarised implementations of TCP and other relevant approaches via simula-

tion. To assert the effectiveness of the algorithm, goodput, congestion window

evolution and fairness and security are thoroughly analysed. Finally, conclusions

are drawn.

5.2 Protocol Overview

The proposed scheme, illustrated in Figure 5.1 works as follows. Immediately

after establishing the communication with the MN, the CN keeps track of the

average transmission rate all through the duration of the TCP flow. In order to do

so, it uses a similar approach to the SRTT calculation. This avoids miscalculating

the average transmission rate due to the transmission bursts, which frequently

affect TCP flows.

Prior to handoff, the FMIPv6-enabled MN triggers the signalling tasks ac-

cording to [137]. In this proposal, the FMIPv6 HAck and PrRtAdv messages are

modified to include the so-called FMIPv6 Buffering option. This option includes

the available capacity of the NAR’s buffer allocated to the MN (Permissible Buffer

Size, PBS), and the Expected Handoff Delay (EHD) in case the MN decides to

handoff to its link. The specific option format is illustrated in Figure 5.2. Subse-

quently, the MN sends a Handoff Start notification to the CN. The notification is

embodied in a TCP option header field. This option header, shown in Figure 5.3,

comprises the same functionalities as its L3 equivalent the FMIPv6 Buffering op-
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Figure 5.1: Enhanced TCP signalling

tion. Both options, presented in Section 5.3, have a 1-byte kind field and a 1-byte

length field, followed by a 4-bit EHD field and a 4-bit PBS field.

On receipt of the Handoff Start notification message from MN, the CN cancels

the RTO timer for the MN’s outstanding unacknowledged data. Next, CN sets a

Handoff Delay timer using the value retrieved from the EHD field and continues

sending segments at the same transmission rate until the Handoff Delay timer

expires, or the total amount of sent segments’ size exceeds the PBS. After the

Handoff Delay timer expires, or on receipt of a Handoff Finish option, the CN

resumes standard TCP congestion control mechanisms.

Through the facilities provided by FMIPv6, all the packets sent to the PCoA

during this period are forwarded from the PAR to the NAR, which buffers them.

The NAR may also buffer packets from HA and CN, in those cases where a

proactive route optimization scheme applies. After the MN has joined the new

link, and has performed the necessary L3 signalling issues (e.g. DAD), it starts

receiving and acknowledging the buffered TCP segments. When the CN receives

a Handoff Finish Notification message, it assumes the MN has already performed

handoff, so it cancels the Handoff Delay Timer and resumes normal TCP oper-

ation. Also, it sets the RTO timer for the unacknowledged data, making use of

the RTT.
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On expiration of a RTO for data sent during the MN’s handoff, the CN as-

sumes handoff failure (at transport level). Generally, RTO expiration is a con-

sequence of either failure of the L3 handoff (MIPv6-related procedures); or im-

possibility of the MN to acknowledge data before the RTO expires, due to either

network congestion or low throughput in the new link. As experimental evi-

dence suggests, high levels of congestion in either PAR or NAR may disrupt or

prevent the transmission of MIPv6 packets. These effects are specially adverse

in FMIPv6, which transmits some packets proactively according to L2 triggers.

If these triggers are not produced sufficiently in advance to handoff, it is likely

handoff signalling may fail.

Moreover, if the network is congested, it is more likely that the MN is not

able to acknowledge all the buffered segments before the RTO expires. To avoid

this issue, the RTT timer is not cancelled. The first RTT value computed after

handoff will be, therefore, artificially increased by the value of the handoff delay.

Thus, the MN will have enough time to acknowledge the buffered segments, even

under moderate congestion levels. The RTT value, smoothed by the formulae in

[45], will eventually adopt the new (stable) value of the path NCoA-CN.

Also, RTOs may expire as a result of packet loss. This packet loss can be

consequence of L2 procedures, L3 signalling mechanisms or buffer overload at

the NAR. High levels of congestion, signal fading and synchronization issues

may also affect the correct transmission of segments. As it seems, handoff is a

complex process which has an effect on different levels of the TCP/IP stack; it

is therefore difficult to model the packet loss characteristics for each level and

react intelligently. The proposed solution does address this issue. When an RTO

expires, it triggers standard TCP congestion control mechanisms.

5.3 Message Formats

The proposed enhancement for TCP flows at handoff relies on two different op-

tions. Firstly, the NAR uses the FMIPv6 buffering option to send through the

PAR the EHD and PBS values. Secondly, before handoff, the MN retransmits

these values within the TCP Handoff notification option. Finally, after handoff,

the MN sends a sends a second Handoff notification option setting both the EHD
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and PBS fields to zero. Next, the FMIPv6 Buffering and TCP Handoff options

are introduced.

5.3.1 New FMIPv6 Options

Buffering Option

This option is defined within the Mobility Header option space, and it should be

included in the NAR’s HAck message and forwarded to the MN in the PAR’s

PrRtAdv message. Thus, the MN is aware of the buffering capabilities of the

NAR before starting handoff.

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Kind | Length | EHD | PBS | Reserved |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 5.2: FMIPv6 Buffering Option

Kind: TBD.

Length: The size of this option in 8 octets including the Type and Length fields.

EHD: Expected Handoff Delay field. NAR calculates it according to Equa-

tion (5.2a).

PBS: Permissible Buffer Size field. NAR calculates it according to Equation (5.2b).

Reserved: This field is unused. It must be set to zero.

5.3.2 New TCP Options

Handoff Notification

This option is to be included within a TCP PDU. The MN would attach, before

handoff and only in case the EHD is different from zero, this option to a TCP

message and send it to the CN. Thus, the CN is aware of the buffering capabilities

of the NAR.
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0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Kind | Length | EHD | PBS | Reserved |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 5.3: TCP Handoff Option

Kind: 29 [138].

Length: The size of this option in 8 octets including the Type and Length fields.

EHD: Expected Handoff Delay field. The MN should forward the value retrieved

from the PrRtAdv’s Buffering option.

PBS: Permissible Buffer Size field. The MN should forward the value retrieved

from the PrRtAdv’s Buffering option.

Reserved: This field is unused. It must be set to zero.

A note on format design

The message formats on Figures 5.2 and 5.3 appear to be very similar, potentially

inducing the reader to mistakenly consider both messages part of an inefficient

solution. However, it must be taken into account that these messages operate

at different level within the TCP/IP stack: While the FMIPv6 Buffering option

operates at L3, the TCP Handoff option operates at L4. This solution presents

two advantages, specifically:

1. The signalling between the NAR, the PAR and the MN is carried out using

L3 PDUs. Thus, neither the PAR nor the NAR have to implement TCP

message encapsulation.

2. The signalling between the MN and the CN is carried out at using L4 PDUs.

If the signalling were limited to L3, not only the MN but also the CN would

have to implement a cross-layer notification scheme.
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The packet formats proposed, therefore, are the most appropriate to fulfil

the required functionalities. Other secondary advantages arise from this ap-

proach, such as the possibility of piggybacking the notifications into other mes-

sages, thereby reducing the overall signalling latency. Also, it permits the MN

to modify the PBS and EHD values in case the MN does not consider them

appropriate.

5.4 Protocol Details

In the forthcoming discussion, the operational procedures for the participating

nodes are introduced in detail.

5.4.1 Correspondent Node Operation

The major part of the computational burden rests on the CN, whose TCP code

has to be modified. In fact, this work proposes a new congestion control scheme.

The new scheme would be triggered exclusively during the MN’s handoff, on

receipt of a Handoff Start notification message. There are two possibilities for the

CN to resume standard TCP congestion control procedures: either by receiving

a Handoff Finish notification or by the MN’s failure to perform handoff correctly,

as indicated by a handoff delay watch. In the forthcoming discussion, the CN’s

protocol details, illustrated in Figure 5.4, are explained.

At the beginning of the TCP session, after TCP’s three-way handshake es-

tablishment phase, the CN keeps track of the average amount of bytes sent each

RTT (V̄ ) in 500ms intervals. The rationale behind this is to avoid the transitory

data transmission rate spurious—consequence of bursty nature of TCP—hence

having a more accurate long-term estimate. Together with the RTT value, this

methodology permits the CN to calculate an approximation to the transmission

rate. The CN tracks this value throughout the duration of the communication.

Eventually, the MN starts handoff procedures. On receipt of the Handoff

Start notification from the MN, the CN cancels the RTO timer for the MN’s

outstanding unacknowledged data. The CN also freezes the RTT value, as it

will be explained later, and cancels its Keep Alive timer so that no probes are

sent. The CN does not necessarily have to freeze the Persist timer since probes
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Figure 5.4: Sender’s algorithm

are not sent securely are therefore having no reply from the MN has no further

consequences, i.e. no triggering of the congestion control procedures.

The CN should freeze the RTT value to avoid including the handoff delay con-

tribution to the packets RTT at handoff. After the MN has completed handoff,

if the PBS is higher than zero, there will be some segments stored at the buffer

of the NAR which will cause a degree of burstiness. If the MN has performed

handoff to a link with higher available bandwidth, this burst will not represent

an issue. However, in those cases where the MN performs handoff to a link with

lower available bandwidth, this burst may increase network congestion. Now,

some CNs may take the risk of increasing the RTO timer somehow proportion-

ally to the buffered segment size, at the cost of triggering lately the congestion

control mechanisms, such as Slow Start and so forth. In doing so, these CNs

must not cancel nor freeze the RTT measurements, thereby increasing the RTO

value. Alternatively, some CNs may want sustain a strict control of the con-

gestion control, and therefore they should freeze the RTT value to that prior to

receiving the Handoff Start notification from the MN. In doing so, these CNs will

preserve a value of RTT not affected by the handoff delay, which in turn derives

into more congestion effective RTOs. These nodes, however, should be consistent

with the accepted PBS value. If congestion and its implicit security issues are
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relevant, it should not forward any segments during handoff, definitely avoiding

any possibility of congestion in the MN’s new link (Section 5.6.7).

Next, CN sets a Handoff Delay timer using the value retrieved from the EHD

field and starts sending V̄ bytes each RTT until the Handoff Delay timer ex-

pires, or the total amount of bytes sent since the Handoff Start notification was

received exceeds the buffer size, which is retrieved from the PBS field. In those

cases, once the Handoff Delay timer expires, the CN sets the RTO timer for the

unacknowledged data, making use of the RTT. Otherwise, if the CN receives a

Handoff Finish notification from the MN before the Handoff Delay timer time-

outs, it starts the RTO timer and resumes standard TCP congestion control

mechanisms.

5.4.2 Mobile Node Operation

Before handoff, the MN obtains the PBS and EHD values from the PAR’s PrRtAdv

message. If these are not available, the MN should formulate an educated guess

on these values based on the RAT. If the MN overestimates the PBS value, it

may perceive packet loss if

PBS <

HOfinish∫
HOstart

txratenoHO(t)dt (5.1)

because any incoming packets to the NAR will be dropped if its buffer is full. Like-

wise, the MN should not understimate the EHD—where HOfinish −HOdelay
is the handoff delay and txratenoHO is the transmission rate prior to handoff. If

so, the EHD timer at the NAR will expire before the MN has joined NAR’s link,

re-starting the RTO timer. Since the CN has not received new ACKs after the

Handoff Start notification, the RTO has not been re-calculated yet. The RTO

timer will expire if the handoff delay experienced is larger than the EHD (see

discussion on Appendix B).

Once the MN has obtained the EHD and PBS values, it encodes them using

Equations (5.2a) and (5.2b). Since the EHD and PBS fields on the Handoff

Notification message are 4-bits long, these equations allow for a span of 0-320
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seconds and 0-32MB respectively.

EHDfield =

⌈
log2

realEHD

10ms

⌉
(5.2a)

PBSfield =

⌊
log2

realPBS

1kB

⌋
(5.2b)

The logarithmical codification of the real EHD and PBS values is similar to

companding methods, such as the A-law and µ-law [139], in the sense that it

encodes the PBS and EHD parameters reducing the quantization error for small

values. For the purpose of this work and the considered scenarios, the reference

values have been arbitrarily set to 10ms and 1kB. Thus, the bounds permitted

are within the ranges of latency and capacity that may be expected from the

currently available access technologies such as WLAN, Bluetooth, Ethernet or

cellular networks. These values could be modified, for instance, to provide larger

dynamic ranges at the cost of worse proportional distortion for small values.

On the option fields’ values computation, a conservative approach has been

taken: While the EHD value is rounded up, the PBS is rounded down. Therefore,

the CN is prompted to send a lower volume of data while expecting a higher

handoff delay as the MN may suffer a contingency at handoff; e.g. higher latencies

on the connection establishment with the NAR, the NAR’s buffer size reduction

or packet loss.

Finally, after the L2 handoff has taken place, the MNs L2 triggers a MIH event.

The MN’s TCP, subscribed to the MIH services, receives the trigger therefore

sending the Handoff Finish message. This message consists of a Handoff notifi-

cation with the EHD and PBS values set to zero. After the notification is sent,

no further TCP operations are required.

5.4.3 New Access Router Operation

The NAR does not incur in any additional signalling message exchange with

neither the MN nor the CN. The NAR is simply acting as a recipient for the

messages addressed to the MN’s NCoA. The NAR stores them until the MN

joins the new link and solicits them using the FMIPv6 facilities. At that moment,

the NAR forwards the buffered packets to the MN. Therefore, the NAR is not

implementing any L4 functionalities.
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The NAR’s buffering capability is bound in terms of time and space, and these

boundaries may be different for different MNs since they may have a different sub-

scription level. Two parameters describe them: PBS and EHD. These parameters

must be included in the FMIPv6 PrRtAdv message. Thus, the MN would obtain

them from the PAR and it would advertise them to the CN prior to handoff. The

CN, aware of the NAR’s buffering capability, will bind the non-congestion con-

trolled data segment sending period to EHD seconds and the outcoming traffic

volume below PBS kB. The NAR must not store packets for longer than EHD sec-

onds. After EHD seconds are elapsed, the NAR must silently drop every packet

addressed to the MN in its buffer. Also, if the buffered packet’s volume exceeds

the PBS, the NAR must silently drop every new incoming packet addressed to

the MN.

5.5 IEEE802.21-Enabled L3 Interaction

Before handoff, the MN sends a Handoff Start notification to the CN, trigger-

ing the Enhanced TCP congestion control mechanisms. Next, the MN performs

handoff and, once it is completed, the MN sends a Handoff Finish notification

so that standard TCP operation resumes. In order to send these two notifica-

tions, the MN’s TCP entity must gather information on the handoff status. This

information is obtained relying solely on L3 event messages. Enhanced TCP de-

fines two new IEEE802.21 MIH event messages. By virtue of these messages, the

L3MP (i.e. FMIPv6) notifies TCP when there is an impending handoff and when

the handoff is completed. These two messages, the MIH Handoff Imminent and

the MIH Handoff Complete, are embodied in the next two primitives.

MIH_Handoff_Imminent.indication {

SourceIdentifier,

EHD,

PBS

}

SourceIdentifier: Type MIHF_ID. This parameter identifies the invoker of this

primitive, which can be either the local MIHF or a remote MIHF.

EHD: Type UNSIGNED_INT(1). Expected Handoff Delay, as computed by the MN.

PBS: Type UNSIGNED_INT(1). Permissible Buffer Size, as computed by the MN.
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MIH_Handoff_Complete.indication{

SourceIdentifier,

Status

}

SourceIdentifier: Type MIHF_ID. This parameter identifies the invoker of this

primitive, which can be either the local MIHF or a remote MIHF.

Status: Type STATUS. Status of operation.

5.5.1 A note on end-to-end

Due to the FMIPv6 involvement on the Enhanced TCP procedures, the proposed

solution does not qualify as an orthodox end-to-end approach, but it benefits from

two of the reasons why the end-to-end approach is important on the first place.

These two reasons are: protection of the innovation and reliability and robustness.

Firstly, the implementation of the proposed Enhnaced TCP scheme does not

preclude other non-Enhanced TCP enabled users, as this protocol is coded as an

optional TLV within the IP packet. Thus, Enhanced TCP does not suppose a

hard-wiring of the network protocols in any form. Secondly, reliability may be

compromised from deliberate, active attacks on the network infrastructure.

Security issues have been considered at the Enhanced TCP design by: (i)

the evaluation of the security relationships between the involved nodes—e.g. the

PAR-NAR tunnel for PBS and EHD information retrieval must be verified prior

establishment; and (ii) the determination of trust boundaries—when communi-

cation occurs across trust boundaries, routing, cryptographic or other security

protection has been provided. First, if the NAR is not Enhanced TCP-enabled,

flooding attacks are minimised. Second, if the NAR is Enhanced TCP-enabled

and if the MN’s advertised values of PBS and EHD does not match the NAR’s,

then the NAR itself can discard the PCoTI message coming from that MN.

Having considered the implications of the support mechanisms on Enhanced

TCP, and given the fact that these are not critical for the Enhanced TCP oper-

ation, it is safe to assume that the proposed solution satisfies the IETF require-

ments of end-to-end-system design.
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5.6 Performance Evaluation

5.6.1 General Considerations

The performance of the proposed scheme, referred to as Enhanced TCP, is com-

pared with TCP Reno’s as the handoff disruption time varies in two scenarios

differentiated by the buffer size available at NAR: 100kB or 1MB (the choice of

these values will be explained in next section).

The system model is equivalent to that on Figure 4.8, where handoff takes

place between two WiFi APs. This scenario is valid for the study of heterogeneous

handoffs because heterogeneous handoffs are make-before-break type, where cur-

rent and next network accesses often belong to different administrative domains

or there has been no provision for seamless mobility. Thus, since IEEE 802.11

does not support soft handoff, the particular case of roaming between two WiFi

access points could also be extended to the study of heterogeneous handoffs in

terms of both the signalling and the QoS disruption evaluation.

The handoff delay ranges between 0s and 1.5s. Again, a handoff delay of

0s, is of particular interest because, from a practical perspective, it provides a

realistic assessment of the performance that may be expected where the MN

were multihomed [119, 120]. Other handoff delay settings permit comparative

analysis for a range of handoff delays since previous studies have demonstrated

that relative performance is dependent on L2 handoff latency. All cases assume an

identical service: a downlink TCP flow from the CN to the MN. At a predefined

time an L2 hint [8] is simulated which initiates the PRO-FMIPv6 protocol-driven

handoff [140].

Goodput

Figure 5.5 illustrates the average throughputs of TCP Reno and Enhanced TCP

(100kB and 1MB buffer sizes). As expected, the TCP Reno throughput decreases

with increasing handoff disruption time. This decrease is more noticeable when

the handoff takes longer than 1s, which is exactly the RTO value that is computed

by the CN in this particular scenario. When this happens,the CN triggers Slow

Start as it assumes network congestion has occurred. In contrast, Enhanced TCP

offers higher throughput. In case the NAR’s buffer is limited to 100kB, the CN
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injects up to 100kB of unacknowledged data. As explained before, if the handoff

delay, defined as

HOdelay = HOfinish−HOstart (5.3)

satisfies the inequality

BS <

HOfinish∫
HOstart

txratenoHO(t)dt (5.4)

where txratenoHO stands for transmission rate on the no-handoff scenario and BS

for buffer size, then the throughput is lower than the throughput in the no-handoff

scenario. The larger the inequality, Equation (5.4), the lower the performance.

If the NAR’s buffer size is augmented from 100kB to 1MB, Figure 5.5 reports

an augmentation of the throughput as the handoff delay increases. The rationale

behind this is that the send window advertised by a MN to optimize its download

throughput, while adhering to a conservative congestion avoidance philosophy,

should be computed as:

capacity(bits) = bandwidth(bits/s) ·RTT (s) (5.5)

However, in the simulation environment, the send window size is arbitrarily set

to 64 ·SMSS, i.e. 65536 bytes, and therefore the 1MB-buffer at the NAR acts as

a 1MB extension of the send window size, which results in a higher performance.

Also, users advertising higher window sizes will perceive an improved network

goodput.

As a matter of interest, using Equation (5.5) is not always valid because the

maximum allowable window size advertisement is 65536 bytes. The Window Scale

Option circumvents this issue, extending the size up to 230 bytes (1GB), but it

can only appear in a SYN segment. Therefore, it must be set at the connection

establishment. See Section 7.4 for a future work details on this issue.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the effect on an FTP-flow of the L2 handoff disruption.

This figure shows the TCP Reno’s and Enhanced TCP’s (1MB buffer size) con-

gestion window evolution during the 1MB file download for different L2 handoff

delays (0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 s). At t=0s the MN sets a TCP connection with the

CN. At t=5s the MN, already in congestion avoidance stage, starts handoff. For
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Figure 5.5: Average throughput for a 1MB file download

a 0.5s handoff delay, a TCP Reno-enabled sender waits until an acknowledgment

is received. TCP would treat this as episodic network congestion, but it trig-

gers no course of action except updating the RTTVAR and SRTT connection

variables. Conversely, if the handoff delay is larger than the RTO (1s in this

particular scenario), TCP Reno’s congestion window is reduced to one SMSS and

Fast Retransmissions are triggered.

Alternatively, the Enhanced TCP-enabled CN maintains the same data trans-

mission rate. On receipt of Handoff Finish Notification from MN, the CN resumes

normal TCP operation: the segments’ ACKs receipt results on an augment of the

congestion window and CN keeps track of all the connection-related parameters,

such as RTT, SRTT, RTTVAR and RTO.

Congestion Window Evolution

Figure 5.7 depicts the sequence number of the received TCP segments versus time

for different L2 handoff delays (0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 s), from which a comparison

between TCP Reno and Enhanced TCP can be observed. TCP connection starts
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Figure 5.6: Mobile Node’s Received Sequence Number evolution

at t=0, sequence number set to 25000. The Enhanced TCP curves show how,

after handoff, the MN receives the buffered data segments (at NAR) so that it

resumes normal TCP operation without decreasing the average data rate. TCP

Reno curves, however, are severely affected by handoff, especially for handoff

delays higher that the RTO value (they trigger Slow Start).

Also, the TCP Reno curves show sharp peaks on the cwnd evolution. These

are caused by the number of DUPACKs received at the CN, which in turn are

the result of the segments lost at handoff. These DUPACKs have an interest-

ing effect on TCP. On receipt of three incoming DUPACKs, TCP triggers Fast

Retransmit and Fast Recovery mechanisms, retransmitting the lost segment and

setting cwnd to ssthresh plus 3·SMSS. This artificially inflates the cwnd by the

number of segments (three) that have left the network because the receiver (i.e.

the MN) has buffered them. However, due to the number of lost segments, an

approximately equal number of DUPACKs is produced by the MN. For each one

of these additional DUPACKs, the CN inflates the cwnd by one SMSS to reflect
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Figure 5.7: Correspondent Node’s Congestion Window evolution

the additional segment that has left the network (which corresponds to the peaks

on the cwnd evolution). This makes the transmission enter a loop of retransmis-

sions from which the MN is not able to recover. Finally, at RTO expiration, TCP

prunes the retransmitted segments and enters Slow Start. Obviously, this process

yields in the poor performance that Figure 5.7 illustrates.

5.6.2 Impact of End-to-End RTT

Figure 5.8 illustrates the effect of handoff on the congestion window size for a

fixed 0.25s L2 handoff delay. In Figure 5.8a the delay of link c (MN-PAR) is set to

20 ms, and the delay of link d (MN-NAR) is set to 5ms. In Figure 5.8b, the delays

of links c and d are set to 5 and 20 ms respectively. The Enhanced TCP curves

show that the CN’s congestion window dropping was avoided, whereas the Reno

TCP curves show congestion mechanisms were triggered, therefore reducing the

network goodput. The figures also show a different segment reception rate for the

links. The rationale behind this is that the cwnd is lower that the bandwidth·RTT
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on both links. Since the available bandwidth in both links is the same, varying

the parameter RTT entails a different performance. As the figures depict, the

reception rate is higher for the 5ms-delay link than for the 20ms-delay link. No

other effects derived from the use of the Enhanced TCP scheme are acknowledged.

5.6.3 Impact of Expected Handoff Delay

The EHD value plays a determining role on the performance of the Enhance TCP

scheme at handoff. The MN, before handoff, must be aware of this value or offer a

fair approximation. By virtue of the FMIPv6 facilities, the MN may retrieve the

EHD value from the NAR, the PAR or some other network entity, such as a local

CRRM. However, in those cases where the MN cannot obtain the EHD before

handoff, it must produce an educated guess based on the RAT being used. Next,

the MN notifies this value to the CN. On receipt of this notification, the CN sets

the EHD timer and triggers the Enhanced TCP congestion control mechanisms.

The CN makes use of this mechanisms during the MN’s handoff until either it

receives a Handoff Finish notification or the EHD timer timeouts. In any of these

two eventualities, the CN resumes standard TCP mechanisms and re-starts the

RTO.

The implications of EHD approximation errors are of major importance. If

the EHD value is higher than the actual handoff delay, then the CN will go back

to standard TCP operation, triggered by the reception of the Handoff Finish no-

tification. This is the most desirable situation since the MN would enjoy a higher

throughput and the CN a smoother cwnd evolution during handoff. However, if

this value is too high, the CN may discard it due to its security implications (see

Section 5.6.7). Alteratively, if this value is lower than the actual value taken by

the MN to perform handoff, the CN will go to standard TCP operation before

the MN has successfully completed the handoff procedures. This is likely to make

the RTO expire, therefore making the CN bringing down the cwnd size which in

turn leads to a performance comparable to that of standard TCP. Thus, the EHD

value is a critically important element of the scheme’s performance.

The effects of different EHD values are evaluated on two different scenarios,

where the PBSs have been set to either 0kB or 100kB and the handoff delay

is set to 1s. These two scenarios have been presented since they provide a fair
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(a) c=20ms, d=5ms.

(b) c=5ms, d=20ms.

Figure 5.8: Effect of different link delays

perspective of the effects of the segment buffering at the NAR in those cases where
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the cwnd size shrinks due to incorrectly estimated EHD values. As intuitively

can be anticipated, buffering contributes to network congestion. In those cases

where the RTO expires shrinking the cwnd size, in presence of buffering the TCP

flow takes longer to re-establish itself. Reformulating the previous sentence, in

the eventuality of RTO expiration, buffering is harmful. The EHD should be

chosen so that it is not likely to trigger an RTO timeout before the handoff is

completed, nor to be rejected by a distrustful CN.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the 0kB-buffer scenario. The advertised EHD values are

set to 100ms, 300ms, 500ms, 700ms and 900+ms. As the figure shows, for every

EHD higher than 900 ms the cwnd maintains its value after handoff as there is no

RTO timeout, and the received sequence number evolution preserves an ascending

linear trend. EHD values lower than 900 show a rather different behaviour. RTO

expiration, and the consequent cwnd size reduction, impoverishes the throughput.

The exponential growth of the received segment rate is better understood by

remembering the principles of TCP’s congestion control mechanisms: at RTO

expiration, the cwnd is reduced to one segment and enters into Slow Start stage,

where the cwnd doubles its size every RTT seconds (approximately), leading to

an exponential increase of the transmission rate. After several RTT seconds are

elapsed, the transmission rate tends to a more stable value.

Figure 5.10 illustrates the 100kB-buffer scenario. As previously done, the ad-

vertised EHD values are set to 100ms, 300ms, 500ms, 700ms and 900+ms. As

the figure shows, for EHD values higher than 900 ms the CN does not contract

the cwnd. The MN is effectively capable of receiving the buffered segments and

transmitting their corresponding ACKs to the CN before the RTO timeouts. In

comparison, EHD values lower than 900ms lead to RTO expiration. At this point,

the effects of buffering become appreciable. The CN, at EHD timer expiration,

re-establishes the cwnd value (removing the artificially increment during handoff)

and goes into the Slow Start stage. The MN, once it has completed the handoff,

it transmits ACKs for the buffered segments, but since the CN considers these

are lost, it retransmits the segments as well. This effect is cumulative and leads

to an increase in the transmission of duplicated segments, thereby affecting the

throughput. This effect is the more substantial the larger the amount of buffered

data, as Figure 5.10 shows. The characteristics for 500ms and 700ms are clearly
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Figure 5.9: Impact of EHD on Rcvd Segment Number evolution. 0kB buffer. 1s
handoff delay.
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Figure 5.10: Impact of EHD on Rcvd Segment Number evolution. 100kB buffer.
1s handoff delay.

the most affected by segment duplication. For 100ms and 300ms, the transmis-

sion rates tend to recover as quick as standard TCP, in spite of the reception,

immediately after handoff, of duplicated segments.

5.6.4 Impact of Permissible Buffer Size

The NAR’s FMIPv6 buffering facilities have paved the way towards smoother,

more efficient handoffs since they reduce packet loss. This buffer, originally de-

signed to cope with packet loss derived from the mobility procedures, also permits

storing segments during the MN’s handoff from other sources rather than the

PAR, such as the Mobility Anchor Point (in HMIPv6-enabled networks) or the

CN (if proactive route optimisation applies). Like the EHD value, the MN must

be aware of the PBS value or produce a reasonable approximation. It must be

noted that, irrespectively of the RAT being used, handoff delays are usually short
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and therefore the NAR’s buffer is not intensively used. Moreover, some of the

FMIPv6-based schemes do not consider bidirectional communication or any prior

knowledge of the NAR’s dynamic conditions, such as available bandwidth or link

error rate, and therefore obtaining an updated PBS value may be an issue for a

handoff-impending MN. In consequence, it is recommended the MN to produce

a PBS approximation based on the RAT.

Advertising an accurate PBS value is critical for the performance of the En-

hanced TCP protocol. The MN may perform handoff to a higher capacity link

(e.g. UMTS to WiMAX handoff, or WiFi to a less congested WiFi), to a link with

similar capacity or to a link with lower capacity. In the MN handoffs to a link

with higher capacity, there is no inconvenience on advertising a high PBS value,

which should be in the order of EHD · RPAR < PBS < EHD · RNAR, R being

the transmission rate. If the MN handoffs to a link with same or lower capacity,

it should advertise a 0B PBS. If the MN performs handoff to a link with lower

capacity, advertising a high PBS value would impact negatively on the protocol

performance. This effect will increase as the EHD increases because so will do

the number of segments injected in the network, increasing risk of congestion

(Section 5.6.6 explores thoroughly this scenario). For this reason, advertising a

PBS higher than 0B is discouraged if the links’ capacities are similar.

The effects of the advertised PBS values are evaluated on two different sce-

narios, where the L2 handoff delay is set to either 250ms or 500ms (keeping a

constant 1s. EHD value). These two scenarios are fairly generic since handoff

across different RATs is expected to take in the order of tens to hundreds of

ms. The performance of the Enhanced TCP has been tested under a number

of different PBS values. Higher values of the PBS are expected to incur higher

bandwidth demands in the new link immediately after handoff, since the NAR

will try to forward the stored segments to the MN. As explained in the previous

paragraph, the MN should advertise a PBS value so that it is effectively able to

receive and acknowledge a segments load size equivalent to PBS bytes.

Figure 5.11 illustrates Received Sequence Number on the 250ms L2 hand-

off delay scenario, for different PBS values, specifically: 0B, 100kB, 200kB,

300kB, 400kB and 500kB. Under standard TCP-enabled communication, the

flow’s throughput would be severely affected due to RTO expiration at the CN
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Figure 5.11: Impact of PBS on Rcvd Segment Number evolution. 1s EHD. 0.25s
L2handoff delay.

(see Section 5.6.1). However, Enhanced TCP permits a smoother handoff be-

cause it avoids the CN from contracting the cwnd. Enhanced TCP offers the

same performance for the different PBS values. The rationale behind this is that

the CN transmits V̄ bytes every RTT, which in the simulation environment is set

to 100ms, and therefore, since V̄
RTT
·HOdelay < PBS for any of the considered

PBSs, the amount of data buffered at the NAR is exactly the same.

At this point, it is important to have a closer look to Figure 5.5. This figure

depicts a monotonically increasing linear trend on the averaged data rate during a

1MB file download (FTP service), and where the PBS is set to 1MB. Why higher

buffer sizes derive onto higher average performance? Firstly, the transmission

rates have been considered only during the time the MN was connected to the

link (excluding the handoff delay) and during which the MN was transmitting

and receiving segments. Secondly, it must be taken into account that the MN’s
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awnd size is 64kB, lower than bandwidth(bits/s) ·RTT (s). This awnd precludes

the MN from making full use of the implemented IEEE802.11g link’s bandwidth,

and therefore the NAR can forward the buffered segments within RTO seconds.

This bandwidth usage is ‘stretched’ to cope with the segment forwarding, even

for the most aggressive of the considered eventualities (the linear trend does not

decay as the handoff delay reaches 1.5s). The combined effect of bandwidth

usage elasticity with high PBS values is therefore the responsible of the perceived

increase of throughput.

Figure 5.12 illustrates the Received Sequence Number on the 500ms L2 hand-

off delay scenario, for different PBS values. As before, these have been set to

0kB, 100kB, 200kB, 300kB, 400kB and 500kB. The figure depicts a behaviour

similar to that in the previous scenario. There is a clear disruption on the flow’s

throughput during 500ms due to L2 and L3 handoffs procedures and, immedi-

ately after handoff, communication is re-established smoothly. Special attention

must be drawn to the moment where the MN finishes the handoff procedures. By

comparison with Figure 5.11, there is a significant difference on the number of

packets forwarded to the MN. This is a consequence of the handoff taking longer,

which results in a higher number of segments being buffered at the NAR. The

bandwidth demand is, once again, stretched so that it accommodates the rush of

segments being released from the NAR’s buffer.

5.6.5 Impact of concurrent UDP flows

On completion of the handoff procedures, a FMIPv6-enabled MN requests the

buffered packets from the NAR. This increases the burstiness of the TCP flow

immediately after handoff. Other concurrent flows are affected by this burstiness

in a greater or lesser extent, depending of the amount of buffered data, but

FMIPv6 handoff and buffering may have secondary long-term effects. Firstly,

TCP-friendly flows will be affected by the TCP congestion control mechanisms,

which will stop the CN from sending data segments until reception of ACKs for the

in-flight data. Secondly, non-TCP friendly flows (not constricted by congestion

control mechanisms, such as many based on UDP) may entail a relevant number

of packets to be buffered at the NAR. In this section, the dynamics of competing

Enhanced TCP and UDP flows will be explored.
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Figure 5.12: Impact of PBS on Rcvd Segment Number evolution. 1s EHD. 0.5s
L2handoff delay.
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The segments of a downstreamming UDP flow have been numerated. Fig-

ure 5.13 shows the Received Sequence Number evolution of this UDP stream.

This UDP-based application transmits a 100kB/s constant bit rate stream, with

the application level PDU set to 1024B long. The MN concurrently runs an FTP

application, being 64kB the TCP awnd size. In Figures 5.13a-d, the handoff

delay has been set to 100ms, 300ms, 500ms and 700ms respectively, and they

show the characteristics for the TCP Reno and Enhanced TCP (0B and 1MB

PBS) protocols. These PBS values represent, for the link’s capacity, two extreme

values: 0B implies no additional disruption to the UDP in terms of performance,

since the NAR would not buffer any FTP segments. On the opposite end, a 1MB

PBS would adversely affect in the UDP’s performance, especially for the larger

handoff delays, since it entails a larger number of buffered segments at NAR.

Figure 5.13a shows the 100ms handoff delay scenario. The UDP character-

istic is disrupted during the 100ms handoff delay, but quickly after handoff it

is re-established to a fairly constant reception rate—as the linear trend of the

graph points out. Figure 5.13b illustrates the 300ms scenario. It can be ob-

served a similar behaviour to that exposed by 5.13a, with the exception of the

1MB PBS line. This line shows an important disruption due to temporary net-

work congestion. This congestion in turn is produced by the combined effect

of the NAR flooding the network with FTP segments, and the CN, since it is

receiving DUPACKs, enters into the Fast Retransmit loop (see Section 5.6.6).

This is produced due to either packet loss (even one lost segment may produce

similar results) or packet duplication, which is likely in FMIPv6 scenarios [18,

Section 4]. Finally, Figures 5.13c and 5.13d depict the 500ms and 700ms handoff

delay scenarios respectively.

5.6.6 Impact of Links’ Capacity

A proper monitoring of the network conditions is vital for the completion of

a smooth handoff, since the NAR produces the EHD and PBS values based

on these conditions. Previous sections have explored the effects of malapropos

EHD (Section 5.6.3) and PBS (Section 5.6.4) values independently. One of the

consequences of an overestimated PBS is the temporary congestion or saturation

of the NAR’s link due to traffic bursts originating from the NAR’s buffer. This
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traffic load would be subsumed to that present in the NAR’s link at the moment

of handoff, what could enlarge the congestion period therefore having long term

effects on the TCP flow (such as bringing down the cwnd size). This section

explores this effect precisely, considering both a 0kB PBS and an (inappropriate)

1MB PBS, while varying network congestion levels. The performance of Enhanced

TCP is further compared to that of TCP Reno.

Network congestion levels play a pivotal role in the performance of TCP Reno

and Enhanced TCP at handoff. For instance, a severely constricted TCP flow

at PAR’s link may rapidly increase after handoff if a fair share of bandwidth

is available at NAR. Conversely, a TCP flow enjoying a low congestion level at

PAR’s link may result in re-transmissions (Slow Start or Fast Retransmissions

triggered at CN) if NAR’s is highly congested. As explained before, these effects

are cumulative with the PBS contribution to burstiness. Next, five different

scenarios are considered according to different congestion levels. The naming

criteria is as follows: X% congestion level refers to a 0% congestion level at

PAR’s link, and a X% congestion level at NAR’s. Likewise, -X% congestion

level refers to a X% congestion level at PAR’s link, and a 0% congestion level

at NAR’s. The congestion levels considered are -50%, -25%, 0%, 25% and 50%.

Additionally, the L2 handoff delays have been set to 100ms, 300ms, 500ms and

700ms. Figures 5.14-5.21 illustrate the results, drawing special attention to the

Received Sequence Number evolution, Flightsize and MN’s Number of Dropped

Segments during handoff.

The focus of the analysis presented is on both cwnd and flightsize. Together,

these two metrics explain the TCP Reno an the proposed Enhanced TCP ac-

tivity at handoff. First, from visual inspection of the flightsize illustrations, the

strong correlation between the use of the NAR’s buffer and the number of un-

acknowledged bytes becomes obvious. Also, it is relevant to the performance of

Enhanced TCP how quick the cwnd adapts to the reception of segments by the

mobile node and the subsequent coming back to standard TCP operation. The

results are especially significant because they mostly hold even with a 1MB PBS

(which according to Eq. (5.2b) is a far too high value).

Some other scenarios, however, require a separate explanation. If the adver-

tised PBS is higher than 0, then the correspondent will continue to send TCP

segments until the amount of bytes injected while handoff is higher than the
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PBS1. In those scenarios where the TCP flow was using the full link’s capacity

prior to handoff, and in the NAR’s link there is a degree of congestion, then the

NAR’s link becomes saturated. This effect leads to decreased TCP goodput.

Experimental results, however, highlight the goodput increase resulting from

the use of a 0 PBS for Enhanced TCP-enabled mobile nodes. It is therefore rec-

ommendable, as mentioned several times in the previous sections, for the mobile

node to advertise accurate values for both EHD and PBS.

5.6.7 Fairness and Security

This work proposes that the CN should temporarily ignore the need of ACKs

from the MN for the communication to flow, while keeping the same data segment

transmission rate. These segments are to be stored by the NAR until the MN,

after joining the NAR’s link, requests them. This bursty forwarding of segments

compromises the fairness of the network. In the previous section, the effect of

concurrent UDP flows, which are not TCP-friendly, was thoroughly explored.

However, the implications of the proposed scheme where other TCP flows compete

for the link must be analysed as well. These TCP flows, which obviously are

TCP-friendly, react to the appearance of a new flow in the link.

Presently, the proposed scheme does not proactively shape the traffic rate

according to the new link characteristics. Therefore, it is important to carefully

consider all the implications of the proposed scheme in terms of fairness, and

to explore its effects on the congestion control mechanisms of the other com-

peting (TCP) flows. In the forthcoming discussion, these will be introduced,

highlighting the advantages and disadvantages for the individual connection, and

the consequences for the network.

Advantages of the Proposed Approach

1. Makes effective use of the FMIPv6 buffering facilities, thereby reducing

communication latency after handoff.

2. Precludes RTO expiration, avoiding cwnd size reduction and therefore op-

timising the data transfer time.

1For the analysis of the link’s capacity effect on the system goodput, the EHD values have
been set above the actual handoff delays.
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3. Signalling does not incur in additional handoff latency and overhead is

diminishable.

4. Limits the duration and volume of the data sent during MN’s handoff,

avoiding congestion on the new link.

Disadvantages for the Individual Connection

The proposed approach may induce NAR to drop segments as a consequence of

overloading the allocated buffer size. To avoid this situation, the MN notifies the

CN of the maximum PBS and EHD prior to L2 handoff so that it sets both time

and volume limitations to the amount of traffic is sending to the NCoA without

making use of congestion control mechanisms. Also, the NAR provides a separate

buffer for the MN’s segments, different from the L2 queue. Therefore, segment

drop is minimised in uncongested or moderately-congested networks.

It must be noted, however, the consequences that the use of this scheme may

have for other (concurrent) application flows. Much research has been carried

out on the dynamics of competing flows in a link, paying special attention to

the so-called TCP friendliness of the flow control mechanisms. Thus, a radical

differentiation lies between flow dynamics that comprehend some feedback or

congestion control, and the flows that don’t comprehend such mechanisms. The

use of the Enhanced TCP approach depicts a whole new scenario of study, which

deserves a thorough analysis. Section 5.6.5 sheds some light on this respect.

The study should be extended to the impact on different application flows or

transmission codecs, as they have different bandwidth usage characteristics.

Disadvantages for the Network

1. Burstiness and unfairness in the NAR’s link. TCP traffic is fairly bursty

in the Internet today. For instance, a delayed ACK (covering two or more

previously unacknowledged segments) received during congestion avoidance

causes the CN’s congestion window to slide and therefore two segments to

be sent. A delayed ACK received during Slow Start would slide the CN’s

congestion window by two segments and then be incremented by one seg-

ment, resulting in a three segment burst. Alternatively, considering the
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opportunistic behaviour of some contention-based MACs, where two de-

layed ACKs may be received by the sender side quasi-simultaneously, ten

segments bursts occurring are not rare. Also, assuming delayed ACKs, a

single dropped ACK causes the subsequent ACK to acknowledge four seg-

ments. If in Slow Start phase, this leads to a five segment burst. If in

Congestion Avoidance, this leads to a four segment burst.

The proposed enhancement for TCP would cause the NAR to buffer the

segments addressed to the MN, until the MN requests them. At that mo-

ment, the NAR would forward them to the MN. The burst generated would

be larger than the typical bursts of the established TCP flow by a factor
HOdelay

RTT
. This entails fairness concerns for the other users of the network.

The proposed enhancement includes the facilities to limit both the band-

width and the persistency of the TCP flow during handoff, which helps to

bound the network resources used by the TCP flow.

Similar problématique has been found on traffic competition for bandwidth

in links with scarce resources. From the experience of deployments of non-

congestion-controlled unresponsive or disproportionate-bandwidth flows (as

classified by Floyd and Fall, [141]), some solutions have been proposed.

These solutions include the identification of non-congestion controlled flows

[142, 143], and the design of queueing protocols for the routers to restrict

the bandwidth consumed by these so that congestion collapse does not take

place [144, 145, 146]. The proposed TCP scheme, since removes the flow

congestion control temporarily during handoff, may be benefited from the

experience gained from developing these solutions.

2. Reception of duplicate segments. Since the FBU is received by the PAR,

until the PAR confirms the PAR-NAR tunnel set-up (on receipt if the HAck

message), the PAR may forward the incoming packets to the PCoA to the

discretion of the network implementors. Therefore, FMIPv6 may represent

an additional source of data segment duplication.

For the receiver this has no further consequences but a perception of QoS

degradation. The receiver acknowledges the incoming segments. From the

sender’s perspective, duplicate ACKs can be consequence of a number of

network problems. Normally, they can be caused by segment dropping,
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re-ordering of segments by the network or by replication by the network

of ACKs or data segments. The TCP Reno [45] recommends the receiver,

in the eventuality of taking delivery of duplicate ACKs, triggering the fast

retransmit algorithm.

Fast retransmit is based on the incoming duplicate ACKs. This algorithm

uses the arrival of three duplicate ACKs (four identical ACKs without the

arrival of any other intervening packets) to assess that a packet has been

lost. After receiving three duplicate ACKs, the receiver performs retrans-

mission of, from its perspective seems to be, lost segments. The receiver

does not wait for the RTO to expire to retransmit the segments, what may

increase the segment burst size.

3. Increased packet drop rate. In networks with high drop rates, the proposed

scheme could increase the drop rate even further. The proposed scheme

requires the NAR to buffer the segments addressed to the MN’s NCoA

while the MN performs handoff. At the protocol design, special attention

has been paid to smooth the segment sending rate and to keep the extent

and the frequency of the bursts. NAR, however, is entitled to buffer all

these segments and therefore the bursts are cumulative.

The effects of this approach are specially adverse in those cases where NAR

uses Drop Tail queue management. NARs implementing RED queue man-

agement mechanisms should be more tolerant to transient traffic bursts

[147].

5.6.8 Other Approaches

SNOOP protocols segments the end-to-end communication between the MN and

the CN by deploying a so-called Snoop agent at the base station (2G BSC) or at

radio network controller (3G RNC). This Snoop agent is capable of performing

retransmissions of lost segments based on duplicate TCP ACKs and locally esti-

mated last-hop round-trip times. The agent also suppresses duplicate acknowl-

edgements pertaining to wireless losses from the TCP sender, thereby preventing

unnecessary congestion control invocations at the sender. The scheme has been
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shown to yield significant throughput improvements for TCP environments lim-

ited by single-hop wireless in-building links, where the MN does not change its

BSC or RNC of attachment.

Before handoff, segments flow approximately seamlessly through the Snoop

agent as transmission and reception rates are approximately similar—not consid-

ering the wireless medium-induced frame errors which would involve frame recov-

ery via ELN. At handoff, however, the MN stops to acknowledge segments, thus

causing some buffering at the Snoop agent, which continues to send ACKs. After

handoff, via ELN, the MN would quickly trigger recovery of the lost segments. If

now RTOs are triggered on the Snoop agent to CN session, the transmission rate

in the wireless segment would converge to that of the wired segment. However,

if the MN is not able to recover the lost segments from the Snoop agent quickly

enough, then the buffer at the Snoop agent may be overloaded, thus triggering

standard TCP congestion control mechanisms.

This process is similar to that proposed by the Enhanced TCP scheme, and

therefore similar performance results are expected. Enhanced TCP presents, how-

ever, several enhancements. Firstly and most importantly, Enhanced TCP facili-

tates end-to-end explicit handoff notification, which requires the implementation

of TCP at the CN, but also improves the handoff experience on macro-mobility

and heterogeneous scenarios. Secondly, handoff latency can be advertised by the

MN prior to handoff. Thus, RTOs can be avoided by setting appropriate values

for the EHD. Finally, also the buffer size at the NAR can be advertised (via

the PBS value), precluding buffer overloading issues which would entail severe

throughput degradation.

In turn, a Freeze TCP-enabled MN would explicitly send a ZWA message,

driving the CN to ZWP mode. After handoff, the MN would send three DU-

PACKs (four ACKs) for the last segment received prior to handoff, thus trigger-

ing the fast retransmit algorithm. Although this mechanism involves a higher

signaling load in the radio link than Enhanced TCP, similar results to the En-

hanced TCP zero-PBS scenario are expected. In both cases, TCP sessions would

be stopped then migrated onto the new link, maintaining the session status vari-

ables.

Le et al. [55] approach encompasses explicit handoff initiation and handoff

termination messages. On receipt of a handoff initiation message, the CN freezes
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the RTO timer and stops TCP congestion control. Next, on receipt of a hand-

off termination message, the CN retransmits the segments sent after the handoff

initiation message was received. This two-message scheme is similar to that pro-

posed in this thesis. However, it is affected by the following inadequacies. First,

Le et al. assume that the inflight packets at handoff are lost. This contradicts

the FMIPv6 approach and related work, which can drastically reduce the packet

loss at handoff by means of cross-layer schemes and packet forwarding. The

CN re-injects the supposedly lost packets, thus hindering the network goodput.

Snoop, Freeze TCP and very specially Enhanced TCP are therefore expected to

outperform this scheme.

Finally, Yoshimoto [54] combines both explicit handoff initiation and termi-

nation notifications with EDCA. This approach enables a handoff-specific TCP-

and application-level congestion control enhancement, based on the (i) TCP seg-

ment injection halt during handoff; and (ii) the packet priority raise to ACVO

category temporarily after handoff. This combined solution precludes packet re-

transmissions at handoff, and enables a quick convergence to a stable cwnd value.

This solution, however, presents the following issues. First, the RTO may

expire, thus hindering the network throughput as session is re-established at

the ssthresh cwnd value after handoff. Secondly, it would require modifications

at both the transport- and application-levels of the stack. Finally, it is only

applicable to EDCA-enabled (IEEE 802.11 ) networks. For these reasons, even

in EDCA-enabled networks, the goodput figures of the Snoop, Freeze TCP and

Enhanced TCP schemes would probably be better than Yoshimotos [54].

5.7 Limitations and Future Work

TCP has been subject of thorough revision ever since was proposed in 1974. With

the emergence of wireless technologies, new venues for the enhancement of TCP

behaviour in error-prone, nomadic environments have been open to the research

community. However, educating TCP is proven to be challenging: (i) highly

dynamic access networks with often competing flows for the network resources;

(ii)the difficulties to distinguish packet loss due to wireless medium errors from

network congestion; and (iii) the call for scheme co-design or cognitive approaches,

make TCP improvements often partial or over-engineered.
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In this sense, Enhanced TCP only addresses the cwnd drop at handoff, as a

consequence of packet loss, and facilitates packet buffering for fast retrieve and

thus adaptation to the new link’s conditions, improving network downlink figures

for MNs. It comprises four explicit message exchanges. Firstly, optionally, the

MN retrieves the EHD and PBS values from the PAR. Secondly, it notifies these

values to the CN via a handoff initiation message. Thirdly, after handoff, the

MN sends a handoff termination message to the CN. After joining the new link,

the NAR would also forward to the MN the buffered segments during the MN’s

handoff in those cases where proactive route optimization applies.

However, Enhanced TCP also poses new risks to end users. Namely, DoS

attacks may succeed if a rogue device manages to forward a high volume of

segments to the NAR’s buffer because congestion control is stopped at handoff.

Secondly, in a lesser scale, the NARs buffer release may lead to unfairness and

network congestion if the MN advertises false network information. Finally, an

attacker may impersonate the PAR, thus sending legitimate messages with false

PBS and EHD values. A secure network information discovery is needed to avoid

this kind of impersonating attack from attackers in the PARs link. Additionally,

the PAR should establish a trust relationship with the NAR via an administrative

agreement.

In the short term, future work on TCP should address the afore-mentioned

problems, finding consisting approaches that yield increased network throughput

for mobile users, while maintaining scability, fairness and security. In the long

term, future work may address the TCP challenges and the desirable design

features of TCP solutions for wireless environments, presented in Section 2.3.4

and repeated here for completeness:

1. Avoiding the need of support from network infrastructure, or limiting the

network infrastructure interaction to performance enhancements. Network

operators are not expected to share resources or critical information, and

therefore future fully-scalable enhancements should be de-coupled from the

network infrastructure.

2. Handling encrypted traffic. Network security is becoming increasingly im-

portant due to the appearance of critical services on wireless platforms,

such as e-banking, and the deployment of wireless access networks.
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3. Multihoming support. Multihomed devices require enhancements at the

transport level, e.g. to aggregate traffic within the same TCP session.

4. L2 and L3 mobility awareness for session migration. Transport-level solu-

tions may be benefited from L2 and L3 information, e.g. to differentiate

episodic network congestion from handoff.

5. Quickly adapting to new link characteristics. This is especially desirable in

vertical handoffs, where users may roam among different RATs.

5.8 Summary

This chapter proposed a set of modifications to the TCP Reno’s congestion control

mechanisms, referred to as Enhanced TCP. Enhanced TCP, by virtue of the

proactive L3MP such as those based on FMIPv6, notifies the CN of the MN’s

impending handoff and triggers a set of procedures that preclude bringing down

the cwnd size. Furthermore, Enhanced TCP also comprehends the calculation,

formulation and notification of the EHD and PBS values. These values describe

the expected handoff delay and the permissible buffer size at NAR. In combination

with the FMIPv6 facilities, they provide a lightweight but powerful more efficient

handoff.

Enhanced TCP’s performance has been thoroughly explored in a wide variety

of scenarios, considering the impact of different L2 handoff delays, EHD, PBS,

RTT, concurrent applications and link congestion. Simulation results not only

highlight the benefits of the Enhanced TCP protocol, but also discuss its impact

in the worst-case scenarios. The potential benefits of the Enhanced TCP protocol

are better described in terms of network throughput, which increases up to 35%

for the considered scenarios. Network congestion at handoff is also reduced due to

the savings on packet loss, which in turn reduces the number of retransmissions.
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Figure 5.13: Received Sequence Number evolution for a concurrent UDP appli-
cation at handoff.
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Figure 5.13: Received Sequence Number evolution for a concurrent UDP appli-
cation at handoff.
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Figure 5.14: Received Sequence Number and In-flight Traffic Load Size for 100ms
L2 handoff delay
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Figure 5.14: Received Sequence Number and In-flight Traffic Load Size for 100ms
L2 handoff delay
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Figure 5.15: Number of Segments Dropped by the MN. 100ms handoff delay.
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Figure 5.16: Received Sequence Number and In-flight Traffic Load Size for 300ms
L2 handoff delay
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Figure 5.16: Received Sequence Number and In-flight Traffic Load Size for 300ms
L2 handoff delay
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Figure 5.17: Number of Segments Dropped by the MN. 300ms handoff delay.
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Figure 5.18: Received Sequence Number and In-flight Traffic Load Size for 500ms
L2 handoff delay
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Figure 5.18: Received Sequence Number and In-flight Traffic Load Size for 500ms
L2 handoff delay
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Figure 5.19: Number of Segments Dropped by the MN. 500ms handoff delay.
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(c) Rcvd Seq Evolution at -25% Congestion
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(e) Rcvd Seq Evolution at 0% Congestion
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Figure 5.20: Received Sequence Number and In-flight Traffic Load Size for 700ms
L2 handoff delay
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(g) Rcvd Seq Evolution at +25% Congestion
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(i) Rcvd Seq Evolution at +50% Congestion
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Figure 5.20: Received Sequence Number and In-flight Traffic Load Size for 700ms
L2 handoff delay
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Figure 5.21: Number of Segments Dropped by the MN. 700ms handoff delay.
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Chapter 6

An Intelligent Network Selection

Algorithm

Chapter 4 introduced a scheme to reduce handoff signalling latencies. In turn,

Chapter 5 presented a set of mechanisms to overcome the effect of these latencies

on the higher-layer TCP-based protocols and applications. However, one of the

most relevant questions in handoff remains: which network is the most desirable

target for handoff? This is a nontrivial question involving a number of factors. For

instance, a WiFi-UMTS enabled dual-cell phone user would benefit from diverting

a web-browsing session from the UMTS interface to the more cost-efficient WiFi

interface if there is an 802.11 AP nearby. Continuing with this example, the user

may subsequently launch a VoIP application such as Skype [148]. At this point,

the user may experience poor QoS in both the web-browsing and VoIP sessions

due to the scarcity of 802.11 link resources. Since two networks are available to

the user, he or she could use both interfaces simultaneously thereby aggregating

available bandwidth. The open question for the user would now be: which is

the optimum mapping of ongoing application flows to available channels? For

instance, the UMTS link’s lower jitter would probably be suited to the VoIP flow

whereas the web-browsing bandwidth requirements could possibly be met by the

802.21 link.

These two questions present some technical issues. First, communication net-

works, and particularly wireless networks, are dynamic systems subject to sud-

den changes in SINR and latency. Therefore, network characterisation does not

present an immediate solution. Second, evaluating the payoff of particular in-
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stances of network resources allocation to the users’ demands, where a variety

of applications with different traffic dynamics compete for the medium, has met

with limited success due to the complexity of mobility and traffic models. Third,

additionally, solution models must take into account which are the autonomous

decision-making entities in the network. Not only users but also network oper-

ators and service providers may act as autonomous agents, and they may have

conflicting interests as on how the network resources are to be allocated.

This chapter focusses on the problem of network quality assessment and selec-

tion, and presents two neural network-based algorithms that can help in solving

these two open issues with regards to optimum heterogeneous networks selection.

6.1 Introduction

The interworking of heterogeneous networking technologies to provide improved

coverage and QoS differentiation has attracted some interest within the research

community [149]. Within 3GPP, some work has focussed on the interworking

between 3G and 2G and also Wireless LAN (WLAN) systems [150]. Within

the IEEE, a L2 triggering mechanism for intersystem handoff, 802.21, is being

developed, while within the IETF, extensions to the Internet Protocols have been

proposed to support mobile devices [17, 18]; the L3 nature of these protocols

makes them equally applicable to intersystem handoff. Furthermore, at L4, there

are a number of contributions to improve the performance of TCP and the QoS

perceived by either real or non-real time services for mobile devices [151].

In an ideal world, each service should be supported by the most appropriate

RAT, taking into account the QoS requirements of the service and the charac-

teristics of the underlying bearers; thus adhering to Ericsson’s ABC paradigm

[152]. Decisions are taken on the basis of expected benefit and Network Selection

Algorithms’ decisions are no exception. Classically, NSAs rely on the Received

Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) to identify the best network for service provi-

sion. Higher RSSI levels often yield on a lower Bit Error Rate (BER) and hence

better Quality os Service (QoS). Moreover, the higher the RSSI, the closer the

MN is to the AP in general (statistically), and therefore the lower the possibility

of performing handoff in the short term. Thus, RSSI is an intuitively appropriate

indicator of the benefit of connecting to any given link.
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Common Radio Resource Management (CRRM) plays a major role on assess-

ing each network’s state and managing the resources in a unified manner across

each of the heterogeneous technologies. This enables efficient service delivery to

the end user for a range of disparate service types across a range of disparate

technologies. Mapping services to technologies in a dynamic manner is the core

of this chapter.

Much research in this domain has focussed on devices with multiple interfaces

that select a RAT on a service per service basis. The underlying assumption in

much of that research is that the terminal will be connected to any one of the

many RATs at any particular time. Advances in L3 technologies within the IETF

provide the potential to be simultaneously connected to more than one network.

This approach, known as multihoming, has been the subject of research in a

number of IETF working groups [153]. Multihoming can be regarded as a signifi-

cant enabler for the ABC paradigm because it supports always-on connectivity to

multiple networks and hence negating interruption of service due to L2 handoff.

This thesis focusses on multihomed mobile hosts that are supporting multiple

(dissimilar) services concurrently; the challenge is therefore mapping each of the

individual services to one of the available RATs.

Network selection (performed at session set-up time) and network reselection

(handoff) can be conducted in a network-centric or user-centric fashion. With the

former, centralised or hierarchical distributed control can be exercised to optimise

resource utilization across the interworked networks to the network operators’

satisfaction. Network-centric approaches are limited to scenarios where a single

operator owns and controls multiple RATs (3G, WLAN, etc.), or where business

agreements exists between partner network operators. User-centric approaches

are not bound by this constraint: indeed the competition between network oper-

ators could be exploited by users to increase competition in the marketplace and

hence enable cost efficient connectivity.

In summary, this chapter focusses on a multihomed host performing user-

centric network selection. Specifically, this thesis presents a novel multihomed

user-centric approach to network selection based on Hopfield Neural Networks

(MUC-HNN). HNNs are well suited to solving complex optimization problems

within tight time frames in comparison with constrained optimization algorithms

[154].
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The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 defines the prob-

lem. Section 6.4 formulates the problem from the definition of HNN. Section 6.5

illustrates a user case scenario for numerical evaluation of the MUC-HNN al-

gorithm. The algorithm’s performance is compared with other three allocation

algorithms. Finally, conclusions are summarised in Section 6.7.

6.2 Problem Formulation

Network selection algorithms must dynamically manage the allocation and de-

allocation of traffic to the available networks. Their target is to optimise the

allocation of the available networks resources according to the running applica-

tions demands so that every ongoing communication’s QoS is maximised.

The algorithm should be triggered whenever: (a) a new session set-up request

is made; (b) the user changes his/her preferences or requirements1; (c) the user’s

terminal detects a new network; (d) an ongoing service can no longer be supported

by a particular radio link, e.g. due to signal degradation; (e) the current network

initiates handoff to perform load balancing or due to operator-specific reasons.

Moreover, the mathematical models should overcome the problems of real-life

scenarios. For instance, individual micro-flows generated by the same applica-

tion must not be distributed across RATs because many applications utilise TCP

which favours paths that are symmetrical, i.e. data and acknowledgements will

traverse the same RAT. Likewise, the different latencies that are incurred across

the different links would disrupt the communication timings in real time appli-

cations, largely based on UDP. Therefore, each application flow should only be

allocated to a single interface. Also, the network selection algorithms should deal

with an arbitrary number of interfaces and available networks since hosts may

be provided with several air interfaces. This is also the case where the network

selection and resource allocation is managed be the network operators.

Given that user traffic can be dimensioned then network selection can be

reformulated as an optimisation problem. There are a plethora of constraint

satisfaction algorithms which are candidates for use in network selection: this

1In the forthcoming discussion, the authors will differentiate between user preferences and
user requirements. Preferential attributes are those to be maximised. Requirements are manda-
tory values for attributes.
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thesis explores a user-centric Hopfield Neural Network (HNN)-based approach.

HNNs can efficiently provide solutions for complex problems: they are more scal-

able than classical constraint satisfaction approaches, reducing both computation

time (processing capability) and spatial complexity (memory required).

6.3 FFNN for Network Quality Assesment

An artificial neural network (or simply a neural network) is a biologically-inspired

computational model which consists of a weighted interconnection of processing

elements called neurons [154]. Additionally, a neural network is bound to a train-

ing algorithm and a recall mechanism. These two permit the network training,

i.e. the interconnections’ weights adaptation to desired behavioural specifics of

the network. The following sections introduce the concept of neuron, and two

network topologies relevant for this thesis work, namely, Multilayer Perceptron

and Hopfield networks, and their corresponding training algorithms.

At this point in the discussion, before going deeper into the technical detail,

it is convenient to say that neural networks have proved efficient at optimisation

and decision making problems.

6.3.1 Artificial Neuron Model

Figure 6.1 illustrates the artificial neuron or Perceptron mathematical model. In

general, the neuron model includes the following parameters:

• Input connections : x1, x2, x3, ..., xn. There are weights bound to the input

connections: w1, w2, w3, ..., wn.

• Transfer function, calculates the aggregated net input signal to the neuron.

The transfer function is usually the summation function Σi=1,nxi · wi.

• An activation function. The most used functions are hard-limit threshold,

linear threshold, sigmoid or Gaussian (bell-shaped) functions [154]. A single

neuron output can be represented by a single value.

The output of neuron k for an input pattern p, can be represented mathemat-

ically as

ypk = ϕ(spk), (6.1)
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Figure 6.1: Neuron Activation Model

where the activation value is the weighted sum of the pattern values x and a bias

value θ

spk =
∑
j

wjkx
p
j + θk, (6.2)

and the activation function is often given by a sigmoid function like

ϕ(spk) =
1

1 + e−sk
(6.3)

6.3.2 Multilayer Perceptrons

A Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is a neural network with two or more layers of

neurons connected in cascade, with no connections within a layer (feed-forward

architecture). Figure 6.2 illustrates a 4-input, 1-output MLP. They are generally

composed of an input or hidden layer and an output layer, provided that the

hidden layer neurons have nonlinear and differentiable activation functions. The

nonlinear activation function in a hidden layer enable the MLP to behave as a

universal approximator [155]. Thus, MLPs are suitable for nonlinear function

characterisation and representation.

The MLPs were put into practice only when learning algorithms were devel-

oped for them. The first relevant contributions to learning algorithms for feed-

forward architectures is the so-called error backpropagation algorithm [156, 157].

The central idea behind this algorithm is that the errors for the units of the hiden

layer are determined by back propagating the errors of the units of the output
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Figure 6.2: 4-input 1-out MLP network

layer. Backpropagation can also be considered as a generalisation of the delta

rule for non-linear activation functions and multi-layer networks.

The output value of a perceptron k is given by

ypk = ϕ(spk) (6.4)

where the activation value is

spk =
∑
j

wjky
p
j + θk (6.5)

Using the delta rule, according to changes in the weights’ values are proportional

to the impact they have on the error:

4pwjk = −γ ∂E
p

∂wjk
(6.6)

Ep is defined as the square error at the output, ypo for patter p with respect to

the desired output, dpo:

Ep =
1

2

No∑
o=1

(dpo − ypo)2 (6.7)

The forthcoming discussion illustrated the mathematical development of the

aforementioned premises. Since

∂Ep

∂wjk
=
∂Ep

∂spk

∂spk
∂wjk

, (6.8)
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and by virtue of (6.2)
∂spk
∂wjk

= ypj , (6.9)

if

δpk = −∂E
p

∂spk
(6.10)

is defined, then it can be shown that from 4.3 the delta rule can be extended to

multi-layer networks. Thus, making changes on the network weights according to

4pwjk = γδpky
p
j (6.11)

will result in a gradient descent on the error surface. The problem now resides

on computing the value for δpk. Proceeding with the the chain rule of partial

derivatives:

δpk = −∂E
p

∂spk
= −∂E

p

∂ypk

∂ypk
∂spk

(6.12)

From Equation 6.1
∂ypk
∂spk

= ϕ′(spk) (6.13)

which is the derivative of the activation function evaluated at the net input value

spk. Now, the value of ∂Ep

∂ypk
is considered in two differ cases. Firstly, assuming

k = o:
Ep

ypo
= −(dpo − ypo) (6.14)

Substituting this in 6.9 and 6.10:

δpo = (dpo − ypo)ϕ′(spo). (6.15)

This equation holds for any output unit o. Secondly, if k refers to an input unit

k = h, Ep can be rewritten as a function of the contribution of the unit h.

∂Ep

∂yph
=

No∑
o=1

∂Ep

∂spo

∂spo
∂yph

(6.16)

As a result, the network’s output constitutes a polynomial approximation

to the desired output. This capability allows for modelling non-linear systems,

such as the relation between TCP goodput or VoIP MOS and a variety of access
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network parameters.

The TCP goodput and VoIP MOS values have been studied under a range of

network conditions, shown in Table 6.1. The retrieved performance results have

been used in conjunction with the network conditions to train two different MLP

NNs. The first NN, NNTCP , provides the estimated TCP goodput by taking into

account network capacity, latency, jitter and BER. The second NN, NNV oIP ,

provides the estimated MOS using the same four network parameters. The next

section describes the production of training sets and the networks’ training results.

6.3.3 Training for High-Level Performance Indication

In order to train both NNTCP and NNVoIP, two different training data sets have

been produced using the computer simulation described in Section 6.5.1. The first

training data set associates the network conditions to the TCP goodput, whereas

the second one associates them to the MOS. This information is vital to the NN

training and, the more information is gathered in a variety of circumstances, the

better informed the NN is, and hence the better network selection will be [154].

The information is gathered at the NSA from different levels of the TCP/IP

stack, since each level is assumed to be the best positioned to provide values for a

specific attribute, e.g., the BER should be provided by the L2, while a high-level

performance indicator such as the average TCP goodput may be provided by L4.

In general, the network attribute values such as jitter, latency and capacity

can be produced by the TCP/IP stack’s protocols in a variety of ways, by means

of different schemes and mechanisms, or further enhancements. For instance, [81]

proposes a method to estimate a WLAN link jitter via Bayesian estimation in

conjunction with cumulative sum monitoring. Some of them may also be retrieved

from other network entities, as in FMIPv6-enabled networks, where connection

information and other link’s information is handed to the MN on request [18, 158].

Alternatively, the explored NSAs use a cross-layer information exchange scheme

to extract the necessary information from various layers in the stack. In this the-

sis, the use of the IEEE802.21 approach is proposed [9]. This scheme provides

of the capability of sending information requests to, and receiving notifications

from, any level of the TCP/IP stack.
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6.3 FFNN for Network Quality Assesment

Table 6.1: Attribute Ranges for the NN Training Purposes

Attribute Min Max

Return Latency (ms) 60 300
Jitter (ms) 12 60
BER (%) 10−6 10−1

Capacity (kB/s) 20 100

(a) PDF for Goodput Error Estimation (b) PDF for MOS Error Estimation

Figure 6.3: Training Error

More importantly, this scheme enables the online characterisation of the net-

work performance, generating mappings with dynamic network conditions. This

procedure has been replicated for a number of scenarios, while varying the net-

work attributes capacity, latency, jitter and BER within the ranges established in

Table 6.1. Thus, different network conditions have been associated with their re-

spective VoIP MOS and TCP goodput equivalents. Two different FFNNs, NNTCP

and NNVoIP, have been trained on the basis of the data sets. In this manner, the

MN is capable of predicting at application level the benefits of choosing any spe-

cific network of the basis of the network attributes that it retrieves on real-time.

Figures 6.3a and 6.3b show the estimation error PDF for TCP goodput and

VoIP MOS, respectively. As Fig. 6.3a illustrates,in most cases error is within ±5

kB/s interval from the correct value, as retrieved from the simulation. Likewise,

Fig. 6.3b shows that the MOS error is bounded within ±0.4.

In view of the training errors, the FFNN-based network appropriateness evalu-

ation stands as a promising tool for improved QoS in heterogeneous environments.
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For each single application flow, a FFNN could be trained so that it copes with

the application networking requirements so that the optimum network is selected

on this basis. Additionally, either live or—where available depending on RRM en-

tities on the network—proactive network quality evaluation would finally enable

intelligent proactive handoffs.

This tool, however, does not apply effectively in more complex scenarios: e.g.

the user running more than one application, multihomed scenarios or the effect

of allocating more than one application to the user interface. All these scenarios

require a more elaborated algorithm with cognitive capabilities beyond non-linear

modelling. Section 6.4 describes an algorithm based on HNNs (explained in

Section 6.4.1) that would provide networking-efficient solutions to these scenarios.

6.4 MUC-HNN Algorithm

6.4.1 Recurrent Networks: Hopfield

Recurrent networks have feedback connections from neurons in one layer to neu-

rons in a previous later. Different modifications of such networks have been

developed and explored. A typical recurrent network has concepts bound to the

nodes whose output values feed back as inputs to the network. Thus, the next

state of the network depends not only on the connection weights and the cur-

rently presented input signals but also on the previous states of the networks.

The network leaves a trace of its behaviour; the network keeps a memory of its

previous states.

Recurrent networks are more complex as a result of:

1. The synchronization required in order to achieve proper timing when prop-

agating the signals through the network.

2. The inherent difficulty of expressing in a linguistic form (or formulae) the

time dependence learned after training.

3. Recurrent networks may manifest chaotic behaviour, and therefore learning

may be difficult.
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6.4 MUC-HNN Algorithm

Figure 6.4: One-Dimensional Hopfield Neural Network Example

Recurrent networks suit time-series prediction problems, speech recognition

problems, and many others, where in order to recognise the current state, previous

states have to be considered. For example, in language and speech processing

the semantic meaning of a word is recognised after considering the meaning of

adjoining words.

Hopfield networks, named after their inventor John Hopfield (1982), are fully

connected recurrent networks (Fig. 6.4). The neurons in Hopfield networks are

characterised by the following: binary or unitary input signals, binary or uni-

tary output signals, simple summation functions, and hard-limited threshold ac-

tivation functions. Additionally, there are a number of contributions from the

research community that allow for variants of realizations of the Hopfield net-

work. Every neuron, i, j = 1, 2, ..., n in the network is connected back to every

other one, except itself. Input patterns xj are supplied to the external inputs Ij

and cause activation of the external outputs. The response of such a network,

when an input vector is supplied during the recall procedure, is dynamic, that

is, after supplying the new input patter, the network calculates the outputs and

then feeds them back to the neurons; new output values are then calculated, and

so on, until an equilibrium state is reached. An equilibrium state is considered

to be the state of the system when the output signals do not change for two

consecutive cycles, or change within a small constant. The weights in a Hopfield

network are symmetrical for reasons of stability in reaching equilibrium, that is

wij=wji∀i, j ∈ {1, n}.
The Hopfield’s equilibrium can also be understood from thermodynamics:
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Hopfield networks have an associated energy, which is a dynamical parameter and

which can be calculated at any instant t as explained later in Equation 6.17. The

energy function represents a surface in a n−dimensional space. As the network

iterates, it converges towards minimums or hollows of the energy function, which

are equilibrium states. The existence of this equilibrium points is a consequence

of the attractor principle. During training, the neuron’s interconnecting weights

are modified so that the network energy function presents some minimums at the

corresponding training patterns. When a new a noisy pattern is presented to the

network and the network is triggered to oscillate freely, it will eventually rest on

the closest basin of attraction to the initial state, therefore associating the input

pattern with one of the known patterns.

In the foregoing discussion, it has been shown how Hopfield networks are used

for pattern recognition. Nonetheless, Hopfield networks can also be applied to op-

timization problems: Knowing that Hopfield networks iterate towards minimums

of the energy function, the optimisation problem comes down to re-formulate the

optimisation goal function as an energy function [154, 159].

Dynamics of the HNN

In an N -neuron HNN, the energy can be described as shown in (6.17).

E = −1

2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ViVjωij −
N∑
i=1

ViIi (6.17)

where Vi is the ith neuron output, Ii is the bias vector and ωij is the associated

weight to the i− j neurons interconnection.

The neuron activation function is calculated accordingly in (6.18).

V =
1

2

(
1 + tanh

U

U0

)
(6.18)

where U is the neuron input signal, V is the output signal and U0 is a constant.

For the network to converge, the activation values are updated using the Euler

method:

U t+∆t
i = U t

i + ∆t

(
N∑
j=1

Vjωij + Ii −
Ui
τ

)
(6.19)
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where τ is the time constant of the network, ∆t is the time step and U t
i is the

input of neuron i at time instant t.

The energy function of a HNN has various minima (basins of attraction)

that represent (sub-optimal) solutions. An unknown input pattern represents a

particular point in the energy landscape. As the network iterates in its way to a

solution, the point moves through the landscape towards one of the hollows, i.e.

to local solutions [160]. By defining a globally monotonic n−dimensional energy

function on the basis of n network attributes’ criteria then optimum network

resource allocations can be obtained.

6.4.2 Problem Formulation

Communication network selection is defined as an optimisation problem. The

HNN will iteratively converge to a solution where the cost associated with map-

ping a particular service to a particular RAT is minimised. For this purpose, the

following cost function (6.20) has been derived.

The network selection problem has been formulated using a 2-D HNN. The

network has Nnet ×Ntt neurons, where Nnet is the number of available networks

and Ntt is the number of types of traffic that the application level is generating.

A neuron Vn,t will be activated when traffic t is allocated to network n.

The proposed energy (cost) function, inspired by Calabuig [86], consists of six

terms. The first term forces the neurons to have a ’0’ or ’1’ output signal, or to be

near these values. The second term guarantees that the same traffic type is not

shared among several radios or networks. The third term ensures that only one

network is chosen from a particular type: e.g., a mobile device equipped with only

one WLAN interface can only connect to one WLAN network simultaneously. The

fourth term is intended to enhance the user’s network selection. The fifth term

precludes the user from demanding more than the maximum available bandwidth

in each system. Finally, the sixth term maximises the traffic allocation and hence

the total resource utilization. Thus,
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E =
A

2

Nnet∑
n=1

Ntt∑
t=1

Vn,t (1− Vn,t) +
B

2

Ntt∑
t=1

(
Nnet∑
n=1

Vn,t − 1

)

+
C

2

Nnet∑
n=1

Nnet∑
n′=1
n′ 6=n

ηn,n′

(
Ntt∑
t=1

Vn,t

)(
Ntt∑
t=1

Vn′,t

)

+
D

2

Nnet∑
n=1

Ntt∑
t=1

Vn,tf
u
n,t +

E

2

Nnet∑
n=1

Ntt∑
t=1

Vn,tξn,t

+
F

2

Nnet∑
n=1

Ntt∑
t=1

Vn,t
fn,t
fmin,t

(6.20)

, where

ηn,n′ =

{
1 if n and n′ same RAT,

0 otherwise.

, and

ξn,t = u

(
Ba

Bn

− 1

)
(6.21)

being

Ba = Bt +
Nnet∑
n=1

Ntt∑
t=1
t6=t′

Vn,tBt (6.22)

where Bt refers to the bandwidth required for traffic t, Bn to the available band-

width at network n, fn,t to the cost associated to selecting network n for traffic t

and fun,t represents the cost from the user’s perspective, as explained in the next

section. Thus, by comparison with (6.17) and (6.20) the parameters ω and I are

ωn,t,n′,t′ = Aδn,n′δt,t′ −Bδt,t′ − C (1− δn,n′) ηn,n′ (6.23a)

In,t = −A
2

+B − D

2
fun,t −

E

2
ξn,t (6.23b)

The HNN will tend to stabilise at the state that entails a minimum energy, i.e.,

the best network according to the user’s perspective cost function fun,t. However,

the definition of this function is nontrivial: this function merges the network

attributes and the user requirements and preferences.
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6.4.3 Cost Function Definition

In keeping with a comprehensive characterisation of the available networks ap-

propriateness, the FFNN presented in Section 6.3 may be used. However, in

order to compare the MUC-HNN approach with other current solutions fairly

and on contestable terms, the original FFNNs benefit models will be reduced to

the bandwidth characterisation of the applications QoS demands as follows. The

cost associated to selecting network n for traffic t is usually computed as:

fn,t =
Bt

Bn

(6.24)

Thus, the network resources are allocated proportionally to the traffic demands.

However, this effect is subordinated to the perceived benefit from the ongoing

applications.

In this work, a novel user’s perspective cost function, fun,t, is proposed. The

cost value decreases as the network exceeds the user’s QoS requirements (in terms

of available bandwidth), while any network failure to fulfil the user’s requirements

is highly penalised. Therefore, the term that refers to the user’s perspective of

costs (fourth term) of (6.20) will have a minimum value when only those networks

that have the lowest cost values are activated.

For real-time (RT) services, the associated cost of allocating traffic to networks

with available capacity higher than that required is zero since packet dropping

as result of congestion does not occur. For non-RT services, the function defini-

tion assumes a best effort cost characterization: The cost increases exponentially

until it reaches a saturation level. The scale parameter of the cost functions has

been arbitrarily set by considering the same perceived cost at 50% of the user

requirements ( Bt

Bn
= 2).

fNRTn,t = 1− e
−0.49

Bt

Bn (6.25a)

fRTn,t = 1.25
Bt −Bn

Bt

u

(
Bt

Bn

− 1

)
(6.25b)

Fig. 6.5 shows the cost characterization for both types of traffic. Thus, the

allocation costs at the application level are a direct consequence of the available
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Figure 6.5: Costs associated with RT and non-RT traffic

bandwidth for each traffic taking into account of the application demands, and

the consistency of the application performance when resources are scarce.

6.5 Numerical Evaluation

Two differentiated experiments have been carried out to validate the proposed

NN-based schemes. Firstly, the performance of the FFNN Network Quality As-

sessment will be evaluated for for TCP-based flows and for a G.726 VoIP flow.

Secondly, the network quality and complex network selection approaches will be

combined in the MUC-HNN solution.

6.5.1 Simulation Scenario

Simulations have been conducted to measure the impact of the link’s capacity, la-

tency, jitter and BER on the TCP goodput and on the VoIP MOS in IEEE802.11g

networks. The system model depicted in Fig. 6.6 was set-up using OMNeT++

and the INET framework. This framework provides a comprehensive model of

TCP [45], IPv6 and IEEE802.11x networks. Secondly, the Bohge and Renwaz

G.726 VoIP generator and sink [109, 110] have been included in the simulated

network entities. Finally, the ITU-T P.862 PESQ MOS Evaluation Tool [70] has

been incorporated.

The network is composed by five participating nodes, and the links inter-

connecting them are configured with a packet latency and throughput values
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Figure 6.6: Simulated System Model

consistent with the anticipated latencies in a real system between the two VoIP

ends, MN and the CN, and two arbitrary Access Points. The wired links are

Gigabit Ethernet type. Link delays follow a Gamma distribution; the Gamma

distribution is useful to represent a sequence of links with Poissonian delays. The

wireless link is 54 Mbps IEEE802.11g.

Two different scenarios have been considered, depending on whether the user

is running a TCP-based (FTP service) or VoIP-based application. The NN-based

NSA, shown in Section 6.5.2, remains the same in its structure, but the evaluating

NN changes accordingly. As previously explained, both developed MLP networks

have four inputs (bandwidth, jitter, latency and BER) and one output. However,

whereas NNVoIP provides the expected MOS, and thus is to be used in the VoIP

scenarios, NNTCP provides the expected goodput, and therefore is to be used in

the FTP scenarios.

6.5.2 FFNN-based Simple NSA

The proposed FF NNs have been implemented to evaluate their utility to network

selection. Defining NN as the trained FF NN (either NNTCP or NNVoIP), and ~net

as the set of network parameters, a simple NSA could be described as follows.

Moreover, the proposed NN-based NSA proposed in this paper is compared

with two other algorithms:

1. RSSI-based: The MN picks up the network with the highest associated

RSSI value.
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Algorithm 1 NN-based NSA

if available networks == 0 then
return 0;

else
n = 1;
for i = 1 to available networks do

if NN( ~neti) > NN( ~netn) then
n = i;

end if
end for
return n;

end if

2. Simple Additive Weighting (SAW): A network’s score is produced by adding

weighted contributions for each attribute of the network (for simplicity,

unitary weights have been considered). The MN picks up the network with

the highest score.

Performance Evaluation of the NN-Based NSA

Fig. 6.7a depicts the MOS CDF while varying the following network parameters:

capacity, latency, jitter and BER. Both RSSI- and SAW-based approaches to

network selection have a similar impact on the user’s MOS. In turn, the NN

approach, since it offers a better evaluation of the network quality, it incurs in

better MOS. Moreover, while RSSI and SAW result, respectively, in 55% and

70% probability of having a MOS lower than two (which is the lower bound for

reasonable quality of conversation), NN results in 35% probability.

Fig. 6.7b illustrates the goodput CDF for an FTP bulk transfer. Again, it is

evident that the NN improves the user’s QoE in comparison to both RSSI and

SAW approaches: e.g., users have less than 20kB/s goodput with 42%, 70% and

74% probability, respectively. In general, users enjoy a higher goodput in almost

every single case of the considered set of network conditions in comparison to

both RSSI- and SAW-based approaches.
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(a) MOS (b) Goodput

Figure 6.7: VoIP MOS and TCP Goodput CDF

6.5.3 MUC-HNN NSA

A network simulation has been implemented to conduct numerical evaluation

of the MUC-HNN solution. In this model, a multihomed device is provided

with three interfaces (UMTS, IEEE 802.11b and Ethernet) that can connect

to three access points (and hence RATs) simultaneously. The assumed available

bandwidth at the UMTS link is 60 kb/s [161]. For the other two links, a maximum

capacity of 2 Mb/s and 10 Mb/s respectively is assumed, while a congestion

level is uniformly distributed between 0% and 80%. The device supports three

concurrent sessions: VoIP, video streaming and file transfer. All three services

have the same preference level. The algorithm is able to allocate zero or more

services to an interface.

The traffic models for the VoIP and video streaming have been extracted from

[59, 60] respectively: the terminal is assumed to generate a constant bit rate of

64 kb/s for the former, and 5 Mb/s (download) for the latter. FTP file download

traffic runs over TCP Reno.

The parameters of the proposed HNN have been calculated and are shown in
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the Appendix C:

A = 10 B = 20000 C = 20000

D = 1000 E = 15000 F = 500

τ = 1 U0 = 0.1 ∆t = 10−4

To evaluate MUC-HNN’s performance, it is compared with two other algo-

rithms, following the same approach as taken by Calabuig [86]. These other two

algorithms are:

1. Round Robin (RR): This technique allocates the resources from the avail-

able networks to each traffic cyclically. The maximum available bandwidth

is allocated for each type of traffic, permitting no traffic sharing between

two or more interfaces.

2. Optimum Bit Rate (OBR): This technique allocates to each type of traf-

fic the network whose available bandwidth is the lowest, above the traffic

bandwidth requirements.

Performance Evaluation of the MUC-HNN NSA

From the bandwidth allocated to each type of traffic, the following QoS metrics

have been calculated: VoIP packet dropping probability; video stream buffering

time (as a percentage over the visualization time); and FTP service latency (for

a 1MB file download). Results are based on an average outcome after 1000

simulation runs.

Figure 6.8 illustrates the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the packet

dropping probability for the VoIP traffic. MUC-HNN offers a 0% blocking prob-

ability in any scenario, while OBR achieves it in 90% of the cases and RR only

in 25%.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the CDF of the percentage of video stream buffering

time and the 1MB-file download latency respectively. The proposed algorithm

achieves better performance overall. It is noted, however, that in approximately

7% of the user case scenarios its video stream performance is slightly lower than

the RR and OBR allocation. This is a consequence of the algorithm enhanced

allocation of resources to both the VoIP and the FTP traffic. MUC-HNN reduces
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Figure 6.8: CDF for packet dropping probability of the VoIP service

Figure 6.9: CDF for percentage of buffering time over visualization time (video
stream service

FTP service latency by 50% in 25% of the cases considered in comparison with

RR and OBR algorithms. In the remaining cases, MUC-HNN also attains better

performance (approximately 20% latency reduction).

6.5.4 Computational Load

HNNs have been extensively used for pattern recognition and constrained opti-

mization problems [162, 163] and have been successful on problem benchmarks

such as the Traveling Salesman Problem, Economic Dispatch, N-Queens and Op-

timal Edge Selection [164], enabling more extensive variable sets while reducing

the computation time. HNNs can also be implemented using analog or optical
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Figure 6.10: CDF for 1 MB file download latency (FTP service)

devices, fostering their computational capabilities.

The activation values of the network neurons and the neuron interconnecting

weights define the energy of the network, so-called the Lupanov function. Since

all neurons are interconnected, a state flap in one of them can result in other

neuron(s) state changes, therefore neurons can update their activation values

asynchronously and independently from other neurons. As the network neurons

iterate, the Lupanov function converges towards minimums of the energy land-

scape. This convergence time ultimately defines the performance of the HNN.

Serpen and Parvin [165] and Goya et al. [166] present empirical evaluations

of the performance of binary HNNs for graph search problems, such as TSP-like

NP-hard constrained optimization problems. Results point to solution stability as

the bounding factor for HNNs performance, i.e. rather than number of variables,

it’s the meta-stability of the HNN that characterises how likely a solution may be.

In order to help HNNs converge faster to the basins of attractions—local minima

in the energy function—the Lupanov function must be carefully implemented.

The MUC-HNN algorithm proposed in this thesis has been designed with a

strong focus on the solution stability and the converge latency. In order to do so,

the Lupanov weights have been set according to Appendix C. Next, the Round

Robin, OBR and the proposed MUC-HNN algorithms latencies have compared in

their MATLAB implementation. The evaluation has considered a trained MUC-

HNN. The software run on a Pentium IV 2GHz, 1 GB RAM hardware platform.

Ten scenarios have been considered, while varying the network attributes. Fig-

ure 6.11 shows that, on average, the MUC-HNN approach is three times slower
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Figure 6.11: CDF for algorithm runtime

(approximately 45ms latency) than OBR (15 ms). Even quicker convergence is

expected from Round Robin algorithm due to its O(1) time complexity, in com-

parison to OBR’s O(n2).

6.5.5 Qualitative Analysis of Other Solutions

In contrast with a per-data stream allocation to the available network chan-

nels, Horde and Calabuig approaches permit per-packet interface allocation. This

presents the following two advantages: (i) per-packet striping involves dynamic

network monitoring systems, therefore providing high adaptivity to varying con-

ditions; and (ii) in-stream QoS evaluation permits differentiated treatment of

the packets, e.g. sending the packets which need to be more reliably transmitted

(such as the reference I-frames in an encoded video stream) thought the most

reliable network channel out the available ones. It is therefore presumable that

per-packet routing and scheduling improves the user’s QoE, and outperforms the

results of the proposed network selection algorithm.

However, network striping presents three issues that have to be more deeply

analysed, possibly as part of this thesis future work. First, Horde’s software cod-

ing makes it computationally impractical. In this sense, Calabuig offers a suitable

computationally-efficient solution for network-centric striping, whose exportation

to handheld devices is both feasible and advantageous. Secondly, the definition
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of the utility functions should be revisited. As part of this thesis work, a number

of contributions to network selection for multihomed nodes was discussed. The

considered MADM-, AHP-, TOPSIS-based approaches fail both to cope with the

NP-hard nature of the multihomed network selection problem, and to accommo-

date the non-linear nature of the user’s QoE.

6.6 Limitations and Future Work

The proposed MUC-HNN NSA algorithm allocates application data streams on a

per-channel basis. It does not offer packet-level granularity, e.g. as the works by

Horde or Calabuig et al. This design criteria presents strengths and drawbacks.

Firstly, since decisions are taken at application flow level, there is no need for

separate congestion and transmission control and the subsequent multiplexing,

thus implementing the proposed NSA is less burdensome and copes better with

the off-the-self protocol stacks. Also, data stream to network allocation is much

lighter computationally than applying the striping policies on a per-packet basis—

which could be potentially unfeasible in some computing power-bound mobile

devices. Horde’s and other policy-based approaches involve if-then-else clauses

for each packet. This is computationally impractical.

The proposed NSA is, however, inferior to Horde and Calabuig works in some

aspects. Firstly, per-packet network allocation allows for very efficient routing de-

cisions and is able to cope with heterogeneous application streams. For instance,

an encoded video stream may contain both reference frames (I-frames) and delta

frames (P-frames). In order for P-frames to be decoded, the previously sent

I-frame must have been received successfully. It is therefore desirable or advan-

tageous to send the I-frames over the most reliable channels. Likewise, to ensure

that the audio (if present) is synchronised with the video, frames from both data

streams should experience similar reception delay. In-stream QoS modulation

may therefore potentiate the user’s QoE.

Additionally, Horde’s approach to link quality estimation permits dynamic

information to input the network selection decision, rather than using default

RAT-specific values. This is specially advantageous in highly dynamic environ-

ments, where link quality depends on factors such as the extent of fast- and
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slow-fading, and competition for channel resources. Other solutions discussed in

this thesis offer similar approaches, such as bayesian RTT estimation [81].

In summary, the Horde and Calabuig’s approaches to network selection and

in-stream QoS modulation is both realistic and advantageous. However, further

work should address the scheduler implementation, as Horde’s proposal is com-

putationally impractical. In this sense, Calabuig may reduce the computational

burden.

Also, in the short term, the proposed FFNN-based QoS estimation mecha-

nism should be integrated with the MUC-HNN, to achieve the full potential of

the later. This thesis has only considered a proportional rate constraint cost

function; similar criteria is proposed by Xue et al. [82]. The rationale behind

this is that, firstly, the scenario is conceptually simpler and easier to validate

because it reduces the second order impact of other factors, such as the impact

of latency or jitter, on the ongoing applications. Other works in the literature

apply exclusively, for instance, link latency criteria [167].

The second reason why the MUC-HNN does not benefit from the FFNN mech-

anism is logistical. The work on the MUC-HNN took place first, and the in-built

limitations of NSAs on accurately defining the user experience triggered the in-

terest of the authors for high-level QoS estimation mechanisms. The backwards

integration with the MUC-HNN is, however, seamless. The proposed HNN Lu-

panov function was designed to converge independently of the value of the cost

function by setting appropriate weighing coefficients (see Appendix C). The sim-

ulation environment limitation can therefore be overcome by further scripting the

algorithm in the OMNET++ environment.

Further work on this area should enhance striping mechanisms. Packet-

scheduling calls for per-interface congestion control mechanisms because there

are multiple congestion domains. Yet, with multiple destination hosts, multiple

control control instances are required on a per interface for every destination.

Further work should provide efficient solutions to multihomed congestion con-

trol, potentially re-implementing the solutions presented by SCTP multihoming

extensions [83, 84, 168] and multipath-capable TCP mechanisms [169, 170].

Moreover, the QoS specification language should be revised. The work pre-

sented in this thesis on a FFNN solution for application-level QoS characterisation

may help defining accurately the user’s perceived QoS, depending on the network
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allocation. Further work could improve the impact of per-packet scheduling on

the user applications.

6.7 Summary

This chapter addresses, firstly, a high-level network quality descriptor based on

neural networks. From link-layer indicators such as latency, BER, jitter and

link capacity, the neural model returns the expected MOS (VoIP applications)

or throughput (TCP-based applications). This approach permits the evaluation

of the appropriateness of the available networks for the ongoing applications.

Simulation results show that this approach may help users achieving optimum

network selection. While many random factors influence the quality of a wireless

network, the FFNN mapping offers arguably accurate results, considering the

percentual values of the error estimation and the applications sensitivity.

Secondly, a novel network selection algorithm for multihomed users is pro-

posed. This algorithm is based on HNNs and a newly defined energy-cost func-

tion that describes, from a user’s perspective, the cost associated to the user’s

traffic-network allocation when multiple traffic flows and interfaces are involved.

It is applicable to heterogeneous networks and can deal with any number of in-

terfaces. While evaluating the performance of this approach, due to the intrinsic

limitations of the simulation environment, only the link capacity has been consid-

ered to compute the inherent cost of network selection. However, the algorithm

may well use the aforementioned high-level quality descriptor. Simulation results

show that it may help reducing service delivery latency and increase the MOS.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Further Work

Heterogeneous networks are expected to provide a very rich spectrum of net-

work resources. In these environments, users would freely roam through differ-

ent access networks at their convenience. However, handoff incurs a temporary

QoS disruption. Thus, there is a need for the development of seamless handoff

schemes suitable for heterogeneous environments. In keeping with the Ericsson’s

paradigm Always Best Connected, handoff schemes should meet the following

three requirements: predicting and discovering new networks, choosing the best

available network(s) intelligently and, finally, handling the connections seam-

lessly by providing fast proactive mobility management schemes, and alleviating

the impact of handoff on applications and higher-level protocols. This thesis has

targeted a limited scope of the issues related to the last two previously mentioned

requirements for seamless handoff in the context of freely roaming mobile users,

supporting some multihoming features, such as multiple network selection and

bandwidth aggregation.

The remainder of this chapter presents the conclusions and achievements at-

tained as part of this thesis work, and suggests some future research lines.

7.1 Summary of Contributions

This thesis has attained several achievements. The summary of contributions is

as follows:
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• the effective software implementation and evaluation of a cross-layer archi-

tecture that enables vertical handoffs, partially based on the OMNeT++

and INET Open Source Frameworks,

• the development and assessment of a L3 mobility scheme and the compari-

son of its performance with other current approaches to mobility manage-

ment,

• integration of a L3 mobility scheme with added functionalities to the FMIPv6

protocol, such as PAR buffer management, reducing packet loss,

• the modification TCP and its co-operation with the L3 in order to approach

the performance bounds at handoff set by the RAT,

• the formulation of a NSA for multihomed devices and the characterisation

via MLP neural networks of the performance of TCP and VoIP G.726 codec,

and finally,

• the incorporation of the detached contributions into the architecture frame-

work, enabling cross-layer information exchange and co-operation.

These research contributions are also described in the publications listed in

Appendix D.

7.2 Summary of Conclusions

In the light of the experimental results and analyses presented in this thesis, it

has been deduced that:

• As a consequence of the variety of design principles and dynamics which

different access technologies follow, there is a requirement for L2-agnostic

mobility management schemes to enable seamless handoffs in the future

heterogeneous networks (Chapters 1 and 2).

• Literature investigation points out to the importance of cross-layer schemes

for effective protocol co-operation. The emerging IEEE802.21 standard ar-

chitecture framework provides facilities that can support largely mobility
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principles, such as standardised notification and command reporting in-

terfaces. However, the standard should be extended to further facilitate

seamless handoffs. The proposed set of IEEE802.21 directives and mes-

sages, coupled with the FMIPv6 facilities, helps seamless handoff provision

by reducing the additive delays derived from the L3 mobility management

(Chapter 3).

• The difficulties found at developing a not only fast, lightweight and compu-

tationally efficient but also secure L3 mobility management schemes point

out there is a trade-off among these. The proposed PRO-FMIPv6 protocol

meets the security standards set by the IETF, being equivalent at this re-

spect to the de facto standard, Return Routability. However, PRO-FMIPv6

incurs lower additional delays thereby alleviating the QoS disruption (Chap-

ter 4, Section 2).

• FMIPv6-based approaches can be improved from the experience at devel-

oping 4G seamless handoff schemes. 4G protocols co-design principles ex-

portation to FMIPv6 networks calls for stronger links between L2 and L3.

This could be provided by IEEE802.21, enabling more organic behaviour

and ultimately, by increasing the intra-protocolary intelligence, reducing

packet loss and saving the link’s capacity usage (Chapter 4, Section 5).

• Depending on the network dynamics and handoff delays, TCP may present

significant algorithmic drawbacks at handoff. The integration of a handoff

notification scheme to trigger alternative congestion control procedures en-

hances performance, as evidenced by improved goodput figures (Chapters

3 and 5).

• The FMIPv6 facilities provide the NAR with buffering capacity. This

buffering capacity can be exploited by TCP to improve the goodput in

those cases where proactive handoff takes place (Chapter 5).

• For user terminals to make effective network selection decisions, they must

acquire accurate information from the network. This information should

include but may not be limited to link capacity, BER, jitter and security

profile. User terminals, moreover, are expected to provide stable and results
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even when incomplete, inaccurate, noisy and highly variable data. These

technological challenges open new venues of research on network monitoring

and assessment-, and on assisted handoff-enabling technologies, such as

CRRM or cognitive radio (Chapter 2, Section 4).

• MLP NNs are a powerful instrument to model non-linear multi-variable

functions. They show accuracy figures suitable for characterising TCP and

VoIP’s performance in terms of link capacity, end-to-end delay, jitter and

BER. A MLP-based network evaluation methodology can benefit NSAs

(Chapter 6, Section 3).

• HNNs can provide better network allocations than other currently used ap-

proaches under a range of different heterogeneous environments. However,

HNN-based NSAs require proactive approaches to handoff on which the

dynamic conditions of networks are monitored. Assuming the existence of

a local RRM unit, FMIPv6 and IEEE802.21 provide the necessary facili-

ties for this to happen on open heterogeneous network domains (Chapter 6,

Section 4).

In a broader sense, this thesis addresses the feasibility of user-centric ap-

proaches to heterogeneous networking. In this sense, the work carried out, decou-

pled form specific architectural network designs and business agreements, could

potentially enable intelligent seamless heterogeneous handoffs.

7.3 Limitations of this Work

Network selection strategies are sensitive to misestimated or wrong access network

parameters, such as bandwidth or delay. Flawed network selection may, in turn,

augment the extent of network congestion and poses a DoS security risk. Also, if

there is a significant difference in the appropriateness between access technologies,

where one is significantly better that the others, then most strategies including

MUC-HNN will deem the same network allocation.

Likewise, the suppression of the standard TCP congestion control mechanisms

at handoff also enables potential DoS attacks. Users advertising an artificially

increased visited link capacity, thus virtually augmenting the TCP congestion
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window size temporarily, may inject a higher number of packets than the link

may support. A network information validation scheme could be integrated into

the proposed Enhanced TCP algorithm to avoid this exploit.

7.4 Suggestions for Future Research

Seamless handoff is one of the mobile communication paradigms yet to be achieved.

In spite of many efforts from the research and business arenas, seamless handoff

is a young area where many questions remain. The incursion of cross-layer de-

signs, autonomic computing and evolved RATs adds new angles to approach the

problem.

First, this thesis has led to several co-designed schemes to seamless handoffs.

However, these different proposals have been evaluated independently at the sim-

ulation environment. Next, these partial enhancements to heterogeneous handoff

could be combined then compared to the state of the art.

In the short term, the resource allocation in heterogeneous environments could

be reviewed. This thesis has focused on an user-centric network selection algo-

rithm because being provided with an intelligent selection method not tied with

any network operator is beneficial for users. However, also network operators can

benefit from intelligent resource allocation algorithms for multihomed devices.

Considering they fully manage heterogeneous environments, network operators

could go further beyond service provisioning; to intelligent frequency planning,

network bottleneck avoidance and to other highly beneficial considerations. In

order to do so, the MUC-HNN energy-cost function could be extended to include

a more organic resource allocation, where, e.g. WiFi hotspots-covered areas may

relax the cellular network frequency demands.

The algorithm could also be expanded to consider other decision metrics, such

as security or cost. Moreover, this thesis has considered specific VoIP codecs

and TCP flavours: future work could involve the definition of other network-

application performance functions or the development of a learning procedure as

the one used in this thesis, based on FFNNs. Finally, the algorithm processing

requirements and output stability should be further explored to support particular

mobile terminal hardware capabilities.
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With regard to the proposed mobility signalling scheme, the encountered secu-

rity concerns could be minimised. Further extensions to the PRO-FMIPv6 could

address a tighter coupling with the L2, making use of more descriptive L2 trig-

gers and optimising the inter-operation with the mobility network architecture.

Also, the case where a single multihomed user can handle multiple connections

could be studied. For instance, extending the PRO-FMIPv6 signalling scheme to

anticipate multihomed scenarios could further reduce delays: rather than using

only one interface for carrying out the signalling, the simultaneous use of several

interfaces could minimise the latencies involved in the message exchange.

This thesis has highlighted the impact of handoff on TCP flows. Upward

handoff is proven to pose a security risk to mobility subnets, as mobile users may

flood the visited link. Accurate network parameters discovery and secure network

information exchange mechanisms should be investigated, to avoid network usage

unfairness and potential DoS attacks. Also, future research directions should in-

clude the integration of rapid or proactive TCP adaptation mechanisms; enabling

fast adaptation to the new link’s conditions.

The simulation environment could be extended to relax some of the assump-

tions made in this thesis. These would include specific mobility patterns, realistic

mobile terminal processing capabilities, and real-life applications or application

traffic models not analysed in this thesis yet very popular among the user com-

munity, such as online gaming and video-streaming. Also, implementing user

aggregation in the testbed, i.e. recreating multi-agent environments, would add

a whole new dimension to the study of network selection schemes, enabling game

theory approaches.

Other future work may encompass a wider spectrum of seamless mobility is-

sues, e.g. refining the granularity of application flows, so that they can traverse

different interfaces simultaneously; defining de facto architectures and protocols

for the access discovery and mobility management; user preference discovery (via

automated learning or GUI for collecting user information); integrated user mobil-

ity patterns and access network geographical information for handoff prediction;

and common radio resource management for heterogeneous networks, enabling

standardised description of network resources that can be used as input in net-

work selection algorithms.
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Appendix A

PRO-FMIPv6 Alternative

Signalling Schemes

The original PRO-FMIPv6 design incorporates Optimistic DAD, i.e. it considers

a low address collision probability. In those cases where collision is to be fully

avoided, then the PRO-FMIPv6 signalling would be modified as Figure A.1 de-

picts. This scheme does not requires of triggering further in advance the signalling

tasks, as the MN must receive the HAck message at the PAR’s link. On another

note, the results for route optimisation delays hold.

Figure A.1: Non-optimistic-DAD PRO-FMIPv6 Signalling
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Appendix B

TCP Formal Analysis

Equations on TCP performance.

Extra segments received

Packets received during SS:

lg2
W
2∑

n=0

2n =
2lg2

W
2

+1 − 20

2− 1
= W − 1 (B.1)

Packets received during CA:

W∑
n=lg2

W
2

+1

W

2
+ 1 + n =

W
2∑
i=1

W

2
+ i =

3W 2

8
+
W

4
(B.2)

Therefore, in standard TCP, from connection re-establishment up to cwnd=W:

Segmentsreceived =
3W 2

8
+

5W

4
− 1 (B.3)

In Freeze-TCP, since avoids bringing down the TCP cwnd size, the segments

transferred are given by:

Segmentsreceived = W

(
W

2
+ lg2

W

2

)
(B.4)
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Thus,

FreezeExtraSegments =
W 2

8
+W lg2

W

2
− 5W

4
+ 1 (B.5)

The proposed scheme saves RTT seconds derived from signalling after handoff.

The previous equations then can be re-written as:

Segmentsreceived = W

(
W

2
+ lg2

W

2
+ 1

)
(B.6)

Ergo,

ExtraSegments =
W 2

8
+W lg2

W

2
− W

4
+ 1 (B.7)
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Appendix C

Energy Function Weighting

Coefficients Calculation

The weighting coefficients have been calculated as in [86]. The worst case sce-

narios are considered so that the choice of weights permits increased convergence

rates. Choices that imply a benefit from the user perspective, not necessarily

reduce the value of (6.20). Favorable choices are denoted by +, while negative

choices are denoted by −.

First term

The first term of the energy function permits faster convergence of the HNN.

∂E

∂Vn,t+
=
A

2
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1− 2Vn,t+

)
+
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2
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2
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=
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2

(
1− 2Vn,t−

)
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D

2
fun,t− +

F

2

fn,t−
fmin,t

The condition for converge towards the minimum is:

∂E

∂Vn,t+
<

∂E

∂Vn,t−

In worst case scenario, Vn,t− = 1, Vn,t− = 0, fun,t− = fun,t+ .
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A >
F
2
min(fn,t− − fn,t+)

fmin,t

Fifth term

This term avoids network capacity overloading.

∂E

∂Vn,t+
=
A

2

(
1− 2Vn,t+

)
+
D

2
fun,t+ +

F

2
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2
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2
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F

2

fn,t−
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In worst case scenario, Vn,t− = 1, Vn,t− = 0, fun,t− = fun,t+ , fn,t− = fn,t+

E > A

Second term

Users must not allocate the same type of traffic to different interfaces simul-

taneously. The rationale behind this is that users are not enabled to handle

connections at transport level seamlessly across several interfaces.

The fourth and sixth terms decrease neuron outputs. Considering δ the max-

imum desired distance to the desired sum value, equilibrium is achieved when

|
∑Nnet

n=1 Vn,t − 1 |< δ. Considering the worst case scenario:∣∣∣∣D2 +
F

2

∣∣∣∣ < δB,B >
D + F

2δ

Third term

This term must decrease neuron output if ηn,n′ = 1.
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∂E

∂Vn,t
> 0

Since B > A, worst case scenario is Vn,t = 0, Vn′,t = 0.(
Ntt∑
t′=1

Vn′,t′

)
C > A+ 2B −Dfun,t − E − F

fn,t
fmin,t

Therefore C >> 0.
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Proactive route optimization for Fast Mobile IPv6
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